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Thesis Abstract 

Capital Asset Pricing, Valuation of the Firm and 

Optimal Capital Structure 

The subject area of interest is capital structure. 

It is hypothesized that firms finance themselves with various 

types of conditional claims against a primary risky cash flow. Each claim 

issued is in turn risky and we value each of these according to an asset 

pricing model. Although any conceivable set of claims could be used we 

restrict the discussion to the well known claims: debt and equity. Since 

investors value claims on the basis of after tax flows we investigate 

several different tax structures and their implications for optimal 

capital structure. 

In brief we find that some tax structures imply 100% debt financing, 

some imply 100% equity financing while others imply that intermediate 

combinations of equity and debt are optimal. This last result is extremely 

interesting as we argue that those tax structures are the most realistic 

ones considered. 

For this problem we find it necessary to develop the theory of 

comparative statics in the pricing of capital assets and in particular to 

consider the portfolio aspects which give motivation to firms to adopt these 

optimal structures. The analysis is undertaken under both risk neutrality 

and risk-aversion assumptions and similar results are found for both cases. 
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Notation Guide 

The thesis makes extensive use of algebraic notations 

so much so that each letter of the English alphabet (some several times 

over with different subscripts) as well as a few Greek letters are 

employed. Each letter is defined in the text as it is brought into use. 

It is therefore not recommended that this notation list be memorized 

before reading the work. Rather it should serve as a handy reference 

guide should a definition be forgotten along the way. 

It is important to note that the following convention is followed. 

Except where used as subscripts, lower case English alphabet characters 

define random variables while upper case characters define constant or 

certain values. The Greek notation usually appears only where generalized 

numerical parameters are needed to illustrate the mathematical form of a 

functional relationship such as a utility function. 

The notation used is as follows. 

a- an identifier of an unlevered firm when used as a subscript. 

A- the size of the asset base which is presumed to be depreciable 

for tax purposes. 

A' - the asset base A located in the standard scale i. e. 

A, A- E(c+d) 
a (c+d) 

A' - the asset base A expressed as a shift or displacement value in 

the standard scale or expressed in terms of standard deviations 

i. e. Ä' A 
c(c+d) 
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a"a parameter in a utility function. 

b- an identifier of a levered firm when used as a subscript. 

B the quantity of bond principal and the price of the bondholders 

claim if we assume that bonds are always issued at par. 

it - the quantity of bond principal B expressed as a shift or 

displacement value in the standard scale or expressed in terms 

of standard deviation i. e. B' - o(B) 
BC - corporate borrowing of a firm where we wish to draw a 

particular distinction between corporate and personal borrowing. 

This notation is only used briefly and generally the simple 

term B defines corporate borrowing. 

Bp - personal borrowing with respect to the holding of a particular 

company's stock. This is only used briefly in conjunction with 

Bc to draw a particular distinction between personal and 

corporate borrowing. 

6B -a change in bond principal B. 

ß-a parameter in a utility function. 

c- an identifier of a corporate variable when used as a subscript. 

c- the random cash flow to some firm. It is used in two ways. 

In the introduction and literature review it is taken to imply 

the total cash return to some firm (the jth) before taxes. In 

this use a subscript is not needed so it is not used. 

In Chapter Five, Six and Seven, it is necessary to define the 

total return to the firm as having an operating plus an asset 

liquidation flow. In these chapters we replace the one period 

11 
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return to the jth firm, c', with (c+d)where c is the before tax 

operating cash flow to the firm and d is the asset disposal 

value. As the two uses are separated by several chapters and 

as the (c+d) term is well re-defined when introduced and 

always appears with d as (c+d) the two usages should not prove 

confusing. 

ca - an unlevered firm's random cash flow. 

cb -a levered firm's random cash flow. 

ce - the random cash flow to a personally levered shareholder. 

C- the random cash flow to the jth firm. As noted above in 

Chapters 5,6 and 7 we replace ci with c+d. 

cif -a risk free part of the random cash flow cj. 

cjr -a risky part of the random cash flow c3. 

cm - the random cash flow to all risky assets, marketed and non-marketed. 

cm - the random after tax cash flow to all the marketed assets - 

excluding the non-marketed ones. 

cm - the cash flow to the government in tax reviews from asset J. 
j 

E(c) - an Nx1 column vector of expected after tax cash flows to the 
Nx1 

N marketed claims. 

(c+d) - the total random operating plus disposal value of the firm as 

used in Chapters 5,6 and 7. 

c+d - E(c+d) (c+d)' - the value of c+d in the standard scale, i. e. (c+d)' -. Q(cm) 

Cov(yl, y2)- the covariance between two variates yl and v2. 

12 
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d - an identifier of a debtholder's claim when used as a subscript. 

d " the random disposal value of the tax-depreciable asset base A. 

Dg - the risk-free borrowing/lending position of the sth individual 

in his portfolio. 

a, - the certain dividend yield for the jth firm. 

e- an identifier of an equityholder'a position when used as a 

subscript. 

E(yi] - the expected value of yi. 

Ea - the value of the equity of an unlevered firm. 

Eb - the value of the equity of a levered firm. 

Es - the expected portfolio cash flow to investor s. 

f- risk free when used as a subscript. 

f-a probability functional i. e. the probability of event 

Yi 'f (yi) " 

Fa cumulative probability functional i. e. the cumulative 

density between yl and y2 is F[yl, y2]. 

g" an identifier of the gth claim when used as a subscript. 

G an integral over a probability distribution i. e. the integral 

of c over its probability distribution between yl and y2 is 
Y2 

written fc f(c) dc - G(yl' y2]. 
yl 

Yli - an intercept term in a linear equation. 

Y21 -a coefficient term in a linear equation. 

H- the constant price of risk as defined by a modified MR asset 

pricing model. 
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i" an identifier of the ith asset when used as a subscript. 

I- the quantity of interest promised in the bond contract. 

I' the value of I located in the standard scale i. e. I' -IE c+d 
v c+d> 

w 

I' the quantity of bond interest I expressed as a shift or 

displacement value in the standard scale or expressed in terms 

of standard deviation i. e. I' a a(c+d) 
1* - the optimal size of the interest payment, I" 

I" an NxN identity matrix. 
N2 

61 "a change in the size of the interest payment, I. 

j- an indicator of the jth firm or asset when used as a subscript. 

k- an indicator of the kth firm or asset when used as a subscript. 

k- 
an Nxl column vector of before tax marketed cash flows. 

Nxl 

Ks - current consumption of individual s. 

As -a Lagrange multiplier for the sth investor. 

m- an indicator of the total market of risky assets when used as 

a subscript. 

ui - the mean of the cash flow distribution for firm j. 

n- the number of assets in the market. 

ni - the number of conditional claims defined against the jth firm. 

N- the normal probability distribution functional i. e. 

c+d -N[E (c+d) ,a (c+d) j. 

N the number of conditional claims traded in the market. 
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of - the value of zero located in the standard scale. 

i. e. 0' "0- 
E(c+d) 

a(c+d) 

P, - the price of the jth firm or asset. 

P'a - the price of firm j if unlevered. 

Pjb - the price of firm j if levered. 

P - the price of all risky assets in the market. m 
Pm - the price of all risky assets in the market when we wish to 

emphasize that. these are marketed assets valued on their after 

tax cash flow. 

P- the Nxl column vector of prices for the N marketed claims. 
Nxl 

Qs - a risk aversion measure defined for individual a. 

r - risky when used as a subscript. 

ra - one plus the rate of return to an unlevered share. 

rb - one plus the rate of return to a levered share. 

rj - one plus the rate of return to the nth asset. 

r - one plus the rate of return'to the market of risky assets. m 
Rf - one plus the risk-free rate of return. 

p - a correlation coefficient. 

8 - an identifier for the sth inves tor when used as a subscript. 

S- an Nxl column vector of ones. 
Nxl 

aik- the covariance between the jth and kth claims. 
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o2 the variance of the jth claim. 

t- after taxes when used as a subscript. 

tt - random total tax revenue from all N marketed claims. 

E(tt) - the Nxl cnlumn vector of expected cash flows from the N 
Nxl 

marketed claims. 

tB - random taxes paid by bondholders. 

tC - random taxes paid by corporations. 

tS - random taxes paid by stockholders. 

tT - the same as tt but restricted to being the total taxes paid by all 

claimholders against just one firm as used in Chapter 1. 

T - corporate tax rate. c 

T - capital gains tax rate. g 
T - personal tax rate. p 
T - the NxN diagonal matrix of tax rates applied to the N marketed 
N2 

claims in the market. 

U - the uniformly or rectangularly distributed functional. 

U - the utility function of the ath investor. 
s 
Vat - the value of an unlevered firm. 

Vbt - the value of a levered firm. 

V - the variance of the cash flow to the ath investor's portfolio. s 
Var(cm) - the variance of the cash flow to all risky assets, marketed and 

non-marketed. 

16 
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Var(c; ) - the variance of the after tax cash flow to the marketed claims. 

Var(tt) - variance of total tax receipts. 

W current wealth of the sth investor. 

ws future uncertain wealth of the ath investor. 

Xsj - the fraction of the jth asset held by investor s in his 

portfolio. 

Xs+- the fraction of the tax pot assigned to investor a as a wealth 

transfer. 

Xs an Nxl column vector of the X 
sj values held in the sth 

Nxl investor's portfolio. 

X8 " the optimal value of Xs 
Nxl Nxl 

yl and y2 ý general values of a variable between which an integration is 

performed. 

Y8 - the value of the tax ratio for model 5-8. 

Y12 - the value of the tax ratio for model 5-12. 

Z-a generalized management decision variable used to illustrate 

the form of the first partial derivative of some function as 

management alters its policy. 

- the NxN covariance matrix of after tax marketed cash flow 

N2 
claims. 

I- the Nxl column vector of covariance between the marketed assets 
Nxl 

and the total of all risky assets. 

I+ - the Nxl column vector of covariances between the marketed 
Nxl 

assets and the total tax claim. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this thesis is the corporate financing decision. 

That is, we investigate what the optimal quantity of equity and debt 

financing should be in a firm. The prime difference between this work and 

the many others which have preceded it is that we investigate tax rules 

unlike any previously modelled. In brief, we find that for those sets of tax 

rules which most closely approximate the ones we observe in the real 

world, internal optimal capital structures obtain. That is, investor wealth 

is maximized when debt and equity both appear in positive amounts in the 

firm's capital structure. 

In this Introduction we first present a brief description of the 

purpose and findings of each chapter. Then we present a simple and naive 

demonstration of the kind of results obtained. The main body of the thesis 

is devoted to the formalization and investigation of the kinds of results 

illustrated in this Introduction. 

1.1 Chapter 2 Description 

This chapter presents a brief summary of some of the more 

relevant literature in this area. The review is restricted to a discussion 

of capital structure findings which obtain under capital market equilibrium. 

18 
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1.2 Chapter 3 Description 

In this chapter we investigate theproblem of comparative statics 

in the prices of securities. In other words we ask whether or not we have 

a valuation model which allows us to describe changes in value as we alter 

capital structures. Briefly, while the regular two parameter asset pricing 

model is inadequate for the task, a variant of it is found to be useful. 

1.3 Chapter 4 Description 

Here we investigate two questions. First we ask what kinds of 

portfolios investors will hold when we recognize that the government acts 

as a collector and redistributor of taxes. We find that investors form 

portfolios which perfectly offset this taxation and redistribution 

activity. We then address the second question of the motivation for firms to 

adopt particular capital structures. That is, if portfolios perfectly offset these 

government actions could it be that investors are indifferent to capital 

structure. We find that in spite of these portfolios, opportunities for extra normal 

gains exist when firms are incorrectly structured and that optimal capital 

structure motivation exists. 

1.4 Chapter 5 Description 

This chapter starts the investigation of tax rules for capital 

structure. We investigate various combinations of personal, corporate and 

capital gains taxes. We allow these taxes to be symmetric (i. e. implying 

that the government subsidizes losses with rebates which are-calculated at the 

regular tax rate) as. well as-non symmetric (when no rebates are given for losses 

19 
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while profits are taxed). We also consider sharing rules where bond 

principal has a prior claim over bond interest and vice versa. We find that 

internal solutions are optimal for the most realistic of the above 

combinatiocm of features. This investigation is done within the framework 

of a simplified risk-neutrality form of the asset pricing model. 

1.5 Chapter 6 Description 

This chapter is devoted to illustrating the results of Chapter 5 

with working examples. In addition we discover that the investigation 

leads to capital budgeting implications. 

1.6 Chapter 7 Description 

Here we expand the results of Chapter 5 to the case of the more 

complete two parameter valuation model under risk aversion. The expansion 

is relatively straightforward but we demonstrate that the optimal solutions 

may be somewhat altered between risk neutrality and risk aversion. 

1.7 Chapter 8 Description 

This chapter contains conclusions and some general remarks 

concerning the implications for further work. 

1.8 Some Background for the Naive Model 

The general approach of the thesis is to consider an economy of 

firms, investors, and government. All producing assets are held by firms 

which in turn are controlled by investors. Firms issue (sell) various 

20 
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conditional claims against themselves to investors in order to raise 

investment capital. The government acts purely as a zero cost income 

redistribution mechanism. Some of the cash generated by firms (taxes) is 

redistributed among investors to satisfy some concept of equitable sharing 

of cash flows. 

Firms are assumed to issue only rather straightforward bonds (or 

debt) and stock (or equity) claims. However, the methodology presented is 

a general one and it is easy to use it to consider any other combination 

of claims one might propose. As the model is developed only in a single 

period framework, questions of dividend policy and retained earnings are 

necessarily avoided. Further, in a one period world, it seems reasonable 

to restrict depreciation for tax purposes to be economic depreciation. 

As previously discussed we consider some variations of taxes and 

claim priorities. With regard to taxes it seems that all work to date has 

been done within the assumption of symmetric taxes. This is clearly not 

the manner in which personal taxes are formulated. Further, corporate 

taxes must be seen to be largely non-symmetric since governments. do not 

reimburse bankrupt companies for their losses although some relief is 

often given to a firm with Temporary losses. 

The question of the priority of bondholder claims is also an 

interesting one. Although these things are not clearly spelled out in 

bond indenture contracts, it appears that bond interest has, in practice, 

a prior claim over principal. This point seems straightforward when one 

considers that firms frequently pay- interest on debt for many years before 

repaying principal. The importance of this point lies- in the different tax 

21 
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treatment afforded interest and principal payments. Interest is taxed 

while principal is tax free. 

All together, by taking various combination of taxes, symmetry 

and non-symmetry, and interest and principal priorities, we investigate in 

the main body of this work, twelve different taxation models. These models 

yield optimal capital structures varying from 100% equity, to internal 

combinations of debt and equity, to 100% debt. On a priori grounds we are 

able to reject those cases yielding unconditional solutions of 100% debt 

financing. This result only occurs for cases where personal taxes are 

symmetric and we have argued that, in the real world, personal taxes are 

generally non-symmetric. We are left with only those cases where internal 

optimum solutions may obtain. As it is generally observed that firms adopt 

capital structures of the internal solution variety, these results are 

of considerable interest. 

1.9 A Naive Demonstration of the More Interesting Results 

We now present a naive demonstration of the type of results 

obtained. Consider the operating or raw cash flow (after payment of 

operating costs) to a firm. Let this cash flow be distributed uniformly 

(or rectangularly) 
1 

over the interval (0, y2) 
? That is: 

c' U(0, y2) 

1See Hoel (47, p. 97). 

(1-1) 

2Note 
that if cash flows cannot be below zero, bankruptcy is impossible. 

This assumption is dropped in the rigorous modelling later but is 
convenient for this simple demonstration. 
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We may then write for the density and cumulative density functional 

f(c) -1 "1 0<c<Y2 (1-2) 
o+ Y2 Y2 

0 elsewhere 

and F(c°) -I 
Co 

f (c) dc - 
co+ °- ýý (1-3) 

00+ Y2 Y2 
where c° is some particular value of cash flow, c. 
Against this cash flow we define a set of conditional claims to bondholders, 

stockholders, and government (for taxes) which together completely 

exhaust the cash flow in all states. 

If we then let bond interest have a prior claim over principal we 

may graphically present the conditional cash flows as in figure (1-1). For cash flows 

above point I, the bondholders' interest claims (I) are fully satisfied 

but below this point they are only partly satisfied and bondholders receive 

interest of c<I. Above the point I+B. bondholders' interest plus 

principal (B) claims are fully satisfied but between I+B and I interest 

claims are fully satisfied while principal claims are only partly met. 

Figure (1-1) CONDITIONAL CASH FLOWS TO CLAIMHOLDERS 

PROBABILITY 

f (c) 
Nv 

. ý) I X28 12 
.. ý .. ý 

, 
9H14 äcHnäQ ao6. 

Wz 
xWtý/ý WVpw $-4 

coI-4cn caI-404 l) vnaac 

SHAREHOLDER 
PROFITS 

oI1+B I+ B 

+(A-B) 

I+A 

Y2 C 

CASH FLOW 
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If the firm purchases assets of A, and if bondholders provide financing 

of B, then shareholders provide equity capital of A-B. Above point 

I+B+ (A - B) -I+A shareholders will have recouped their principal 

outlays and dividends will be paid. Between I+B and I+A, shareholders' 

principal outlays will only be partly recouped. 

If we now consider altering capital structure by some small 

amount these claim satisfaction points shift to I+ 619 I+ 61 +B+ 64 

and A+I+ 61 as indicated in Figure 1-2.1 

Figure (1-2) CONDITIONAL CASH FLOWS TO CLAIMHOLDERS WITH A CHANGE IN 
INTEREST PAYMENTS 

PROBABILITY 

f (c) 

1I+Bý I+Al 
1ýI 
i1 
1I 

S1 
11 

I+ dI I+ dI II + dI 

+B+dB +A 

Y2 c 
CASH FLOW 

'Note 
that d8 

will generally be greater than-! because the bond claim is 
getting riskier. 
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Now let us adopt for the firm the objective of minimising total expected 

taxes to all claimholders. 
1 We can write from, Figure 1-1, expected taxes 

to bondholders as: 

E[tB) - 41 c Tp f(c) dc (1-4) 

+ I2 I Tp f (c) dc 
I 

Where Tp - the personal tax rate. Since firms pay corporate tax only after 

deduction of interest and depreciation, we have, in this one period model, 

that corporate taxes are only paid on cash flows above I+A. (Depreciation 

in a one-period model must be 100% - A). Therefore expected corporate taxes 

may be written as: 

y 
E(tC] - 

I+A 
(c -I- A) Tc f(c) dc (1-S) 

where Tc = corporate tax rate. 

Shareholders can now be paid dividends of (c -I- A)(1 - Tc) 

on which they pay personal taxes at the rate Tp giving expected taxes of: 

"This 
assumption seems to be intuitively reasonable. That is, firms and 

individuals do attempt to minimize taxes wherever possible. However, this 
objective is also consistent with maximizing the market value of the 
claims which the firm has outstanding. Clearly, we can argue that only the after 
tax cash flows are valued by the market. Consider then some investment project 
promising a total cash flow which will be divided up between the tax 
collector and the investor. Very simply, we increase after tax cash flows 
to investors as we decrease taxes. So long as increased cash flows to 
investors lead to increased value, our tax minimization assumption is 
consistent with maximizing claimholder wealth. 
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E (tSI - 
I2 

(c -I- A) (1 -Tc) Tp f(c) dc (1-6) 
I+A 

We now define total expected taxes as the sum of equations (1-4). (1-5) 

and (1-6) giving: 

E(tT) - Tp 
ÖI 

c f(c) dc 

Y: Z 
+ITI f(c) dc 

p I 
Y2 

+ [Tc + Tp (1-Tc)I I (c -I- A) f(c) dc (1-7) 
I+A 

Clearly the only capital structure decision variable in this expression is 

I as all other arguments are constants. 

We may thus write, after simplification: 

3E(tT) Y'2 Y2 

--rý1 Tp I' f (c) d c' - (Tc + Tp(1-Tc) ] 
I+A 

f (c) dc (1-8) 

and we can identify first order optimality conditions of: 
Y, y2 

TI f(c) d c- [T +T (1-T )) I f(c) dc (1-9) 
PIcpc I+A 

Because Tp and [Tc + Tp(1-Tc)] are the marginal rates of taxation 

to bondholder and shareholder claims respectively, these optimizing 

conditions imply that at the margin expected tax costs for bondholders and 

shareholders are equal. Since we have (from equation 1-3) expressions for 

cumulative density values we can solve for the optimal I implied by 

equation 1-9 as: 
ALT +T (1-T )] 

I* -q-e (1-10) 
2 Tc 1-Tp 
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We may also identify second order conditions for equation 1-7 as: 

a2E ZT 
- -T f(I) + (T +T (1 - T)] M + A) 

aI pcpc 
1 

[Tc(1 - Tp)]_ 
2 

(1-11) 

As this is strictly positive everywhere (for Tp < 1) we have identified a 

global minimum in equation (1-10). 

1.10 A Graphical Illustration of the Marginal Condition= 

We may obtain some feel for the indicated solution by referring 

to figure 1-3. The horizontal axis measures cash flow over the interval 

(0, Y2) as in figures 1-1 and 1-2. The vertical axis measures total taxes 

payable. The total tax payable function is easily identified from 

equation 1-7 as: 

Tpc 0<c<I 

TI<c<I+A (1-12) 

I[T+ 

Tp(1-Tc)] c+TpII+A<c< y2 

For interest payments of 11 the total tax function is the line 

0P1P2P3 where the slope of OP1 is the tax rate Tp, the mid section P1P2 is 

the constant TpI and the slope of P2P3 is TC + Tp(1-Tc). We similarly 

plot the total tax locus for interest payments of 12 as 0Q102Q3. Since we 

are using a rectangular distribution, all outcomes in the (09y2) interval 

have equal probability (y . Therefore, expected total taxes for each 

1Note 
that from equation 1-2 f(I) - f(I + A) -y 

2 
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Figure 1-3 
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quantity of interest is simply the integral under the total tax curve 

times the scale factory . Accordingly we can illustrate the change in 
2 

total expected taxes as we change I, as the change in the area under the 

total tax curve (times this scale factor). The differences in the areas 

under the curves implied by moving from I1 to 12 are illustrated by the 

shaded areas in figure 1-3. As we increase interest payments from I1 to 

12 we gain the area P1P2MQ1 and lose the area HQ2Q3P3 implying an increase 

in taxes paid by bondholders and a decrease by stockholders. 

Visual inspection of the two shaded areas suggests that area 

MQ2Q3P3 "' p1P2MQ1 so that we decrease total expected taxes by increasing 

from 1l to 12. The optimality condition of equation 1-9 indicates that we 

will change I until, at the margin, these shaded areas are equal. Thus, we 

identify minimum total expected taxes and optimal interest payments. 

1.11 The Effect of Changes in Tax Rates 

We can also gain insights into this optimum by looking at the 

derivatives of I* (the optimal interest payment) with respect to Tc and Tp. 

These are: 

al* 
- 

AT 
p>0 for T<1 (1-13) 

8Tc T2(1-Tp) p 

ai* _ -A <o (1-14) aTp Tc(1-Tp)2 

which illustrates that higher (lower) corporate tax rates imply higher 

(lower) interest levels while higher (lower) personal tax rates imply lower 

(higher) interest levels. To illustrate these effects we refer to figures 

1-4 and 1-5. 

First, with reference to changes in the corporate tax rate we 

observe that this affects only the tax rate to shareholders. An increase 
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Figure 1-4 
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in corporate taxes can then be depicted in figure 1-4 as causing shifts in 

the total tax functions for I1 and I2 from OP1P2P3 to OP1P2P4 and from 

OQ1Q2Q3 to 0Q1Q2Q4. Accordingly the increase in expected taxes to bond 

claims from an increase in I changes from P1P2MQ1 to P1P2M1Q1 implying 

an absolute reduction of P2MM1. Similarly the decrease in expected taxes 

to shareholders is changed from MQ2Q3P3 to M1Q2Q4P4. Visually, 

M1Q2Q4P4 > MQ2Q3P3 which implies that when interest payments rise the 

absolute size of the decrease in shareholder taxes is larger at higher 

corporate tax rates than at lower. This 

illustrates that the increase in 

total bondholder taxes, flowing from a larger interest payment, will be smaller 

at higher corporate tax rates. At the same time the decrease in total share- 

holder taxes will be larger. The conditions of equation 1-9 are therefore 

satisfied at higher values of I for higher values of T. 

Second, with reference to changes in the personal tax rate, we 

observe that this alters both bond and stock claim tax rates. As depicted 

in figure 1-5 the total tax profiles shift from 0P1P2P3 to 0P5P6P7 for Il, 

and from 0Q1Q2Q3 to 0QSQ6Q7 for I1 and 12 respectively. (The increased 

slopes of the line segments 0P5Q5 and P6M2P7 and Q6Q7 reflect the increase 

in tax rates to bondholders and shareholders). As is obvious, the reduction 

in shareholder taxes from increased interest payments (M2Q6Q7P7 ) is much 

smaller at higher personal tax rates than at lower (MQ2Q3P3). Similarly 

the increase in bondholder taxes is larger for the higher personal tax 

rate (P5P6M2Q5) than the lower (P1P2MQ1). 

In sum then, as personal tax rates rise, an increase in I causes 

the expected marginal tax rate to bondholders to rise while that for share- 

holders declines. Accordingly, as personal tax rates rise the optimal value 

of I (which equates the two marginal costs) will fall. 
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We have now defined an optimal quantity of interest for 

the firm to pay. Given some valuation model we may then solve for the 

quantity of debt implied by this value of P. Conceptually, the debt 

quantity may be identified by solving for debt in the following: 

s"v [i, B) 

where V- some valuation function taking I and B (both cash flows to 

bondholders) as arguments. 

It is the purpose of Chapters 3 to 7 to provide a general 

equilibrium solution which yields results similar to this ndive 

demonstration. But first the brief literature review follows in Chapter 2. 
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QIAPTER 2 

A BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review will be restricted to a discussion of the 

various capital structure propositions which can be shown to hold in the 

presence of competitive capital market forces. It is the intent of this 

thesis to add some new dimensions to this literature in order to gain a 

deeper understanding of the forces which determine the manner in which 

firms are financed. This review will help set the stage for the work to 

come. 

2.1 J. B. Williams 

The development of capital structure theory is closely linked to 

the development of our understanding of the pricing of assets under 

uncertainty. Many of the findings are not new, they are simply re-stated 

within the framework of increasingly exact models. For example, in 1936 

J. B. Williams proposed his Law of the Conservation of Investment Value: 

"If the investment value of the enterprise as a whole 

is by definition the present worth of all its future 

distributions to security holders, whether on interest or 

dividend account, then this value in no wise depends on 

what the company's capitalization is. Clearly if a single 

individual or single institutional investor owned all the 
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bonds, stocks, and warrants issued by a corporation, it 

would not matter to the investor what the company's 

capitalization was. Any earnings collected as interest 

could not be collected as dividends. To such an individual 

it would be perfectly obvious that the total interest and 

dividend-paying power was in no-wise dependent on the 

kind of securities issued to the company's owner. 

Furthermore, no change in the investment value of the 

enterprise as a whole would result from a change in its 

capitalization. Bonds could be retired with stock issues, 

or two classes of junior securities (i. e. common stock and 

warrants) could be combined into one without changing the 

investment value of the company as a whole. Such constancy 

of investment value is analagous to the indestructibility 

of matter or energy; it leads us to speak of the Law of 

Conservation of Investment value just as physicists speak 

of the Law of Conservation of Matter or the Law of 

Conservation of Energy. " (61, p. 540). 

2.2 Modigliani and Miller Proposition I: No Taxes 

This rather insightful statement is in fact nothing other than the 

now famous Miller and Modigliani Proposition T. published in 1958 in the 

paper "The Cost of Capital, Corporation Finance and the Theory of 

Investment": 
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"the market value of a firm is independent of its 

capital structure.... " (1, p. 132). 

The reasoning used by 1011 in attaining their result is very 

similar to that employed by Williams. MH hypothesize a perfect capital 

market and two firms which are in every respect identical (in particular, 

are of equal risk) except that one is levered and the other is not. 
2 

They 

demonstrate that in the absence of taxes the total cash flow paid to 

investors (bondholders and stockholders) is identical for both firms. It 

is then argued that the competitive market actions of profit maximizing 

investors, ensure that the two firms will have the same total value. Let 

us consider how this comes about. 

Let each of our two identical firms have $c to distribute to 

bondholders and shareholders. If some investor holds the fraction x of 

the unlevered firm's shares he will receive cash flow of xc from his 

investment. The same cash flow xc will be received if he purchases the 

fraction x of the stock and of the bonds of the levered firm (since c will 

be divided between bonds and stock in some manner). If the value of the 

bonds plus stock of the levered firm exactly equals the value of the stock 

in the unlevered firm the price paid for xc will be the same regardless of 

whether the investor buys - the pure stock or the stock and bonds package. 

'Note 
that for convenience sake we will refer to work by Merton H. Miller 

and Franco Modigliani by the short form: MM. 

2I have taken some liberties with the tt actual development. In fact they 
argue that the two firms may have identical cash flows except for a scale 
factor. (In standard normal form the cash flows and their distribution 
will be identical. ) The competitive market mechanism will guarantee that 
the values of the two firms will be identical except for the same scale 
factor. In the following discussion I will ignore the scale problem as it 
seems to be of only marginal benefit. 
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However, if the two values are not equal, xc can be purchased more cheaply 

in one fashion than another. An obvious opportunity then exists for 

arbitrage by shorting the higher valued package while purchasing the lower 

valued package. Wealth maximizing investors will seek out these arbitrage 

situations and act upon them until the value differentials- are eliminated. 

Thus the value of the levered firm and the unlevered firm must be equal. 

The first contribution ! *1 make is the concept of wealth 

maximizing investors actively seeking out and eliminating value 

differentials between equivalent income streams. However, they did not 

stop there. They also asked whether or not investors might, because of 

their differing preferences for risk-bearing, have some preference for 

levered or un-levered firms. That is, in the world HM specify, debt 

payments are risk free while equity payments are risky. The question then 

becomes, might not diverse investor preferences cause the two firms to be 

priced differently? In other words, could investors have a preference for 

some types of corporate claims over others and be willing to pay a premium 

for that set of claims? 0 

In considering investor preferences 2ßt again turn to the perfect 

frictionless market. In particular they allow both investors and firms 

the same access to risk-free borrowing and lending. So long as investors 

may lever in the same manner as firms, there will be no preference or 

premium for one set of corporate claims over any other. Using our previous 

example, an investor would receive x(c - (1 - Rf)B] 1 by purchasing the 

'Where B" the quantity of risk-free bonds issued by the levered firm and 
Rf - one plus the risk-free rate of interest. 
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fraction x of the stock of the levered firm. Exactly the same cash flow 

can be obtained by the investor by purchasing the debt-free firm on margin. 

By purchasing fraction x of the unlevered firm, partly by using borrowings 

of xB, the investor will receive cash flows of xc - (1 - Rf)xB - x(c - (1 - Rr)B) 

which is exactly the same as above. Similarly, the investor may purchase 

the stock in the levered firm and unwind the leverage by lending on personal 

account. By lending an amount xB while purchasing fraction x of the levered 

firm's stock, cash flow to the investor will be x(c - (1 - Rf)xB) + (1 - Rf)B - xc. 

In other words personal debt and corporate debt are perfect substitutes 

so that the investor can create any desired cash flow configuration irregardless 

of the firm's capital structure. Since there is nothing unique about the 

manner in which the firm can package its cash flow, no premium will be paid 

for any particular set of claims. Individuals will be indifferent to a 

firm's capital structure since they may lever it up or unwind it at will. 

These portfolio considerations will not affect the basic valuation 

proposition in the absence of taxes, since the competitive actions of the 

market guarantee that the net costs of all alternative methods of obtaining 

any given cash flow are equal. 

2.3 The Corporate Income Tax 

The above results follow directly from the assumption that capital 

structure does not alter total cash flow available to investors. However, 

if some mechanism exists which implies that a capital structure change 

alters the total cash flows, then the previous conclusion is unjustified. 
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Such a force is the corporate income tax. In particular the 

corporate income tax calculation allows interest on debt to be deducted as 

an expense before calculating corporate income taxes. Now if we reconsider 

our two MM firms, it is evident that the firm with higher interest payments 

will experience lower taxes, and thus be able to effect larger total cash 

distributions. 

2.4 Durand 

One of the earliest authors to recognize formally that cash flows 

may be systematically increased by using debt in the presence of corporate 

taxes is David Durand (1952) in "Cost of Debt and Equity Funds for 

Business: Trends and Problems of Measurement" (26). Using both numeric 

and algebraic examples he notes that, since interest payments are deductible 

before calculating corporate taxes, cash flow available for distribution 

increasesas bond financing is substituted for stock. 
1 

2.5 Modigliani and Miller: Correctibn Paper 

The implications of Durand's results for valuation were not, 

however, properly developed until 1963 when MM published the paper "Corporate 

Income Taxes and the Cost of Capital: A Correction" (67). 

It is interesting to speculate about why Williams did not document this 
effect in 1936. One possible explanation would be that corporate taxes 
ranged from 8% to 12% at that time. (See Alvord et. al. (la)). With these 
low rates of taxation, tax savings from the use of debt are small and were 
perhaps overlooked. However, by 1952 corporate tax rates in the U. S. had 
risen to their current levels of about 48% and could no longer be overlooked. 
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The correction paper again argues for two identical firme, one 

of which is levered with risk-free debt. Since the before tax cash flows are 

identical we may write the after tax cash flows to firms a and b which are 

unlevered and levered-wvr: 

cý - (1 - Tc) c2 .1 

cb ý (c - I) (1 - Tc) +1 2-. 2 

c(1 - Tc) + ITC 

Where Tc - the corporate tax rate and I is the interest payment . We obtain 

the value of the two companies by capitalizing c(1 -Tc) at a risky rate, (Rr 1) 

and ITC at the risk free rate, 
* 

f-1_giving: 
1 

(1 - C) V 
at - R_l_ 

2.3 

(1 - T)c ITc 
Vbtý 

Rr1 
+; gf 

V 
at 

+ TCB 2.4 

for B- Rf- 1- quantity of risk-free debt. Thus we. have that the cash flow, 

and consequently that the value of the firm increases linearly with the 

quantity of debt at rate t. We will call this the "correction paper" 

result. 

-Note that these cash flows are assumed to be level perpetuities so that their 
present value is simply the payment divided by the rate of return. 
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The result implies then, that in a competitive market a highly 

levered firm is valued more highly than one which is less highly levered. 

Since there is no limit to this effect the firm should be 100% debt 

financed. Should a firm not be financed in this manner, an unusual profit 

opportunity exists for the investor(s) who can effect a takeover to 

recapitalize the firm. An unlevered firm can be purchased for Vat and 

recapitalized for resale at Vat + TcB. 

Why does this result occur in the presence of corporate taxes but 

not in a no tax world? Quite simply, personal and corporate leverage are 

no longer perfect substitutes for each other. Since interest payments are 

deducted before corporate taxes are calculated, the firm is able to increase 

cash flows as in expression 2.2, simply by adding debt to avoid taxes. The 

same effect is not available to the private investor who purchases the 

unlevered firm and proceeds to use personal borrowing to lever it more 

highly. Corporate taxes have already been paid before the investor receives 

this cash flow. 1 The investor may lever his personal holdings of stock but 

he cannot generally "undo" the fact that corporate taxes have been previously 

paid. Therefore corporate and personal debt are no longer perfect substitutes 

and corporate debt is preferred leading to an increased value for the levered 

firm. 

This result does not have to happen under all corporate tax schemes. For 
instance, one could imagine a personal tax system allowing for rebates for 
corporate taxes paid, should the investor wish to lever-up that particular 
security. Under these circumstances the investor could unwind the firm's 
capital structure and duplicate on personal account any cash flows which 
the firm could create. However, tax laws do not generally incorporate this 
rebate feature. 
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2.6 Modigliani and Miller and Valuation 

Let us stop for a minute to consider what this )*1 analysis says 

about valuation under uncertainty. In fact is says very little. In all 

their results they simply point out that competitive market forces will 

cause similar claims to be similarly priced. That is. the discount rates 

used are unspecified except to the extent that similar cash flows are 

capitalized at similar discount rates. The specification of exact discount 

rates and prices seem unnecessary to their propositions regarding the 

relationship between the firm's capital structure and its value. 
I 

2.7 The Capital Asset Pricing Model 

The problem of the lack of a valuation model was resolved 

when in 1964, '65 and '66, William F. Sharpe (80), John H. Lintner (56) and 

Jan Mossin (70) published similar but independent articles deriving what 

has now come to be known as the two parameter SLM Capital Asset Pricing 

Model. This discovery has allowed the capital structure literature to make 

some precise statements not only about what capital structure should be, but 

also to state the results in terms of actual values. 

2.8 Hamada and Proposition 1 Using the SLH Model 

The first paper to use this framework was published in 1969 by 

Robert Hamada in "Portfolio Analysis, Market Equilibrium and Corporation 

-We will see later in this work that the valuation question is important to 
investigate the relationship between valuation and capital structure. 
However, we will also see that for the two cases which ZQi formulate, the 
results and implications obtained from a fully specified model are identical 
to the above. In the more complicated tax rules we propose in Chapter 5, 
a precise valuation expression will be necessary to the analysis. 
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Finance" (43). for our purposes, the prime contribution of this paper was 

to reproduce the two r41 propositions using this precise valuation model. 

Although Hamada's proof involves the use of two eauivaledt firms (as did MM) the 

construct is unnecessary. Since value is defined in the model one need only 

investigate the manner in which some firm's value changes as we alter capital structure. 

The SLM asset pricing model can take the form: 

E(t) - RP 
Pj= Rf E(cj) var cfm 

Cov(c, cm) 2.5 
fm 

where Pi m price of the jth firm 

E(cj) - the expected cash flow to the jth firm 

E(cm) - the expected cash flow to the market of risky assets 

Pm - the price of the market or the value of all risky assets in the 

market 

Var cm - variance of the risky cash flow in the market 

Cov (c'cm) - covariance between the cash flow to the market and the 

cash flow to the jth - firm 

Rf - one plus the risk-free interest rate 

We may establish, in a tax-free world, proposition 1 as follows. 

Let equation 2.5 give the value of an unlevered firm. If we now wish to 

lever this firm we must allocate the cash flow cj into that going to bonds 

and to stock. If we define debt as being risk free we may write the value 

of the bonds and stock as: 
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pjf .i{ Cjf } 
f 

2.6 

E(c) -RP 
per -R E(cjr) Var cf 

mlCov(cj1icd) 2.7 
fm 

were subscripts r and f define the risky equity claim and risk free bond 

claim respectively. By noting that 

and 

(cjf) + E(Cjr) = E(c, ) 2.8 

Cov (ci 
rFm) 

= Cov (c 
j, CM) 2.9 

we may write the value of the levered firm as: 

1_ E(cm) - RfPm 1 Pjf + Pjr R (E(cjr Var c 
]Cov(c'r'Cm)}+ R (cjf) 

fmf 

E(c -RP 
Rf {E(cjr + cjf) -I Var cm 

mICov(c,, cý} 

= P1 2.10 

Thus we again have the MH Proposition 1 that the value of the firm 

is independent of its capital structure. 

2.9 tiamada and the Correction Paper Result 

The correction paper result is also easily generated. In the 

presence of corporate taxes we may write the value of an unlevered firm as: 
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E(c -RP 
Pia Rf{E(ci(1 - Tc)) -( Var cif 

m]Cov(c, (1 - Tc), cm)) 2.11 

and if we note that, for Tc fixed, Cov[c1(1 - Tc), cm] - Cov(c', cm] this 

equation can be written as: 

E(c )-RP 
Pja -R E(c, (1 - Tc)) -( Var cf 

m]Cov(c, 
' cm)} 2.12 

fm 

If this firm now pays risk free bond payments of RfB we may now 

define the cash flow to a levered firm as (c' - RfB)(1 - Tc) + RfB. This 

levered firms value will be the sum of its bond and stock values which 

will be: 

Pjb = Pjbr + Pjbf 

E(c) - RP 
R 

f{E(cj 
- RfB)(1 -Tc)-. Var cmf 

MICOV[(cý 
- RfB)(1 - Tc), cm11 

+ R1{RfB} 2.13 
f 

By noting that, for RfB certain, we may write 

Cov[(ci - RfB)(1 - Tc), cm] - Cov(ci, cm) 

equation 2.13 becomes: 

)- 
P-Rf {E(ci)(1 - Tc) - RfB(1 -T 

E(c R 

c vat cm 
f PmJcov(ci, 

c jb m)) 

+ Rl{RfB} 
f 

1{E(c(1 
-T 

E(c )-R 
R ,c 

)) -Im Var cfp 
miCov(cj 

am ficm 

R RfB - Rf 
ý 

B(1 - T)) 
f 

- Pja +TcB2.14 45 
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This, then is exactly the same result obtained by M4t in their 

correction paper. The levered firm is equal to the value of an equivalent 

unlevered firm plus a bonus for being debt financed. That is, value rises 

linearly with the quantity of risk-free bonds issued. 1'2 

2.10 The Current Thesis as an Extension of the Capital Structure Question 

Using the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

This thesis proposes to investigate capital structure implications 

of some more complicated tax rules than have been investigated to date. 

However, as previously noted the standard SLM asset pricing model is not 

well suited to more complicated investigations. The development of an asset 

pricing expression for which the prices and changes in prices (i. e. the 

comparative statics of prices) are fully determined is crucial to this work. 

1This 
proof, however, dodges an important issue. We have implicitly assumed 

that the variables subscripted "m" for market remain unchanged by this 
capital structure shift. As we will discuss in Chapter 3, this form of the 
asset pricing model is not well suited to the problems of capital structure 
and valuation because these "m" values will change. Of particular difficulty 
is the term Pm which defines the price paid for all risky assets in the 
market. Should a capital structure change affect the size of the risky 
asset market (as will happen when reduced corporate taxes lead to larger 
cash flows to private claimholders) this Pm value may change. Unfortunately, 
we have no mechanism for predicting the size or direction of this change. 
While we will show in Chapter 3 that conditions exist under which the above 
proof holds, we must conclude that the proof is incomplete. Nevertheless 
Hamada's work is seminal in extending capital structure theory to a world 
which formally recognizes valuation under uncertainty. 

2A 
very concise restatement of these capital structure propositions and 

some associated issues may be found in Rubenstein (79) in "A Mean-Variance 
Synthesis of Corporate Financial Theory". His findings, are, however, 
identical to those of Hamada. 
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In 1969,1970, and 1972, some specialized proofs were derived for 

the asset pricing model by John Lintner (58), R. A. Litzenberger and 

A. P. Budd (60) and by Jan Mossin (73). These authors, by assuming that 

investors all have exponential, logarithmic or quadratic utility functions, 

generated asset pricing models of the following form: 

E (ri ]- Rf +H Cov (rj , rm] 2.15 

where H, the price of risk, is a function, not of market determined values, 

but of values similar to investors' risk-tolerance measures as defined by 

Arrow (2) and Pratt (76). Thus H is determined independently of any market 

values so that changes in the price of risk are predictable. Surprisingly, 

this work received little attention - perhaps due to the fact that each 

proof assumed a specific form of utility function and thus had limited 

generality. 

2.11 The Rubenstein/Mayers General Proof 

In 1973 and 1974, two authors independently derived general 

proofs of this form of the model. These authors are Mark E. Rubenstein (78) 

in "A Comparative Statics Analysis of Risk Premiums" and David Mayers (66) 

in "Non Marketable Assets, Market Segmentation and the Level of Asset 

Prices". As will become evident in Chapter 3, it is this further development 

of the asset pricing model which allows our work to proceed. 

However, we are getting ahead of ourselves here somewhat as it is 

still necessary to consider some alternative approaches to the capital 

structure question. 
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2.12 Black and Scholen and Proposition I. with Risky Debt 

The proofs to date have assumed explicitly that corporations issue 

risk-free debt. Although they do not extend their work to taxes, Black and 

Scholes (15) in the paper, "The Pricing of options and Corporate Liabilities", 

demonstrate that Proposition 1 can be extended to the case of risky debt. 

Their argument is simplicity itself and involves the concept of options. 

Briefly, they argue that the common stock in a levered firm may 

be looked upon as a call option against the firm whose exercise price is the 

face value of the bondholders outstanding claims. In a one period world, 

then, the common shareholders at termination date will ask whether the 

liquidation value of the firm exceeds the exercise price or not. If the 

liquidation value of the firm exceeds the exercise price the shareholders 

will exercise their option by paying off the bondholders. If the 

liquidation value of the firm is smaller than the exercise price the 

shareholders will allow their option to lapse so that the firm reverts 

to the bondholders. ' 

In this framework it is obvious that the stock of the firm can be 

valued as a call option. The bondholders, on the other hand, can be looked 

upon as being the owners of the firm who have written that call option. 

Thus the value of the bondholder claim can be defined as the total value 

of the firm, less the value of the call option which has been written. 

1It is not necessary to restrict this argument to a one-period example. 
Multiperiod examples can be built with interim payments to bondholders 
and stockholders. The reasoning used is identical to the above except that 
bundles of options must be used to model the more complicated events. 
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The value of the firm may then be written as the value of the 

bondholders plus stockholders claims. This is: 

VALUE OF FIRM - [VALUE OF FIRM - VALUE OF CALL OPTION) 

+ VALUE OF CALL OPTION 

VALUE OF FIRM 2.16 

Since this expression will hold for any combination of bond and 

stock financipg it is not restricted to risk free debt. If the equity in 

the firm (the call option) is very small. the firm will be largely financed 

by debt which may well be risky. 
' 

2.13 Arrow/Debreu State Dependent Claims and Capital Structure 

Another approach to valuation under uncertainty was developed at 

an early stage and has recently resurfaced. The work is due primarily to 

Gerard Debreu (1959) in "Theory of Value: An Axiomatic Analysis of 

Economic Equilibrium" (23) and to Kenneth Arrow (1964) in "The Role of 

Securities in the Optimal Allocation of Risk Bearing" (3). 

The authors formally specify a tax-free world where firms finance 

themselves with state dependent claims. Each claim has a unit payoff (e. g. 

one dollar) in a particular state with zero payoff for all other states. 

1Several 
weaknesses might, however, be noted about this proof. First, like 

MM it does not use a formal valuation model no its use is limited. Second, 
without the valuation model we don't know whether the term "value of the 
firm" will remain unchanged as we alter capital structure. In the simple 
framework of a tax-free world where there are no leakages of taxes out of 
the system, the assumption of an unchanged value of the firm seems correct. 
However, this model seems inadequate-to more complicated systems involving 
taxes. 
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Firms issue as many types of claims as there are states of nature and 

uncertainty attaches not to the payments but to the state. Investors build 

portfolios out of these state-dependent claims in order to obtain their 

desired next period payoffs across all states. Because uncertainty attaches 

to the state and not the conditional payoff, all claims in any state, 

regardless of the issuing firm, are substitutes. Hence markets will clear 

and determine a unique price for claims in each state. 

The value of the firm is thus the sum of the prices of the state 

dependent claims times the number of each type of claim the firm is able to 

offer. Accordingly the firm's capital structure is simply described by the 

number of claims in each state which the firm is able to offer. In the 

absence of any form of. leäkage (e. g. taxes) which allows the firm to alter 

its ability to issue claims, the firm's capital structure is fully 

determined by the cash flows of its investments. The firm is therefore 

unable to change its capital structure other than by changing its portfolio 

of investments. 

This arrangement of state dependent claims has an added feature of 

allowing the investor complete freedom in portfolio building. He may 

purchase claims to yield any desired profile of future cash payments across 

the possible states of nature, 
1 (subject only to his budget constraint and 

the total number of available claimsin each particular statel Under these 

conditions Arrow and Debreu have demonstrated that some pareto optimal set 

of equilibrium prices for claims will obtain. Once this set of prices is 

'This is possible since the number of linearly independent claims equals 
the number of states of nature. However, if the number of linearly 
independent claim is less than the states of nature, portfolio building 
opportunities will be restricted. 
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determined, the value of the firm is fixed. 

Accordingly, the firm has no control over its capital structure so that 

its value can be thought of as being independent of the capital structure 

issues. 

2.14 Arrow/Debreu, Bundled Claims, and Capital Structure 

The world in which we live is not quite this simple. Firms do 

not issue these simple claims but rather offer bundles of claims (for 

example, a common stock is a bundle of claims spanning many states no that 

the payment dependends upon the state which occurs). Accordingly, the 

investor no longer has complete freedom of choice in portfolio building. 
' 

This bundling of claims may make it impossible to obtain exactly that set 

of payoffs which is desired (subject to budget and supply constraints as 

before). Accordingly, investors might be willing to pay extra for those 

bundles which exactly match their portfolio demands. 

In this world of bundled claims, optimal capital structures are 

a distinct possibility unless investors are able to "unbundle" these claims 

without cost on personal account. So long as investors may purchase these 

bundled claims and then recontract among themselves to dispose of unwanted 

parts of bundles or to purchase additional parts, then the freedom of choice 

in portfolio building is restored. Liven this option, investors will no 

longer be willing to pay higher prices for one form of bundling as opposed 

'With 
reference to the previous footnote these bundles of claims may imply 

that the number of linearly independent claims is smaller than the number 
of states of the world. Accordingly choice is restricted. 
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to another. As before, the value of the firm will be determined by its 

cash flow profile, so that altering the capital structure or bundling 

configuration will not change value in any way. Thus we have again 

generated the MM Proposition 1, that the value of the firm is independent 

of its capital structure. 

2.15 Hagen and Bundled Claims With Restricted Unbundling 

A next logical step to take in this investigation is to consider 

what happens when firms issue bundled claims in a world where unbundling 

is restricted. Should unbundling be restricted it seems reasonable to 

suppose that investors will be willing to pay a higher price for some 

preferred form of bundling as opposed to some other. Kare Petter Hagan 

has considered this problem in two papers written in 1972 (40,41) and 

shown this to be generally true except under two simplified circumstances. 

The first circumstance may be looked upon as a case of limited 

unbundling. Consider that firms may issue only risk-free bonds and stock, 

where a risk-free security gives the same payoff in all states. 
' In this 

case the stock of a pure equity company may be looked upon as being a 

combination of risk-free cash flows (up to the size of its smallest state 

dependent payoff) plus risky cash flows for the remainder of the payoffs. 

If other separate risk-free claims exist in which investors may take long 

or short (i. e. risk-free lending or borrowing) positions it is possible for 

the investor to unbundle the risk-free part of such a claim. Liven that 

1Note 
that the firn is then restricted in its ability to issue risk free 

bonds. It may only issue risk-free promises up to the size of its 
smallest payoff across all states. 
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unbundling is allowed with regard to risk-free debt, investors are then 

indifferent between possible capital structures involving varying quantities 

of this type of debt. Investors can create on personal account all those 

combinations of risk-free debt and risky stock which the firm can offer so 

there will be no premium paid for one type of packaging over another. It 

must be recognized, however, that this does not say that some combination 

of risk-free debt, risky debt, and risky stock might be preferable. It 

simply says that if investors may without cost unwind the risk-free packaging 

offered by the firm they are indifferent to it. In fact this argument must 

be recognized as being generally true with regard to capital structure- 

decisions concerning any set of state dependent claims for which perfect 

substitutes exist. As long as perfect substitutes exist the investor may 

unbundle the packaging provided by the firm to any extent desirable on 

personal account. 

The other circumstance under which the investor is indifferent to 

capital structure in the presence of bundling, exists when all investors 

choose to hold perfectly balanced portfolios. 
1 If investors hold balanced 

portfolios, their portfolios will appear as simple fractions of the market 

portfolio of all claims. So long as repackaging of claims leaves the 

firms total offerings in each state unaltered, the investor must be 

indifferent between different capital structures. The investor will always 

hold some fraction of the total market portfolio and the cash flows to this 

market portfolio in any state will be unaffected by the firm's packaging 

(or capital structure). 

1A 
perfectly balanced portfolio is defined to be one which contains each 

security in the market, weighted by the wealth represented by that 
security over the total wealth in the market. 
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This to n particularly interesting case since market portfolios 

are one of the implications of our mean-variance asset pricing model. In 

fact, Hagan (41) shows that perfectly balanced portfolios obtain if and 

only if all investors have homogeneous expectations and their utility 

functions exhibit linear risk tolerance. 
1'2 Since it has been demonstrated 

by Hossin (71) that each of the members of the linear risk tolerance class 

(power, exponential, logarithmic and quadratic utility of wealth functions) 

lead to mean variance equilibrium and the asset pricing model, it seems 

then that Hagan's results confirm those of Hamada's. That is, for the 

special cases where the asset pricing model holds, the bundling of assets 

by firms has no effect on valuation since investors all hold the market 

portfolio. Again we have the tit Proposition 1 result. 

2.16 Arrow/Debreu Securities and Taxation 

This state-claim framework has so far been restricted to a tax- 

free world where capital structure changes do not in any way alter the firm's 

payments in any states. When we extend the model to include taxation we 

no longer have this convenient result. That is, should capital structure 

changes alter the firm's ability to pay in various states, we have altered 

the quantity of claims being sold in the market. A proper theory must be 

able to describe not only how the state claims will be altered, but also how 

the prices of - claims in each state will change. 

1Ragan 
provides a rigorous demonstration of these propositions. However, 

for a more intuitive presentation of these results, Mossin (72) gives a 
very readable second hand source. 

2The 
term "linear risk tolerance" implies that the Arrow/Debreu measures of 

absolute and relative risk aversion are invariant under a linear transformation 
of the utility of wealth function. (See Arrow (2, p. 94). ) 
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Consider, for example, a capital structure shift which causes, 

through tax effects, the claims in one state to be increased and those in 

another decreased. To determine whether this shift was desirable or not 

we need to know whether or not the price of claims in these two states 

change as we alter the quantity. Without such a mechanism, we cannot 

completely describe the benefits and costs to the structure shift. 

For very simple cases which involve very small marginal 

quantities of securities the above issues are unlikely to be troublesome. 

For example, if we have a tax law under which a capital structure change 

causes taxes to be lowered and cash flows increased in each and every 

state, the net effect is likely to be desirable. However, the result really 

depends upon the elasticity of demand for risky assets by investors. For 

this particular case a highly elastic demand will result in a net increase 

in value from the capital structure shift. However, for an inelastic 

demand curve the marginal gain from increasing the number of claims may 

well be wiped out by a drop in the price of all previously issued claims 

in that state. 

We conclude that we are not yet able to extend the Arrow/Debreu 

analysis to the case of taxation. 

2.17 Imperfections as Determinants of Capital Structure 

The foregoing studies have all taken place within the context of 

a perfect market. In such a market there are no transaction costs, no 

bankruptcy costs, information is freely available to all investors, all 

investors are rational utility of wealth maximizers and risk-free borrowing 

and lending is done at the same rate by all participants. 
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Many authors have argued that the perfect market assumptions do 

not hold and that the effect of imperfections should be explored. 

Unfortunately, while the conclusions reached in most cases seem intuitively 

plausible, they must be recognized as being somewhat weak. Once we leave 

the confines of the perfect market the pricing relationship of assets are 

no longer defined. If we are unable to fully describe the prices that 

result from some imperfect system it is difficult to have confidence in the 

resulting implications. l 

2.18 Some Early Attempts to Introduce More Complicated Taxation Systems 

Several authors have made some tentative inroads into the 

consideration of more complicated tax systems. Specifically, they introduce 

personal taxes as well as corporate taxes. In addition, they recognize 

that there are two forms of personal taxes: income and carital gains taxes. 

As previously noted, there are serious difficulties in approaching these 

problems since the asset pricing framework available is not well suited to 

these types of problem. This aside, let us consider this literature. 

2.19 Farrar and Selwyn, and Myers 

The first piece of work in this regard was published in 1967 by 

Donald E. Farrar and Lee L. Selwyn in the paper "Taxes, Corporate Financial 

'There 
are numerous authors who propose and investigate capital market 

imperfections. Among the more important of these are Gordon (37), 
Solomon (83), Barges (7 ) and Baumol and Malkiel ( 8). Each of these authors 
have made major contributions to this field of literature. However, for 
the sake of brevity we will pass up the opportunity to discuss these works. 
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Policy and Return to Investors" (34). This paper in turn evoked a response 

by Stewart C. Myers in the same year with "Taxes, Corporate Financial 

Policy and Return to Investors: Comment" (74). The Farrar and Selwyn paper 

made several important observations. First, if a firm has the opportunity 

to pay out earnings as cash or as capital gains it should choose that form 

of payout experiencing the lowest tax rate on personal account. In their 

particular U. S. frame of reference, this implies paying zero dividends while 

using the same cash to effect pro-rata stock repurchases (which results in 

an increase in price for each remaining share exactly equal to the foregone 

dividends) They also observe that since capital gains taxes are only paid 

upon realization, individual investors will likely be able to arrange their 

affairs to postpone these taxes almost indefinitely, thus virtually eliminating 

them. Their final contribution concerns the capital structure of the firm 

and assumes, . as above, that firms arrange to have all dividends paid 

as capital gains but taxed immediately (rather than postponed). However, 

personal borrowing and lending activities are taxed at the personal tax 

rate. Under these circumstances the cash flow to the personally levered 

equity. holder will be: 

ce" (c - (Rf 1)Bc)(1 - Tc)(1 - Tg) - (Rf-1)Bý(1 - Tp) 2.16 

where Bo, Bp, Tp and Tg are corporate and personal borrowings, personal and 

capital gains tax rates respectively. This gives: 

ac 

aBe - -(1 - Tc)(1 - Tg)(Rf - 1) 2.17 

c 
ace 

aB ' -(1 - T(Rf - 1) 2.18 
P 

so that corporate debt will be used only where: 
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(1 - Tß)(1 - TR) < (1 - Tp) 2.19 

or 

Tp < (Tc + Tg ý TcTP) 2.20 

Interestingly it shows that for very high perbonal tax rates, 

corporate debt is discouraged because personal debt in cheaper. and that 

for low personal tax rates the opposite is true confirming the ! ft revision 

results. This result is fascinating because it gives the first hint that 

the MM results may have limited generality when more complicated tax rates 

are assumed. 

Myers contribution was to extend the model and findings of Farrar 

and Selwyn to consider the tax costs incurred in changing capital structures 

and negative leverage. Their negative leverage argument is rather straight- 

forward. If the tax structures happen to imply that value increases as we 

decrease corporate debt, (for very high personal tax rates) we can first reduce 

debt to zero and then continue to increase value by having the firm lend 

money, (i. e. adopt a negative debt position. In other words, people in very 

high personal tax brackets may desire that corporations be in the loan 

business. 

Turning now to the question of tax costs incurred in a capital 

structure shift, note that a shift may cause an investor to realize a 

capital Raiff and thus to pay taxes which would otherwise have been avoided 

or postponed. In particular, if firms alter structure by purchasing common 

shares on a pro-rata basis they may be forcing investors to realize capital 
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gains immediately that otherwise would have been postponed. The effect of 

this is to lessen the desirability of having a firm alter a financial 

structure once it has been established. 

2.20 Brennan and Capital Structure 

The other author to consider more complicated tax rules is 

Michael J. Brennan (19) in "Investor Taxes, Market Equilibrium and Corporate 

Finance". Brennan's main purpose is to investigate dividend policy. However, 

he also turns his hand to an investigation of the Farrar and Selwyn and 

Myers results using the SLM asset pricing model. As expected, his results 

are similar so further discussion is not necessary. 

2.21 Conclusions 

We have seen that various approaches lead to the classic MM 

Proposition 1 and to the MM correction paper result. However, we have also 

been tantalized by some evidence that these results may not hold under more 

complicated tax rules. Our purpose then is to first build an asset pricing 

model which is better designed to investigate these questions. Then we 

will proceed to formulate a number of different tax systems which will be 

investigated for their capital structure implications. 
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ABSTRACT CHAPTER 3 

THE GENERAL PROSLEr! OF COMPARATIVE STATICS 

IN THE ASSET PRICING MODEL 

The comparative statics problem arises from the combination of 

two factors. First, in its most common form the asset pricing model is a 

partial equilibrium model. That is to say the model determines the current 

price of some particular security in terms of some common set of forecasts 

about the nature of future cash flows plus the currently observed price of 

all securities, or the total market value. In a sense this formulation is 

of the order of a "pie" model which enables one to determine the value of 

one slice of the pie given the value of the total pie. The larger problem, 

then, is to determine the value of the pie. The value of the market is 

taken to be exogenously determined - but can be defined as the sum of all 

savings used to purchase risky assets. For our purposes then, the difficulty 

is to determine whether this total value can be expected to change as we 

alter capital structures. 

On the surface there might seem to be little reason to suppose 

that altering a firm's financial structure would alter the quantity of 

savings allocated to purchasing risky assets. However, we must now 

consider the second factor in our argument. Recall that we are arguing 

that the purpose of government taxation is to redistribute income and 

wealth. When a firm alters its capital structure it may also alter the 

nature of tax collections generated by that firm. Should a capital 

structure change lead to a change in tax collections this affects the 

government's ability to redistribute income. If income is then shifted 

from people with low absolute risk aversion to high, the quantity of savings 
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allocated to purchasing risky securities will fall At the same time the price of the 

market and of its components generally must fall. Similarly, the price of 

the market will rise if the opposite shift is made. 

In an overall sense then, redistribution of income and wealth may 

alter a society's willingness to hold risky assets. To a limited extent, 

firms may affect the government's ability to redistribute wealth and thus 

indirectly alter society's overall willingness to hold risky assets. Since 

the price of the market appears as one of the terms in the "price of risk" 

then we can restate the above argument in terms of changes in the price of 

risk. If wealth is shifted to those individuals who are less risk averse 

in an absolute sense, then the price of risk will fall and vice versa. 

Our approach to this problem is to investigate an alternative 

form of the two parameter asset pricing model proposed by Mayers (66) and 

Rubinstein (78). In this alternative form the price of risk term is no 

longer determined by the price of the market Q. n association with some other 

market variables). Rather, the price of risk is now defined as 

a complicated average (over all investors) of some risk aversion measures. 

In this form, so long as we know the distribution of wealth in society and 

the manner in which this will be altered with a capital structure change% 

we are able to predict the manner in which the price of risk will be 

altered. This allows us to investigate differences in value (the comparative 

statics of value) over different capital structures. 

We have not, however, removed the basic problem of the exogenously 

determined variables. Rather, we have simply replaced one variable (the 

price of the market) with variables determined upon each investor's utility 

function. An underlying assumption of the new formulation is that we are 
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able to identify all these utility functions and the wealth distribution 

implied by any set of taxes, capital structures, and redistribution policy. 

It appears then that while the comparative statics are fully determined, 

this determination is potentially very complicated. 

Fortunately, it is possible to demonstrate that for certain 

restricted classes of utility functions the price of risk is invariant over 

different assumptions about capital structure and wealth redistribution. 

Therefore, rather than become bogged down in trying to define wealth 

positions, redistribution schemes, and all the utility functions in society, 

the price of risk is taken to be constant and invariant to changes in 

capital structure. 

We now proceed to investigate optimal capital structure alternatives 

knowing that the comparative statics in prices are fully defined but that 

we have restricted ourselves to a set of utility functions for which the 

price of risk is invariant. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF COMPARATIVE STATICS 
IN THE ASSET PRICING MODEL 

In this chpater we will investigate the problem of comparative 

statics in the asset pricing model. That is, we will consider the problems 

noted in Chapter 2 which weakened the proofs by ilamada. Brennan, and 

Rubenstein using the SLM asset pricing model. Then we will develop a 

variation of the Mayers/Rubenstein capital asset pricing model for use in 

the rest of this thesis. 

3.1 The Basic SLM Asset Pricing Model 

The conditions under which the SLH model hold are as follows. 

Capital markets are assumed to be perfect; implying zero transactions costs, 

no restrictions on short selling, freely available information and atomistic 

investors. Investors are assumed to be risk averse and to act as if they 

were maximizing single period utility of terminal wealth functions. 

Because returns are assumed to be normally distributed or because all 

investors have quadratic utility of terminal wealth functions, choice among 

investments is made strictly on the baAis of means and variances of returns 

about which investors have homogeneous expectations. All investors are 

allowed to borrow and lend at the risk free rate of interest. The supply 

of all assets is fixed and to prevent "leakage " of assets from the market, 

taxes are -set at zero. 
1 

1This 
point will be discussed at considerable length later. Briefly, however, 

when cash leakage such as taxes occur, the nature of the assets traded in 
the market changes and the "all assets given" assumption is qualitatively 
violated. 
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Under these conditions the investor will wish to 

maximize his one-period utility of wealth function subject to his wealth 

constraint. We have: 

MAXIMIZE US (ES VS) 3-1 

n 
subject to Ws -E XsiPi - Ds 3-2 

Jul 

where Us = the utility function for investor s defined upon the expected 

portfolio cash'flow Es and the variance of that portfolio flow 

V 
s 

W- the wealth of individual s s 
Xsi - the proportion of the jth asset held by investors 

Pj s the price of asset j 

Ds a the risk-free borrowing or lending of investor s. 

n- the number of risky assets in the market. 
We further define: 

n 
Es - 

iElXsjE(cý) 
-R 3-3 

nn 
Vs "EE Xs j Xs ka jk 3-4 

J-1 k-l 

where cj = the random cash flow to asset j 

Rf - one plus the risk free rate of interest 

ajk = the covariance between the cash flows to assets j and k. 
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Using these results we form the Lagrangian expression: 

n 
L- U8(ESVB) + As(WB -E XgjP' + DS) 3-5 

j-1 

and differentiating with respect to Xs, and Us gives a set of simultaneous 

equations for each investor as: 

au art 
aE8 E(c +2 ads (ZXgkajk) - XBPj -0 3-6 

j 1e 
".. ' ri 

au 
-Rf aE+x 0 3-7 

s 

Combining these two gives: 

öV EXskQ jk 
-Es - 2ý 

k 
3-8 

s E(cj) - RfP, 

which describes the investor's marginal rate of substitution between risk 

and return. Note then that this expression is written only for risky assets. 

(By contrast, the'value of ajk is zero if one or both of j and k is risk 

free). The optimizing investor will then set the marginal rate of 

substitution equal for all assets giving: 

EXsk°jk kxsis tk 

E[ck] - RfP E(ci) - RfPj 
3-9 
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In fact, each investor in the market will select securities so 

that this relationship holds. If we now assume that investors also have 

homogeneous expectations, equation 3.9 will be the same for all investors 

among all pairs of assets. Now noting that market equilibrium requires 

that 8 
Xsj M1 (so that all assets are held) we may sum this expression 

over all investors to clear the market giving: 

kajk kalk 

E(ci) - RfPj E(ci) - RfPi 
3-10 

Moasin'( 70 ) notes that we may sum the numerators and denominators 

of equal fractions without disturbing the fractionb value. Since this 

expression holds for all assets we may now sum the numerators and denominators 

of the RHS over all assets giving: 

k 
ajk 

_ik 

pik Var (cam) 
E(ck) - RfPý E[E(ci) - RfPi E(rml - RfPra 

3-11 

i 

where the subscript in refers to the total market of all risky assets. We 

may now rewrite this in equation 3-12. 

rE(cm) - RfPý 
Pj Rf E(cj) -L Var m, 

Cov (cj, cm) 3-12 
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3.2 Problems in Using the SLM Model for Capital Structure: No Taxes 

Let us now consider how we may use this valuation model to investigate 

capital structure. We may think of the jth asset as being a firm. Therefore 

if cj is the cash flow to the firm then P, is the value of the firm if it in 

financed with only one type of instrument. That is, the firm's total cash 

flow, cj, is promised to only one set of claimholders. 

In a one-period model, c' may then be considered as the 

liquidation cash value of the jth firm (j - 1,2, ..., n) after satisfying 

all labor and trade claims but before satisfying any capital claims such as 

interest or principal payments or corporate taxes. The accountant would 

perhaps call this the operating cash flow plus liquidation value of the 

firm's assets. 
1 If there are no taxes and we wish to repackage our capital 

structure from one into several claims, we define a set of conditional 

claims against this cash flow such that the ex-post cash flow is totally 

exhausted. We may write: 

nj 
E cif - c1 3.13 

im i 

where the subscript "i" refers to the ith claim against this jth firm's 

cash flow and where nj - the number of conditional claims against firm j. 

For instance there might be just two claimholders: bonds and stocks. We 

could define: 

1In 
a one period model one might wonder how a firm's assets could have any 

liquidation value at all. However, the assets might be consumable in some 
form, or we could set this value at zero. 
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IC. cj c<B+I 

`J B+Ic >B+I 

c 
b cj < B + I 

ej c. ' -B- I c' > B + I 

3-14 

where subscripts d and e refer to the bondholders and equity holders claims 

with B and I representing bondholders principal and interest claims. 

Clearly such a set of conditional claims thoroughly exhausts cash flow in 

all states so we may write: 

C% dj + Gej - Ci everywhere. 3-15 

So long as each of these claims is risky we may value each according to 

expression (3.12). 

1 E(cm) - RfP 
Pij - R£ 

{E (c1j) 
Var cm 

Cov (ci 
j, cm)l 3-16 

l 

Note that the term in the [I brackets, generally referred to as the price 

of risk, remains unchanged for all Pij because, so long as all i are risky 

they will be included in this market! Furthermore, we may write, for this set 

of claims: 

n' 
E E(cij )- E(ci) 3-17 i-1 

and 

nj 
Cov(cii , cm) - Cov(cj, cm) 3-18 

i-1 

'We have here a potential difficulty. In equation 3.14 it is clear that we 

have defined truncated or non-normal cash flows. Accordingly for our two- 

parameter model to remain valid we must assume that investors have 

quadratic utility functions so that moments beyond the first two are 
ignored. This point will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 
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so that: 

n E(c -RP nj 
Ei Pii Rl 

CE 

1(c ii - Var cfmE 
Cov(cii . cm) 3-19 

i1 fm i1 

1 ECcmý -R 
R 

{Ec, fp in -[ Var cI Cov(c,, cm) 
fm 

Pi for j- (1,2, ..., n) 

This is, then, a proof of the MH proposition 1 that the value of 

the firm is independent of capital structure. But note that in this form 

all the cash flows are risky. An interesting point is illustrated if we 

consider that one (or some) of the nj cash flow claims may be defined as 

risk-free. It can be confirmed by referring to equations 3. $, 3.9 and 3.11 

that only risky terms appear on the RHS of 3.19. Of particular note is the 

fact that all of the elements composing the market terms (subscripted m) are 

risky. Should some of the ni cash flow claims be labelled as risk-free 

these must be excluded from the various market values. Under these 

circumstances the equality in equation 3.19 will only hold so long as these 

risk free cash flows have been automatically excluded from the market terms even 

though not separately identified. This implies that 

investors would explicitly or implicitly identify the risk-free parts of 

"bundled" claims and not include these as parts of their risky 

portfolios. So long as investors do this unbundling of claims on personal 

account then equation 3.19 will hold for both risky and risk-free claims. 

However, we must be careful to recognize that risk-free claims cannot just 

be invented. The risk free cash flows must exist to start with. In this 

circumstance the explicit labelling of these flows and the repackaging of 

the firm's claims can have no effect on value. 
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Further note the essential character of this model. It says that 

if we are given the price of all risky assets, Pm, we may then relate to 

this the price of one component asset. Consider the nature of Pm. This is 

simply the sum of all resources allocated by investors to the purchase of 

risky assets. The crux of the problem now becomes clear. If we alter the 

quantity of risky assets we alter the market terms which go to make up the 

price of risk. It is easy enough to predict the change in cm which results 

but we do not know how Pm will change. We may call this the "income" effect 

problem, as it refers to whether investors will increase, decrease, or hold 

constant the quantity of resources that are allocated to the purchase of 

risky assets. 

Still, the expression requires further qualification. As Fama and 

Miller (33) point out, pricing expressions of this form apply only to 

markets where all investors have quadratic utility of wealth functions, or 

to securities whose cash flows are normally distributed so that higher 

moments are zero or simple functions of the first two. Liven that the 

other SLM conditions apply, we may write necessary conditions for 

equation 3.19 to apply as follows: 

a) For any distribution or set of sharing rules, expression 3.19 will hold 

if all investors have quadratic utility of wealth functions and so long 

as there are no leakages from the system. That is so long as 
nij 

E cif - c4 in each and every state. 
i-l 

b) Where utility of wealth functions are not quadratic, expression 3.19 

will still hold so long as both 

c j" N (P 
j. Q j2) 

and 3.20 

ci j-N 
(ui 

j, a ij 
2) for all i. 
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Given that ci is normally distributed, then all other claims must 

be expressable as linear functions of this primary cash flow. That iss 

cij - Yli + Y21cj in all etatee. 3.21 

Any other form will necessarily create some claims which are non-normally 

distributed and to which the expression 3.19 cannot be strictly applied. 

It raises the additional question of limited liability and legal 

bankruptcy provisions. Should such provisions exist, the cash flows to 

these claims must necessarily be truncated so long as the probability of a 

negative ci is greater than zero. Hence this proof can only obtain under 

limited liability rules for quadratic utility functions. 

If either of these conditions are satisfied then expression 3.19 

will necessarily hold and is a generalization of the Modigliani-Miller (68) 

proposition 1 that the value of the firm is independent of its capital 

structure. 

3.3 Taxes and Capital Structure Using the SU1 Valuation Model: Introduction 

We may now introduce taxes by arbitrarily letting one of these 

claims be assigned to the government for taxes. 

claim be the tax claim we have: 

If we let the last or n, th 

71 
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9-1 
E cij + cn -c 

ill i everywhere. 3-22 

where the first nj-1 cldims are non-government or private claims like stocks 

and bonds. Then as long as the government claim is traded on the market and 

treated just like any other claim, we can let equation 3-19 stand. That is: 

nj 
-1 
Eii Pi +P°j -Pi 3-23 

i- 

Again we have generalized the Modigliani-Miller Proposition 1 to 

include not just financing with totally risky assets but to include taxation 

as well. But note that we must allow this government taxation claim to 

trade in the market just like any other claim, or we will violate the 

assumption that the supply of all assets in the market is fixed. In the real 

world, however, we do not observe the government's conditional claim on 

firms being traded. Rather, we may generalize the model by arguing that 

the government acts as a wealth redistribution mechanism. It aggregates 

the sum of all its claims against firms into a public expenditure pot: 

N 
Ec- Total Tax Receipts 3-24 

It then issues claims against these receipts back to the members of society 

(or the investors) as claims to public consumption. 
1 For instance, one can 

1For 
our purposes we equate investors with members of society. A member of 

society whose only source of income is his transfer payment from the 
government is simply an investor with zero investible wealth. 
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think of welfare payments or public health services as claims against this 

public expenditure pot. But these claims are non-marketable. For instance 

it is usually legislated that welfare payments may neither be capitalized 

or sold nor may they be attached in the event that a loan in defaulted. 

Further a citizen of one country cannot generally sell his claim to public 

health services to a citizen of another country. 

It is implied then that tax flows to the government can be thought 

of as leakages of cash flow or assets from the capital market. These 

leakages are collected and redistributed in some form by the government. 

Assuming that the government produces this redistribution at zero cost, 
i 

one can argue that the sum of all taxes equals the sum of all conditional 

claims against the "tax pot". Therefore we have a balanced budget 

government in all states. 

One trivial case should be investigated. Let the claims 

issued against the tax receipts exactly offset in every state the effects 

of taxes on each investor's cash flow. Moreover, let these claims not alter 

the individual's opportunity set in consumption. We can then argue that 

investors will be indifferent to the existence of taxation. In fact, taxes 

will be perceived to be zero and cash leakages to be purely illusory. In 

this case the previous theorem stating that valuation is independent of 

capital structure still holds. However, should the redistribution of 

future cash flows be real, rather than illusory, and should these flow" be 

truly nonmarketable, real capital market leakages occur and this effect 

must be investigated. 

One could argue that governments are not zero cost producers of redistribution. 
This would imply a resource reallocation as well as a cash 
leakage. To avoid these additional problems, we restrict ourselves to a 
zero cost balanced budget government. 
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3.4 The Asset Pricing Model with Tax Transfers as Non Marketable Assets 

We can formulate the portfolio problem of the tax-paying investor 

having a non-marketable claim to the tax pot as follows. ' Using nll the 

previous conditions for the asset pricing model, except zero taxes, we define: 

U6 (WS) - Ua(E8, V8) - the utility of end of period wealth 

for individual., A- (1,2, ... ). 

where 

ZU (w ) au (w ) s S> 0 and a 8< 0 
aE aV 

ss 

for risk aversion. and 

3-25 

where ws - end of period wealth measured as cash flow to the sth investor 

Es - the expected cash flow to the sth investor at the end of the 

period 

V the variance of this cash flow. 
s 

For simplicity in defining Ea and V. over the opportunity set, we now let 

the subscript "g" (g - 1,2, ..., 2N) define the total set of conditional. 

claims cij defined over all i and J. We may then think of the first N 

members of g as being the after tax claims traded in the market. The 

second N members of g then become the tax claims associated with ench of 

the first N marketed members. where taxes are charged against each 

marketed claim. Total tax revenue is defined as: 

2N 
Ec- tt 

g-N+1 R 

1Note that the inclusion of a non-marketable asset was first proposed by 
Mayers ( 64 ). This proof closely follows his development. 
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We may now write: 

Ea. expected incoze'from marketable claims plus income fron non-marketable 

claims less debt repayments. 

N 
! 

gE1X89E(c, 
) + XS E(tt - RfDg 3-26 

VB EE XB-XSk Cov(cg ck) + Xg2 var(tt )+ 2X8 L Xag Cov(c9 tt ) 
$=1 k=1 Raj 3-27 

where 

Xsg - the fraction of the gth security or claim held by the sth 

investor. These are decision variables to investors for 

g- (1,2, ..., N) 

2N 
E(tt )! £ E(cg) - the expected cash flow to the government's 

g-N+1 
"tax pot" of non-marketable claims. 

Xs - the non marketable claim given against this government tax pot 

to the sth investor. The XS values presumably imply real rather 

than illusory reallocation of cash flow. For simplicity X8 

has been posited as being some fraction of total tax receipts. 

However,. no loss of generality occurs in this particular 

modelling as against some more complicated set of claims which 

could be created. 

Ds- the quantity of risk free debt in the investor's portfolio. 

The investor's problem is seen as being to: 

Max Us(ESV9) 3-28 
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subject to equations (3.26), (3.27) and the budget constraint: 

N 
Wg E XB P- DB 

g-1 

where W. - starting wealth of the sth investor. 

3-29 

Using exactly the same methodology as employed earlier in this chapter we can 

show that under these circumstances, equilibrium prices will be defined by: 

E(ce') - RfP" 
Pg RfE(c8) -[ Var(c6 )+ Cov(c -, t t) 

Cov(cg. cm) 3-30 

g. <N 6v 

where the 1O1 notation indicates values and after tAXs cash flows Which, are in fact 

traded in the market. That is these "'" values exclude the cash flows 

Which have leaked out of the system through taxes. However, note carefully 

that the m in the covariance term is the cash flow to all assets, both 

marketed and non-marketed. 

3.5 The Comparative Statics Problem with Tax Transfers as Non-Marketable Assets 

We would now like to make comparative statics statements about 

the prices defined by equations (3.30) and (3.12) to determine the effects 

of leakages from the marketed system upon prices. 
' 

Rewriting expression 3-12 for easy comparison we have: 

1 
E(cu) - RfPm 

pg - Rf E(CF) -I Var cý 
) Cov( Ä, cm)) (3.21) 

Clearly, for ga marketable claim, the two expressions are identical except 

for changes in the price of risk values in the (I brackets. As we are 

1It 
will become clear later that our search for an optimal capital structure 

involves minimizing tax payments by firms and thus altering the leakages 
that occur. Therefore the problem of comparative statics between various 
states of leakage is critical to the analysis. 
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considering a fixed act of assets and firmß. We may assume that the 

cash flows are fully determined for each case. Repeating our earlier 

arguments, we know the comparative values of all the cash flow terms in 
2N 

the risk premiums (e. g. E(c') - E- E E(c )- E(c) - E(tt ). ) However 
m 

E(cm) 
g. N+l gm 

we do not know the comparative values of PM and Pm - again. 

illustrating that the SLM model and its variations 

posit that the price of our particular asset can be expressed as a function 

of the price of all marketed assets. The price of all marketed assets is 

simply the sum of the prices of all assets in the market or the sum of all 

wealth resources allocated to the purchase of risky assets. The 

model does not explicitly tell us how to identify changes in 

this value. Empirically, we may be able to observe it but prediction of 

its changes requires us to be able to predict the way in which investors 

portfolios will alter with leakages of the type modelled. Therefore we 

must conclude that in this form the comparative statics are not determined. 

3.6 The Rubenstein/Mayers Solution to the Comparative Statics Problem 

Fortunately,. Rubenstein ( 78 ) and Hayers ( 66 ) have provided 

general proofs that the price of risk expression can also be written as: '2 

In fact Rubenstein ( 78 ) developer the formula (in my notation) 
E(r9) Rf + (sQ81)-1 Cov(rg, cm) 

By Rubenstein's definition: 

_ cg 
rt P8 

Making the substitution and simplifying gives: 
Pg - R1 

{E(c. ) - (8QA1)-1 Cov(c,, cm)j 
f 

2'As 
previously noted, this result has also been demonstrated by Lintner ( 57 ). 

Mossin ( 73 ) and by Litzenberger and Budd ( 60 ). However, these authors 
proved the proposition with respect to specific forms of the utility functinn. 
Specifically, they investigated exponential, quadratic and logarithmic 
forms. The general proof of this proposition for two parameter risk 
aversion comes from Mayers ( 66 ) and Rubenstein ( 78 ). 
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1 Qg-1ý-1 3-32 

where 
E[U8"(wg)l 

QsEU 
w 

3-33 
ss 

Clearly Q. is dimensioned as the Arrow (2) and Pratt (76 ) measure of 

absolute risk aversion. The price of risk is simply the harmonic mean of these 

expected values which resemble the Arrow-Pratt measures of absolute risk aversion 

for all investors. It allows us to rewrite equation 3.30 or 3.31 oat 

JE(T) 
- [j Qg-1]-1 Cov(c cmi 3-34 Pg ` Rf g I'g<N 

We can use this model to describe comparative statics in the asset 

pricing model. For a given set of assets we know cm. Further, we presume 

that utility functions are measurable and that the Q8 values are 

identifiable. As previously discussed, any 

leakage of cash flow from the marketable to the non-marketable class of assets 

by taxation, implies wealth redistribution. Therefore, with known utility 

functions, the value of Qs can be identified for each investor under each 

possible wealth redistribution. 

Now if we can identify some management decision variable we can 

use this valuation model, whose comparative statics are fully determined. 

to investigate the implicationsof different decisions. For some particular 

security g we may now write: 
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aP aE(cg) (ÄQ 
B) 

1Cov(c 

c (L -i)-i 
aCov( 

3.35 Q azý Rf az 
It a$ m) a a2 

} 

where Z is some decision variable and where Rf is a constant. 
l 

Should our decision variable, Z, cause taxes to be minimized# 

this in turn will affect the government's ability to redistribute future 

wealth. If Qs is in some way a function of expected future wealth we need 

to specify the exact manner in which wealth redistribution will be affected 

for each value of Z. Only under these circumstances can we argue that the 

comparative statics are fully determined. Clearly we must identify the 

utility function for each investor and the exact redistibution mechanism. 

While some interesting insights might be gained from this exercise we are 

not in receipt of enough information to make it meaningful. Rather we shall 

restrict ourselves to forms in which aZ -0 to illustrate our results. 

1Rubenstein ( 78 , p. 614) also discusses the nature of Rf and demonstrates 
that if we generalize our model to include consumption in the form: 

US%WS) - U,, (Ka) + Usw(w8) 3.36 

where K- current consumption, we can write not only the pricing expression 
above, but also 

US ' (Kg) 
Rf - E[UBW'(v ) for all Be 

Clearly this expression is of high interest. It says that in equilibrium 
each investor equates his personal marginal rate of substitution between 
current consumption and future expected wealth with the pure time rate 
of money. In turn this time rate of money must clear the market for risk- 
free borrowing and lending. Rather than become involved in the 
determination of this clearing mechanism we will follow the tradition of 
the SLM development and take this value as given. 
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The expression under consideration then becomes: 

a aE(cg) acov(cg, c 
az Ri az 

(3Q8 ) 
az f 

3.7 Special Cases Where the Price of Risk is Constant 

3.37 

A number of special cases in which we can let the price of risk 

be independent of capital structure are easily identified. 

First, we may consider an extreme case of risk aversion: that 

of linear utility of wealth functions or risk neutrality. For this case U"(w) -0 

and E[U"(w)] -0 so that we can rewrite equations 3.24 and 3.27 very simply an: 

pg . Rf g(c 
91) 

3.38 ý 

and 

aP aEt )11 
i"R lý 

az 1 
3.39 

f 

As this model is easy to handle and illustrate it is 

the subject of Chapter 4.1 

1Note that for risk neutrality we may write 

A 

E Pik - R1 
E 

E(cj) - R1 E(c, ) " Pj 
i1fi1f 

and that the Modigliani and Miller () proposition 1 theorem of 
nj 

equation (3.9) holds so long as E cij cj in all states. This case is 
i-l 

similar to the quadratic in that the pricing expression holds regardless 
of the shape of the distributions of c because momenta higher than the 
first are ignored. Also note that be ause the price of risk is no longer 
important, we may allow some of these cash flows to be risk-free and still 
demonstrate the result. 
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Second, we may identify forms of risk aversion in which this 

price of risk expression is unchanged by wealth reallocation. For example, 

we may let all investors' utility of wealth functions be described as 

negative exponential, implying constant absolute risk aversion. 

-aw 
u$ (w9ý - -8e ss3.40 

We may write: 
1 

-a w 
E[U"(w8)l [-a83Eie a sm 

Cl 3.41 QSE[U'(wýý... 
ýw 

a82E(e a s) 

indicating constant absolute risk aversion. 

Clearly we can state that the expression 

IE QS-11-1 - I8 -11-1 3.42 
s 

is unchanged by wealth redistribution because wealth is not an argument of 

the expression. 

Another form under which we may treat the price of risk as being 

a constant is that of the quadratic utility of wealth function. We define 

U (w - asw8 + ß8w82 3.43 

1Mayers ( 66 ) demonstrates that this result holds for constant absolute 
risk aversion but that it does not hold for the attractive case of 
decreasing absolute risk aversion as in logarithmic utility of wealth 
functions. 

I 
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and therefore: 

-E(U"(w)] -28 
Q8 

U W8 a8 2ßE(v) 8 

and 

Qg-1 -} ßg + 8(w 

so that 
a 

I8 Q8-1ý-1 . I-ig ß8 + EE(w8)j-1 
s 

_ Ia 
constant +1 expected total wealth 

As it is clear that expected total wealth is unchanged by 

redistribution and as wealth is not an argument of the, constant term, we 

again have a price of risk which is unchanged by simple wealth 

3.44 

3.45 

3.46 

3.47 

redistribution. Unfortunately this form of the utility function has some 

undesirable characteristics such as increasing absolute (and therefore 

relative) risk aversion. It will, however, become clear later that this 

is an important form of the model and for some tax formulas the only case 

which holds in the strict sense. Therefore, although uncomfortable, this 

form is sometimes necessary if we are to hold the price of risk term 

constant. 

Accordingly, we may write with some justification: 

)- (H) Cov(cg. " c)} 3.48 p-1 {E(c 
8m 8 

g<N 
Rf 
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and 

where 

ap 3E(c. ) acov(c.. c ) 
- Rl 

{g 
az 

gm}3.49 
f 

H- (LQý-1)-1 "a constant 3.50 
s 

We now have an aaset pricing expression for which the comparative 

statics are fully determined. Further, it is very convenient that we may define 

investor utility functions so that equation 3.48 has the special characteristics 

of equations 3.49 and 3.50. This implies that we need only be able to 
Mc ) 8cov(c c) 

define a 

Mc 
g and 

v( m to investigate our problem. Further, the 

term cov(c9cm) will be particularly easy to work with since cm is the cash 

flow to all claims - both marketed and non-marketed. Thus while the 

decision variable Z may shift the cash flows to claim g. the cash flow cm 

will be unchanged. The simple shifting of cash between marketed and non- 

marketed claims will not change their total. 

3.8 Conclusions: Chapter 3 

In this chapter we have conducted a search for an asset pricing 

model for which the comparative statics are fully defined. That is, we 

have looked for a valuation model which will allow us to identify and 

compare the value of corporate claims as we alter capital structure. 

The discussion started by investigating the standard SLM model 

and a variant of it which allowed for taxation with redistribution. Since 

capital structure affects the tax payments and therefore the government's 

redistribution plans it is imperative that we be able to describe changes 
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in value over different capital structures. Wo found that for the 

standard SUI model and its extension the comparative statics of the price 

of risk are undefined. Our search then led us to the Rubanstein/Mayers 

form of the asset pricing model where we found that values and their 

comparative statics are fully defined. We further investigated this model 

and found that for risk neutrality, constant absolute risk aversion, and 

quadratic utility functions the price of risk could conveniently be 

assumed to be unchanged for differing capital structures. 

We now proceed in Chapter 4 to investigate the implications of 

taxation with redistribution for investor portfolio design. In addition 

we address the question of motivation to achieve tax minimizing capital 

structures. 

i 
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ABSTRACT CHAPTER 4 

THE PORTFOLIO IMPLICATIONS AND THE MOTIVATION 

TO ADOPT OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

The first part of this chapter may well be something of a 

digression from the topic of capital structure. That is, we pause for a 

minute to look at how investors will form personal portfolios when we 

recognise the existence of taxes and the redistribution of the tax revenues. 

The results obtained are of general interest in themselves as an insight 

into portfolio building strategy. However. they raise the question of 

whether or not investors will, given these portfolios, be motivated to 

adopt tax minimizing capital structures. Accordingly, we then turn to the 

question of motivation which is clearly not a digression. 

Let us start with the first problem. In the absence of taxes and 

transfer payments, the investor will choose a portfolio which is some simple 

fraction of the market portfolio of all risky assets. Quite simply, this 

market portfolio is the most perfectly diversified portfolio available and 

all investors will seek to hold it in greater or lesser degree according to 

the individual's willingness to bear risk. If the government now taxes 

these risky cash flows and pays out the proceeds in some income redistribution 

scheme it changes two things. First the taxation distorts the nature of the 

stream of after tax cash flows which the firm is able to pay to its claim- 

holders. If we now recognise that taxes collected against risky cash flows 

must themselves be risky we may proceed to the second change. The government 

redistributes its tax collections but these transfer payments themselves 
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must be looked upon as being risky. Therefore, a second distortion enters 

as the government imposes on people addtional future risky income payments. 

It seems perfectly sensible then that investors will seek to 

purchase portfolios which offset these two distortions. To offset the 

distortion to cash flows caused by taxation alone, investors will increase 

the portfolio weights of the taxed securities so that before tax cash flows 

can be replicated. 
' The investor who has adjusted his portfolio for this 

first effect must now turn to the second. The receipt of an additional 

risky claim from the government causes the investor to hold more risky 

claims than he would otherwise choose to hold. Since he does not wish to 

bear this amount of risk he will relieve himself of it by shorting a 

portfolio which has cash flows of exactly the same size and characteristics 

as the risky government transfer. 

Now consider the net effect of the adjustments for these two 

distortions. The adjustment for the initial tax distortion reproduces the 

perfectly diversified portfolio of before tax flows. The second short 

portfolio offsets the government's attempt to have the investor assume 

more risk than he wishes. The net effect of these two adjustments is that 

the investor's future risky cash flows are exactly the same as they would 

have been in the absence of taxation with redistribution o. 

'Note 
that this may at first appear as if investors will wish to hold more 

than 100% of the taxed securities. This will however be brought into 
balance when we consider the corrections made for the second distortion. 

2Also 
note that, in the absence of leakage of cash flows from the system, 

investors will be shorting exactly enough securities in the second 
adjustment to equal the excess demand for securities in the first 
adjustment. Therefore the earlier noted worry about investors wishing to 
hold more than 100% of available securities has disappeared and we can 
expect the markets to clear exactly. 
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We now turn to the question of motivation to adopt optimal capital 

structures. The question is, if investors are able to unravel the 

government's attempts to tax and redistribute income, should investors 

worry at all about optimal capital structure? That is, since the cash flows 

to each investor's risky asset portfolio will be unchanged no matter what 

taxes are imposed, should we still worry about tax-minimizing optimal 

capital structure? 

The answer to the question lies in the fact that our above 

discussion is restricted to the investor's management of his risky income 

stream. Further, the opportunity set in the above assumes that investors 

are price takers and that no unusual profit opportunities are available. 

If some firm is not structured so that taxes are minimized an unusual 

opportunity exists to any investor, or group of investors, who can take 

over a firm, and recapitalize it. The market value of the recapitalized 

firm will increase due to the lower tax burden so the take-over group 

will experience an immediate capital gain on their investment. Once these 

unusual profit opportunities have been eliminated, the optimal portfolios 

as described above will be best. However, these can only obtain once firms 

have all been capitalized optimally so that unusual opportunities no 

longer exist. 

We conclude therefore that there is motivation for firms to be 

structured so that taxes are minimized. If these structures are not 

attained unusual profit opportunities exist which investors will quickly 

identify and eliminate in their search for wealth. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE PORTFOLIO IMPLICATIONS AND TUE 

MOTIVATION TO ADOPT OPTIMAL 

CAPITAL STRUCTURES 

In the last chapter we established the usefulness of the MR version 

of the asset pricing model for capital structure problems. To repeat, we 

generated the equation: 

PC - R1 {E[cg] :N cov(cg, cm)} 
f 

4.1 

where H- the price of risk, is considered constant; and cov(cg, cm) - the 

covariance between the gth asset's cash flow and the cash flow to all risky 

assets - both marketed and non-marketed. In this chapter we investigate$ 

first the portfolio implications of our model and then the conditions under 

which motivation to adopt optimaltmarket value maximizing capital structures 

exists. 

4.1 The Nature of Taxation 

First consider the nature of taxation. We have identified it as 

a leakage from the market of traded assets which is then redistributed in 

some form. We can also call this an uncompensated wealth transfer. It is 

generally assumed that claims against a firm's cash flows are defined 

carefully enough so that some internal or external agency cannot arbitrarily 
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redefine claims to the detriment of any group M claim holders. 1 Rather, 

should some agency wish to make a capital structure change they must either 

make changes which have zero effect on other claim-holders wealth positions 

or there must be a side-payment to compensate them for changes in the 

market value of redefined claims. 
2 

Government taxation, on the other 

hand, is just such an uncompensated wealth tran*fer. One may not claim 

compensation from the government over losses in revenue due to taxation. On 

the contraryo it is the intent of taxation to effect such transfers. 

Given, then, that governments are attempting to effect 

wealth transfers let us investigate the investor's reaction in portfolio 

selection. In this investigation we closely follow an approach used by 

Mayers ( 64). However, as we quickly diverge from and extend his results, 

the following development should not be considered as particularly 

redundant. 

1See for example Fas+a and Miller (33, Ch. 4) and their discussion of "me 
first" rules. 

2For 
example a firm may propose creating a new set of debt claims which 

might be senior to some existing set. The existing bondholders would 
either have to be bought out or compensated in some way for the loss of 
seniority and security in their claim. 
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4.2 The Portfolio Implications 

We begin by defining: 

ES " Xs E(c) + X8 E(tt ) Rf Dg 4.2 

Nxl Nxl Nxl 

VB Xg 4 XS + X8 2 Var (tt) + 2X8 Xg#+ 

Nxl N2 Nxl Nxl Nxl 4.3 

ws - Xs P -s4.4 

Xxl 

Where Xe - the transpose of the column vector of proportions of the N 

Nil 
marketed claims held by investor S 

E (c) - the column vector of expected cash flows from the N marketed 

Nxl 
claims (after taxes) 

E (tt) - the column vector of the expected tax flows from the N claims 

Nxl in our model 

var (tt) - the variance of the total tax flow pot 

t- the NxN covariance matrix of the marketed claims (after taxes) 

N2 

I+ - the column vector of the covariances between the (after taxes) 

Nx1 
marketed claims and the non-marketed total tax claim 

p- the column vector of prices of the N marketed claims 

Nxl 

All other notation is as previously defined. 
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We now formulate a simple equality-constrained optimization problem for 

the investor. lie will maximize the utility function Ua(E, 1, Va) subject 

to the budget constraint in equation 4-4. The Lagrangian expression it 

written: 

La - U8 (Es, Va) - A9 (W8 - Xa P+ DOR ) 4.5 

Nxl Nxl 

and we may write our first order conditions for n maximum as: 

aE 
-u 

us a 'q E(c) +t 
aau 

x+ x+ $+) 
axs aEs ssB 
Nxl Nxl N2 Nxl Nxl 

+XP-04.6 
s 

Nxl 

2-L2- aus (-R) -A-o4.7 ans aEs fe 

Dividing equation (41-+6) by (_4--7) now gives: 

(E(c) - Rf P)'- 2ä, (t XB + XS +) 0 4.8 
s 

Nxl Nxl N2 Nxl Nxl 

and for 4 non singular we may solve for the optimal value of X. as: 

N2 

Xs* - 8Es 
$-1 (E(c) - Rf P) 

Nxl N2 Nxl Nxl 

+ 4.9 

N2 Nx1 

'This 
expression is similar to the final result of Mayers ( 64 ) except thnt 

for his purposes 1+ is a vector of covariancea between marketed and non- 
Nxl 

marketed assets where non-marketed assets are generally considered to be 
ht an capital. 
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We now diverge from Mayers work. 

It is interesting to rewrite this equation substituting our pricing 

expression ( 4.1). We obtain: 

XS .}a $-1 E(c) - Rf [-R 1 (E(c) - H.: 4 )1 Xa $-1 $+ 
f 

Nxl N2 Nxl Nxl NX1 N2 Nxl 

-HI $-1 

N2 Nxl 
- xs -i #+ 

N2 Nxl 

4.10 

4.11 

where j- the column vector of covariances of the marketed claims with all 
Nxl 

claims. 

This expression can be interpreted by first noting the following 

definition3 and then making substitutions into equation 4.11. We define: 

k" the Nxl column vector of before tax cash flows to each claim. 
Nxl 

I- the NxN identity matrix. 
N2 

T- an NxN diagonal matrix of tax rates applied to the N claims. 
N2 

And we may write 

c- JI - T]k - the after tax Nx1 column vector of cash flows to 
Nxl N2 N2 Nxl 

marketed claims 

S- an Nxl column vector of ones 
Nxl 

Making substitution in 4.11 we may now write: 
' 

1Note that we have dropped the matrix dimensioning underscripts from this 
formulation for ease of presentation. They are, however, implied. 
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XB -} It E (ICI-T)k - E((I-? )k)1((I-T)k - E((I-'T)k))' }-1 -Ea 

Et. [(I-T)k - E(I-T)k)j(k - E(k))')S 

- XBE ([(I-T)k - E((I-T)k)ll(I-T)k - E((i-T)k)j'}-1 

E{(. (T-T)k - E((I-T)k))[Tk - E(Tk)]')S 4.12 

and if for the moment we let T be non-stochastic (or constant) for*nll 

values'of k, we may take all [TI and [I-TI values outside the 

expectation operators: 

X* -} 
eV" HE {I(I-T)(k-E(k»)I(I-T)(k-E(ki)1'}-1 

0 DEs 

E {((I-T)(k-E(k)))Ik-E(k)j')S 

- XSE (I(I-T)(k-E(k))JI(I-T)(k-E(k))J' }-1 

E {[(1 T)(k-E(k))][T(k-E(k))]')S 4.13 

After simplification; we obtain the f Hal form for the investor's optimal 

portfolio. This is: 

Rs 12 !2 
H(I-T)-1S -X (I-T -TS 4.14 

If we note that [AB]' - B'A', that the transpose of a diagonal 
matrix is identical to itself, and that we may insert the expression 
[I - T](I - T]-l - TT-1 -I for multiplication as needed, equation 4.13 
may be rewritten as: 

g8 .} 
aEs HE {ItI-T)(k-E(k))II(k-E(k))ý(I-T)ý}-1 

E MI-T)(k-E(k)jj(k-E(k)'(I-T)j) (I-T)-1S 

- XöE ([(I-T)(k-E(k))HH(k-E(k))'(I-T)j}-1 

E {((I-T)(k-E(k))j((k-E(k))'(I-T))(1-T) 
1TS 4.15 

Equation 4.14 now follows directly. 
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eys 11_+ t1 

8Es H 1-t Xe 1-t l 

"i" "I 
tN 

1-tN-1-tN " 4.16 

4.3 Interpretation of Optimal Investor Portfolio Results 
This expression is now quite easy to interpret. Given a tax 

rate ti we may write 

ci - ki(1-ti) 74.17 

c 
or ki 1-t before tax cash flow. 

i 

Therefore the first part of equation 4.16 indicates that the individual 

will purchase some unique proportion (} 3V N) of a portfolio designed to 3Es 

yield cash flows equal to the market portfolio of before tax returns. 

That is, the market portfolio of bhfore tax cash flows is defined as: 
N 

S'k " (1,1, ..., 1) kl "Ek4.18 g ý1 k2 

[k NJ 

The portfolio purchased will yield (using equation 4.17). 

ý11t . 11= . ..., 11- 
] cl 

12N 
c2 

. 
4.19 

N cN 

-Ek 
g'l 

g 
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If the sch investor is assigned an endowment of zero, 

equation 4.19 will describe his preferred portfolio. On the other hand if 

xä>0 we must consider the second part of equation 4.16 which may be 

interpreted as a short portfolio exactly offsetting the non-marketable claim 

he receives from the government. From equation 4.17 we may write: 

ti 
taxes i" kits ti(l 

-t 
4.20 

That is, we may identify the contribution of the ith asset to 

the tax pot in terms of its marketed cash flow ci. This contribution in 

cif 
_tý 

j. However, the investor who is given a claim Xg against this 
i 

tax pot will in effect be awarded the fraction XB of the-ith firm's 
t 

contribution to the tax pot. That is, he will receive Xg ciI 1 (for 
i 

all i) in transfer payments. The same investor will then short (or reduce) 
t 

his portfolio claims to ci by the amount X8(1 
_=j 

thus perfectly offsetting 
i 

the government's attempt to tax and redistribute income. 

4.4 The Net Demand for Securities 
If 

An interesting side issue is raised by these optimal portfolio 

implications. Put simply, one wonders whether the markets will still 

clear. That is, could it be that in total these new portfolios imply an 

excess demand or supply of securities? The problem in easily resolved. 

The first term of equation 4.16 clearly implies that each investor wishes 

to purchase some unique fraction of a super size portfolio. That is, for 

tax rates fractional, the elements of the column vector 11 - T)-1S are each 

greater than one. For example this may imply that the portfolio requires 110% of 

some particular asset. This excess demand occurs as investors attempt to 
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purchase a super size portfolio which will yield cash flows equal to before 

tax cash flows. 

The resolution to this problem is that the second part of 

equation 4.16 implies a short portfolio. Each investor will short (or 

reduce his portfolio holding of) securities to exactiv offset his government 

transfer claims. Since there are no leakages in this tax and redistribution 

system, the total of all investor short positions will add up to the excess 

demand for securities in the super sized portfolio. That is, 

re(I - T)1TS - (I - T) TS because EX+ " 1. The total of the super 
ssss 

portfolio and all the short portfolios is now (I - T)-1S - (I - T) TS 

- (I - T)-1(I - T)S - S. Since S is a column vector of ones there Will, 

on balance, be no excess demand or supply of securities so the markets will 

clear exactly. 

4.5 A Summary of the Portfolio Effects 

To summarize, we have that the investor holds long, the market 

portfolio of marketed assets augmented to offset the taxes which must be 

paid on the future cash flows. To the extent that he has a claim to the 

government tax pot he finances this long portfolio by selling 
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short, a portfolio of his future claims. The net result to that the 

investor has completely offset the effect of the government's attempt 

to redistribute next period's cash flows. In other words, in a perfect 

market, investors will select portfolios which perfectly offset the 

government's attempt to redistribute wealth. The investor's final cash 

flow position, using equation 4.16 to define the optimal portfolio, will 

be: 

C*. {}avs 1 . +t 1) c+ x+ 
t11 

c s aEs 1-t; a 1-t1 Nxl 1_ti Nxl 
. 

1 
. 
tla 

. 
tx 

1-tN L1_tJ N tn 

} 
aEs H i-t 1 

c 4.21 
Nxl 

1 

11_twj 

"} 
-Ea H 

N 
Ekg 4.22 

g al 

This result is of course the exact portfolio which would have been 

selected in the absence of taxes and wealth transfers, i. e., some unique 

fraction }äH of the market portfolio of before tax cash flown. That 

is, regardless of the government's attempts to redistribute cash flow next 

period, each investor will hold a portfolio which will yield net cash flows 

identical to those which would have been selected in the absence of taxation 

with redistribution. 
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This raises the question of the non-marketability of the 

government's wealth transfer attempts. While the government may specifically 

forbid the trading of the transfer payment claims, surrogate and equivalent 

claims may be created by investors from the remaining marketed asset claims. 

The only weapon the government has to prevent the marketing of its 

transfer payments is to forbid the existence of a short marked however, 

such a restriction will not necessarily be binding and may well have no 

effect. Expression 4.16 may not in fact imply that investors are actually 
t 

shorting securities. Should the value 3 är It (lit j> X'(_ I for all i 
ia 1t i 

and s, no short claims will appear and investors will create the short effect 

by simply adjusting their positive holdings of the assets. 

4.6 The Motivation to Adopt Optimal Capital Structures 

The question now becomes: "If investors offset the effects of 

taxes on personal account is there any reason to seek an optimal tax- 

minimizing capital structure? " From expression 4.22 it appears that there 

is little reason to argue that investors should have any preferences 

regarding taxes at all. The investor will purchase that portfolio which 
N 

yields the cash flow }äHL ki regardless of tax structure. In fact 
i-l 

it appears that investors are indifferent to capital structure and that the 

MM proposition 1 should obtain even with taxation. 

1In 
our simple model when income redistribution is in the form of cash this 

discussion is correct. However, it is well to note that should redistribution 
be in the form of services there might not be any way to effect this short 
position. One cannot, for example, short police services should these be 

greater than would otherwise be purchased. 
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But before accepting this conclusion let us consider whether the 

opportunity set just described is accurate. An an extreme example consider 

an investor who has no claim against the tax pot. In other words his 

X8 -0 so that his only source of income is from his private portfolio. If 

this investor is able to identify some firm whose capital structure does not 

define minimum tax payments he will be motivated to alter his portfolio 

temporarily to purchase control of that company. and redefine its capital 

structure. The value of his portfolio will rise by the present value of the 

reduced future tax payments. Having experienced a current wealth increase he 

may now re-diversify his wealth into the optimal portfolio as described in 

equation 4.14. Note however, that the optimal portfolios in equation 4.14 

assume that the investment opportunities are already given and cannot be 

altered as we have just done. That is, the investment opportunities must 

be stable for these types of portfolios to be selected. Should firms not 

be financed in the optimal fashion the opportunities are not stable and 

takeover/reorganization activities will provide extra profits. 

Just to make the argumentcomplete, connider the opposite extreme 

example of an individual who has no private portfolio but a substantial 

claim against the public tax pot. Clearly this individual will prefer firms to 

tax=maximize, as such a policy will maximize the size of the tax pot against 

which his claim is defined. It might then be suggested that there is 

motivation to purchase control of firms to shift them to tax maximizing 

structures. However, such an action would be self defeating. The market 

value of the firm purchased would drop by the present value of the increased 

tax payments. The investor has suffered a decrease in his wealth and may 
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not simply liquidate his holding in the firm to reattain his previous 

portfolio position which now will yield higher revenues. Unless this 

individual's claim to the tax pot is larger than the claim on the firm 

required for control, he will be worse off than before. 1 On the other hand 

should this investor be able to identify a firm which is not tax minimizinr. 

he may experience positive net gains similar to the previous example from 

purchasing control and causing it to minimize. So long an his claim 

against the tax pot is smaller than that required for control, the net 

benefits will be positive. By purchasing control and reorganizing, 

the benefit to his private control position will exceed the loss in revenue 

of his claim to the tax pot, leaving him on balance better off. 

We therefore conclude that there is ample motivation to tax 

minimize among enterprising investors. Furthermore, unless the investment 

opportunities are stable so that they may be described in equations 4.2 and 

4.30 this approach will not be valid and the conditions for the asset pricing model 

1The 
exception to this would be a very improbable case as follows. Let us 

assume that it required ownership of 51% of a firm to exert control. The 
investor who held 51% of the tax pot portfolio would be indifferent to tax 
maximizing by the fira, because by purchasing control he would see his 
private claim's future cash flow drop by exactly the amount that his tax 
pot claim increased. However, if this investor held more than 51% of the 
tax pot, net future cash flows would rise and if he held less than 51% they 
would fall. Since the prospect of any investor holding a claim for such a 
high fraction of tax revenues is completely unrealistic this does not seem 
to be a serious problem. It is, however, possible that people could group 
together so that their combined tax pot claim exceeded that required for 
control. But this approach raises a further question of whether it is easier 
to attain these tax-maximizing ends by purchasing control or through the 
political forum. Rather than attacking this larger problem we shall assume 
that such combinations will not occur and that tax maximizing is not to be 
expected. 
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itself are violnted. The only conditions consistent with this type of 

stability are that firms adopt tax-minimizing capital structured. And so 

long as optimal capital structures are assumed, the portfolio results of 

this chapter will hold. However, these results do not imply that investors 

are indifferent to capital structure. Should tax-minimizing structures not 

be defined, extra opportunities for gain clearly exist which will motivate 

investors to reorganize that financial structure. 

Within this framework we now feel justified in proceeding to 

investigate tax rules and their implications for optimal capital structure. 

This task will be the subject of the next three chapters. 

4.7 The Problem of State Dependent Tax Rules and Optimal Investor Portfolios 

But before we can proceed to investigate various tax rules we 

must clarify one more matter if the portfolio results of this chapter are 

to be generalized over complicated tax systems. Recall that this portfolio 

development was facilitated (in equation 4.13) by the assumption that tax 

rates could be treated as constants. This allowed us to take tax rate 

vectors outside expectation operators for easy manipulation. A difficulty 

arises when tax rates are not constant and in fact become state 

dependent. This implies that cash flows of different sizes experience different 

tax rates (e. g. bond principal is paid tax-free while interest is taxed). 

The difficulty arises then because claims are bundled together so that for 

different cash flow events, the tax rates are different. Under these 

circumstances, tax rates are state dependent and cannot be treated as 

constants and manipulated as we have done. 
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The solution to this problem is really quite straightforward. 

The problem arose because claims arc bundled together over various tax 

rates. The solution is simply to unbundle these claims so that tax rates 

can again be treated as constants for each unbundled claim. For example, 

if some claim faced two tax rates, one for low cash flow and another for 

high cash flow we would unbundle this into two separate claims. The cash 

flow to each of these claims would be limited to a region such that a 

single tax rate applied. For each claim, now, the tax rate may be taken as 

a constant so that we may perform the manipulations required for the 

portfolio results. 

The solution to this problem then is simply to unbundle claim so 

that only one tax rate applies to each claim. (It does not matter 

particularly whether the firm consciously packages its claims in this 

manner or whether investors recontract among themselves to produce the 

desired results. ) This done our earlier portfolio results will still 

be seen to hold. The only difference is that in unbundling we have created 

a number of smaller simple claims to replace the more complicated bundled 

claims. 

4.8 A Note on Risk Neutrality 

The results of this chapter have, so far. been specifically 

oriented to a world of risk aversion. However, our discussion in Chapter 5 

will be solely directed to the case of risk neutrality. We must convince 

ourselves that tax minimizing motivation exists for this case as well as 

for risk aversion. 
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First, under risk neutrality the portfolio implications arc 

simple. Since expected return is all that is considered, investors will 

simply seek out the highest expected return security. Given homogeneous 

expectations investors will bid prices up until the expected returns to 

all securities are the same. Since diversification to not valued. investors 

will be indifferent between single and multi-asset portfolios. 

Second, in spite of the form in which wealth is held, there will 

still be extra normal profit opportunities whenever a firm is not 

structured so that taxes are minimized. If investors can purchase control 

of firms and increase expected cash flows by simply restructuring its 

capital, opportunities for extra profits exist. It seems straightforward 

then that there is motivation for firms to seek ' tax minimizing optimal 

capital structures under risk neutrality. 

4.9 Conclusions With Regard to Investor Portfolios and Motivation to 

Adopt Optimal Capital Structures 

The results of this chapter are, in retrospect, expectable. 

Investors prefer to hold perfectly diversified market portfolios. To this 

end, they form portfolios which perfectly offset the distortions introduced 

by the government actions of tax collecting and of redistributing tax 

proceeds. 

We also noted that although investors unravel the government's 

effects on their portfolios, investors will still cause firms to adopt 

tax minimizing capital structures. Specifically, should some firm not be 

optimally structured, extra normal profit opportunities exist to any group 
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which can gain control to effect a capital reorganization. In fact, 

since our asset pricing model assumes that all opportunities are given, the 

pricing and portfolio implications described here can only obtain when these 

extra profit opportunities have been eliminated. Only under these conditions 

will our means and covariancea accurately describe investor opportunities 

so that our two parameter valuation model can apply. 
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ABSTRACT CHAPTER 5 

OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE: 

THE CASE OF RISK NEUTRALITY 

In Chapter 3 we developed a theory of asset pricing within which 

optimal capital structure may be investigated. In Chapter 4 we then 

proceeded to argue that tax minimizing optima are desirable. It is now 

the purpose of this chapter to demonstrate that interesting kinds of optima 

do in fact exist. 

We investigate this problem, not within the framework of the full 

risk aversion asset pricing model but rather within the framework of the 

more restricted risk-neutrality model. As discussed in Chapter 7, the 

results obtained under this simple model are easily extended to the more 

complete formulation, so we will start with the simple model. 

The risk neutrality model simply defines price to be the present 

value (using the risk-free discount rate) of the expected cash flow to a 

claim. First we note that total cash flow is completely exhausted by the 

payments to taxes and to marketed securities. Therefore, minimising 

expected tax payments simultaneously maximizes the expected cash flows to 

the remaining marketed claims. Liven our valuation model then, minimizing 

expected taxes maximizes the value of the marketed claims. 

It is evident then that our task is to formulate taxation rules 

and minimize expected total taxes. Rather than investigate just one tax 

system, twelve different systems are proposed. These twelve systems result 

from taking various combinations of personal, corporate, and capital gains 
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tax in conjunction with other assumptions regarding the symmetry or 

non-symmetry of the tax rates and the order of priority of bondholders 

interest and principal payments. 

Briefly, a symmetric tax is taken to be one for which the government 

receives taxes in the event of profits and pays rebates in the event of 

losses. The bondholder claim priority issue has to do with whether 

interest payments or principal payments have a first claim on the firm's 

cash flow and assets. 

The results obtained from the various tax models are quite 

distinctly different. Some models imply that 100% debt financing is desired 

because the expected marginal tax cost of debt financing is everywhere 

below the expected marginal tax cost of equity financing. For other models 

the solution can tip to 100% equity financing should the tax rates arrange 

themselves so that the expected marginal tax costs are lower for equity 

than debt. But the most interesting results of all are those models which 

imply optimal capital structure involving positive amounts of both debt and 

equity (i. e. an internal solution as opposed to an "extreme"100Z solution). 

In these cases we find that for low quantities of debt the marginal expected 

tax cost of debt is lower than that for equity. However. as the quantity of 

debt rises this relationship reverses itself so that an optimum exists 

where the two marginal costs are exactly equal. 

The interesting thing about this last result is that it occurs 

for that set of tax rules which (we argue) most closely corresponds to those 

seen in practice. Accordingly the results are doubly interesting. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE: 

THE CASE OF RISK NEUTRALITY 

In Chapter 3 (expression 3.38 ) it was demonstrated that under 

the assumption of risk neutrality the asset pricing expression becomes: 

Rf (5.1) 

It was also demonstrated in Chapter 4 that conditions exlat under which 

there is motivation to minimize wealth transfers or leakages. If as in 

Chapter 3 we exhaustively define "n'" claims against a firm0 we may write: 

A 
E(c jE E(c ) (5.2) 

iml iý 

"C E(cij) + E(cu 1 `. 
) 

i-i 

where the nth claim is arbitrarily defined to be the government's tax 

claim. We may now write the value of marketed claims an: 

n'-1 1n -1 
E Pi, -R (4E E(ciý)] (5.3) 

i ml fit 

t 

f i-i 

It is obvious from this expression that w maximise the value of 

the marketed claim by minimizing E(caj). This chapter is devoted to defining 

E(cnj )under various tax law formulations and investigating the implied 

minima. We will find that minima are not necessarily defined at 100% debt 

financing. 
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5.1 A General Discussion of the Tax Assumptions 

Clearly chj is dependent upon the tax laws and thareforo it is 

necessary to investigate taxation rules. In particular we will 

investigate corporates personal and capital gains taxes and the forms in 

which these are imposed. The first consideration is the symmetry of tax 

laws. Symmetric taxes imply payments at some rate to the government in 

the case of profits, and receipts from the government at the same rate 

in the case of losses. Non symmetric taxes imply payments to the 

government in the case of profits but no reimbursement with losses. """ 

While we will investigate both symmetric and non-symmetric rules it seems 

clear that the non-symmetric forms are more common. The next consideration 

is the priority of bondholders claims. The question here is whether bond- 

holders or principal claims are satisfied by the firm first. Another way 

of stating this is to consider whether the bondholder receives a taxable 

claim first (as in the case of interest) or a non-taxable claim (as in the 

case of principal). 

Tax law are a purely empirical question and vary considerably 

from nation to nation. Further, the existence of tax courts and tax 

consultants illustrates that the laws are not precisely drawn and may be 

thought of as random variables so that ex ante expectations and ex post 

realizations may differ. Rather than become embroiled in an attempt to 

model a particular country's tax laws complete with random elements we 

consider twelve simplified tax systems based upon various combinations of 

assumptions about the number of taxes, their symmetry, and the priority 

of claim treatment. It was found very early in this work that models of 

more complicated sets of tax rules, some of them including random or state 

dependent tax rules, quickly become unwieldy. Therefore we hold to 

relatively simple formulations. 
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Another point to note is that we posit all of our taxes as 

having fixed percentage rates. Sliding scales and lump sum taxes are 

simply not investigated. Further we consider firms financed with only 

common stock and one class of debt. While more complicated structures are 

common in the real world these simple structures are adequate to illustrate 

the method and findings. We assume in our one period model that all claims 

against the firms are satisfied at the end of our horizon and that there are 

no interim payments. Further, depreciation on assets for tax purposes is 

always treated as being economic depreciation, because it is hard to 

conceive of any other form in this one period context. 

I 

5.2 A Brief Notation Guide 

The following notation is used in this and succeeding chapters. 

But first note several things. All notation refers to some one particular 

company. Therefore we omit the subscripts; as they are assumed to be 

implied. As before, upper case and lower case notation indicate non-random 

and random variables. Lower case variables with "o" superscripts identify 

some particular observation of the variable from its distribution. We now 

define. 

A- the purchase or cost price of the firm's tax-depreciable assets. All 

other outlays by the firm are treated as expenses. 

B- the principal repayment promised to bondholders. As we *ABUCU"-*' 

that bonds are issued at par. this is also the quantity of funds 

raised from bondholders to finance a part of A. 
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c- operating cash flow to the firm before interest, depreciation, 

principal payments, or taxes. This notation implies a small 

departure from that of c' in Chapter 3. As we have good reason 

to identify operating and disposal values separately, we have 

that cj "c+d where: 

d- the disposal value of the assets purchased with A. 

f(c+d) = the density function for the random variable c+d. 

Y. 2 g(ycl, y2) I f(c+d)d(c+d) - the cumulative density between two 

particular values, y1 and y2. of c+d. 

I the interest payment in money promised in the bond contract. 

Tc - tax rate on corporate account. 

Tg - capital gains tax rate on personal account. 

Tp - personal income tax rate. 

T- total taxes paid against the raw cash flow c+d of the firm by 

all claim holders. 

5.3 Modelling Conditional Cash Flow Claims 

As in Chapter 3 equation 3.14 we can model conditional claimR 

against c+d with notation such as: 

0 c +d <0 

cash flow to claim B c+d 0 <c +d<B+T (5.4) 

1+B I +B < c+ d 
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However. such notation is elumny and we have instand adopted a 

tabular form as in Table 5-1. An these are to be used extensively In 

this analysis. detailed explanation in in order. 

The table models the conditional after tax cash flows held by 

the firm's claimholders. The "X" marks in the boxen Indicate the nature 

of the taxes and priority of claims assumed in the modelling. For example, 

Table 5.1 assumes from the Tax Formula box that both personal and corporate 

taxes are present in the model and that both are symmetric. In other 

words if the firm makes losses on corporate account or the individual 

makes losses on personal account a tax rebate is received from the 

government. On the other hand if gains are made on either account taxes 

are paid to the government. Referring to the Bond Claim Priority box we 

see that we are treating principal as having a prior claim on the firm's 

cash flow over interest. 

As indicated in the left-lost column of the table we consider 

claims due to four classes of claimholders: general creditors, bondholders, 

stockholders, and the government (from taxes). The cash flow to each 

claimholder is defined as being conditional on the firm's raw operating 

cash flow c+d. As in the horizontal row labeled "Cash Flows to Claim- 

holders in Units of c+ d" we define claituover the whole range of c+d 

from its lower limit (which may be - ") to its upper limit (which may be 

+ m). The intermediate divisions within this extreme range are points at 

which claims become fully satisfied and on either side of which the cash 

flow definitions change. For this particular table from left to right 

these points are the points at which general cratditors., bondholders 
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principal, bondholders interest and aharcholdera principal claims are 

satisfied. However, it must be noted that should the priority of bond 

claims be reversed, the ordering of bondholders principal and interest 

claim satisfaction points will be reversed. 

The components of cash flow to or from each claimholder are 

defined in column 2. Tor example, General Creditors in column 3 receive 

(actually absorb) negative raw cash flow of c+d and pay (actually 

receive) corporate taxes of -(c +d-i- A)Tf and personal taxes of 

-[c +d- (c +d-I- A)TcIT,. Bondholders in this state having lost 

their principal of B receive a tax rebate of BTp and similarly shareholders 

receive a rebate of (A - B)Tr Where A-B is the quantity of equity 

capital raised. The government, on the other hand receives negative taxes 

from both corporate accounts and personal accounts in this case. The Total 

raw demonstrates that in each state, the cash flows paid'to all claimholders 

must sum to the cash available for distribution (c+d). The final row is 

simply a restatement of the cash flows from the "Government" row for easy 

treatment in analysis and interpretation. 

It is important to note that taxes are always portrayed in the 

table as being negative to the claimholders. For example in the second 

row of this third column corporate taxes are portrayed as 

-(c +d-I- A)T*. however, as c+d is a negative value in this region 

of the density function of c+d [between (c + d) - -ý and (c + d) 
(I + A)Tc 

(1-T )lthe arithmetic value of -(c +d-I- A)Tc is positive 
c 
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indicating a receipt from the government as a tax offset against loss. 

Accordingly expressions representing receipts by claimholdera from the 

government are emphasized by asterisks, as noted at the bottom of the 

table. 

Depreciation will always be taken as being economic 

depreciation. That is. if we purchase assets for A and dispose of them 

for 8, economic depreciation is defined as A-d. This amount is taken 

as being allowable as an expense for calculating corporate taxes. 

The investigation of the tax rules proceeds as follows. To 

start with we consider (in models 5-1 to 5-8) only personal plus corporate 

taxes. The first model (case 5-1) posits the most general case Where 

all taxes are symmetric and bond principal has higher priority than 

interest. In the subsequent cases. we allow these taxes to become non- 

symmetric and bond claim priorities to reverse. Capital gains taxes are 

added in cases 5-9 to 5-12 and combinations of tax features similar to 

the above are considered. 

We will now discuss Table 5-1 in considerable detail. It 

contains the conditional cash flows for the case of nvtmnatric personal 

plus symmetric corporate taxation with the bond principal having first 

claim. The cash flow available to the firm to satisfy its claimholders 

demands is: 

c+d - (c+d-I-A)T (5.5) 

In other words the firm receives raw cash flow of c from operations and 

d from asset disposal. It must, however pay taxes of 
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(C +d-I- A)T - (c -I- (A - d))Tc (5.6) 

In this second formulation it should be clear that corporate taxes are 

charged on cash flow after interest and economic depreciation. 

Turn now to the problem of identifying the cash flow values at 

which the various claims are fully satisfied. We identify these by 

setting equation (5.5). equal 'to 0, no B+I, and B+I+ (A - B) -I+A 

to satisfy the claims of general creditors. bond principal, bond interest 

plus bond principal, bond interest plus bond principal plus shareholders 

principal claims. For example, if (c + d) - (c +d-I- A)Tc 

is negative, general creditors absorb losses as the firm declares 

bankruptcy. Accordingly these creditor's claims are satisfied when the 

cash flow available to satisfy those claims is equal to zero. We then set 

c+d- (c+d -I- A)Tc= 0 (5.1) 

which gives c+d- 
-(I + A)T 

1-Tc as the first claim satisfaction point. 
c 

The other claim satisfaction points at the top of the columns in the table 

are generated in a like manner. 

Turning now to the cash flows in the table we have for the interval, 

to - 
(Il+ A)Tc) 

that the general creditors receive the firm's available 
c 

cash flows (c +d- (c +d-I- A)Tc) and then pay personal taxes (in 

fact a tax loss rebate) on the negative flows received: 

-(c +d- (c +d-I- A)Tc)Tp. Bondholders have experienced a decrease 

in wealth of the amount of their principal and so pav (actually receive a 

rebate of) BTp. Similarly shareholders receive rebates of (A - B)Tp. The 

government "receives" all the taxes "paid" above. 
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-(I + A)T B- (I + A)T 
For the next interval, 1-Tc to l-Tc, 

first note 
cc 

that the general creditor payment in zero. Since c+d in defined after 

all wage and trade claims have been satisfied, this implies that these 

general creditor claim have been fully satisfied and that they do not 

participate further. 

Bondholders now receive the firm's available cash of (c +d- (c +d-I- A)Tc) 

and receive a tax rebate of Tp on the amount of principal lost: 

(c +d- (c +d-I- A)Tc - B)Tp. Shareholders still experience complete 

principal losses and thus experience flows of (A - B)Tp. 

In the next interval, B- (I + A)TC 
to 

B+II+ A)TE 
1-Tc 1Tc 

creditors again receive zero and bondholders receive the firm's available 

cash of c+d- (c +d-I- A)Tc but must in fact pay taxes on whatever 

they receive in excess of their principal payments: 

[c +d- (c +d-I- A)Tc - BJTp. The other rows of this column are as 

before. 
B+I- (II 

For the interval, 1-Tc to I+A. we have that 
c 

bondholders claims are fully satisfied and they receive principal of B 

and interest of I on which they pay taxes of I Tp. Enough cash now exists 

to start paying the principal claims of shareholders (i. e. recouping 

original outlays). They receive all the cash left over after paying off the 

bondholders, (c +d- (c +d-I- A)Tc -I- B), and obtain a tax rebate on 

their remaining capital losses: (c +d-I-$- (c +d-I- A)Tc - (A - $ITp. 

The final column of the table is identical to this in all respects except 

that the formula for shareholders personal taxes now defines taxes being 

paid rather than a rebate being received. The government claim is simply 
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the mum or the taxes paid by the other clnimholders and it im further noted 

that all columns add up to c+d. In the lndt two columns obncrve also 

that this modelling of the problem assumes that the firm pays out all 

earnings as dividends and retains nothing. 

In the bottom row the government flows have been rewritten to 

demonstrate that the definition of government flows is in fact constant 

throughout all parts of the range of c+d. 

5.4 Tax Model 5-1 

We can now write the expression for the expected taxes paid by 

all claimholders in Model 5-1 as: 

E(T) -ýf((c +d-I- A)Tc - ATp +c+d- (c +d-I- A)Tc)Tpf(c + d)d(c + d) 

(5.8) 

and we can identify an optimum using calculus: 

aE(T 
! -T (1 - T) f(v. + d) d(c + d) (5.9) 

8I cp 

-Tc (1 - Tp) 

Clearly E(T) is linear in I with negative slope, and optimum 

capital structure is defined at 100% debt financing where expected taxcu 

are minimized. (To reach this conclusion we must of course define that 

Tp < 1.0. This assumption is maintained in future modelling. ) 

It is interesting to try to give economic meaning to this 

expression. If we look on (-Tc(1 - Tp)]as"themarginal cost of taxes in 

each state we have that the integral of this expression is the expected 

marginal cost of taxes. With reference to the "Oovernment Rewritten" 

section of table 5-1 it should be evident that -Tc(1 - Tp) is the marginal 

gain (or negative gain) in tax revenue to the government in each state 
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from an increase in interest payments. This loge of tax revenue is then shared 

among the private claimholders so that they perceive the expected marginal tax 

cost of using debt to be negative. As the expected marginal tax cost of debt 

is negative we are motivated to tax cost minimize at 100% debt financing. 

If we now set TV as 0 in expression (5.9 ). it becomes 

3E(T) 
-Tc 31 

(5.10) 

This equation then defines the expected marginal costs when only corporate 

taxes are considered and confirms the findings of the Modigliani-Hiller 

revision paper. In other words exnreaninn (5.1n) generalirr thla HX 'K 

hypothesis to the case of corporate plus personal taxes and illustrates 

taxation assumptions sufficient to obtain this result. 

This raises an interesting point, however, which illustrates 

one of the constraints of this asset-pricing approach. If as in (5.10) 

we may arbitrarily increase the price of the marketed assets by adding 

debt, presumably there is a motivation for this firm to seek to purchase 

additional assets in excess of A with debt. In other words to argue 

äi 0. The asset pricing model however, takes the quantity of assets as 

given which implies that for äi 
>0 the firm would be purchasing assets 

away from other firms in the market; that is, it cannot purchase assets 

heretofore excluded. Presumably, however, all other firms are faced with 

the same tax rules and will all be similarly financed with 100% debt. 

Therefore the price paid for the new assets would have to be their 100% 

debt financing market price which is exactly their value to the purchasing 

firm's claimholders. Accordingly, so long as other firm's are acting 

optimally there are no further benefits to be gained from mergcrn or 

purchases of other firm's assets. 
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We could apply similar arguments if 1002 equity financing had been 

implied. Should equation (5.10) have been positive (implying 100%) equity) 

we would argue as follows. As long as other firms are acting rationally and 

optimizing their capital structure there would be no incentive to issue 

further equity claims to purchase the assets of other firma because the cost 

price will exactly equal the value of the new claims issued. 

5.5 Tax Model 5-2 

Moving on to Model 5-2 we now allow corporate taxes to become 

non-symmetric, i. e., to disallow tax rebates against corporate losses. 

While this might seem somewhat strange at first we do so for two reasons. 

First, actual tax laws generally only allow that losses can be written off 

against gains experienced elsewhere, i. e. if a gain is not available 

elsewhere so that cash flows may be pooled, tax loss rebates cannot be 

claimed. Governments do not usually give cash rebates. Second, there is 

considerable evidence that courts tend to disallow after-the-fact pooling 

of interests for tax purposes no that the pure sale of tax losses as a 

marketable commodity is restricted. 
' 

Table 5-2 presents the conditional cash flown to each claimholder 

for this case. Claim satisfaction points are identified by setting the 

firm's cash flow equal to 0. B, B+I, and A+I as before. The table is 

straightforward and similar to the previous except for the omission of 

corporate tax loss offset effects below A+I. We form the expression for 

the expected taxes payable. as: 

1See Holzman ( 48, p. 312) for references regarding U. S. tax law on this 
point. 
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5-17 

E (T) us j~ (c +d-A )Tp f (c + d) d (c + d) 
-On 

+ f~(c +d-I- A) (T -TT )f(c + d)d(c. + d) (5.12) 
I+A ccp 

from, which we mayvtite: 

atäIT 
` -T c 

(1 -T 
ff(c + d)d(c + d) 

p I+A 

-Tc(1 - Tp)F(I + At -J (5.13) 

Again, the sign of the derivative is clearly negative indicating 

e-I 

that 1002 debt is implied. Therefore we see that the H&H revision paper 

results are again generalized when we relax the symmetry assumption on 

corporate taxes. Note that we have again identified a marginal condition. 

Expression (5.13) can be interpreted as the expected marginal cost of 

using debt in model 5-2. From table 5-2 it is evident that this negative 

expected marginal cost accrues solely to shareholders and iA not shared 

by other claimholders in other states. Tic" . costs are unchanged for 

other groups of claimholders. 

5.6 Tax Model 5-3 

We now reverse the symmetry arguments of this - case and in 

model 5-3 let personal taxes be non-symmetric while holding corporate 

taxes symmetric. It is easy to justify the consideration of non-symmetric 

personal taxes. First of all, pooling of income for taxes betseen individuals 

is generally strictly forbidden. Second, although welfare payments may be 

considered as negative taxation in some sense, these payments generally 

only occur for individuals who are bankrupt as well as experience losses 

on personal accounts. For example, an individual with a large quantity 
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5-19 

of capital will not generally be able to qualify for welfare in some year 

when his net income is negative. 

Table 5-3 presents the conditional cash flows over the distribution 

of (c + d). The claim satisfaction points are the same as in Table 5-1, 

because corporate taxes are sytnnetric. As this table appears quite 

straightforward we proceed directly to the expected taxes payable: 

E(T) - ! "(c+d-i-A)Tcf(t+d)d(c+d) 

-ft 
B+I-(I+A)Tc 

1-T 
c 

+! [(c+d-I-A)T- B]Tpf(c+d)d(c+d) 
B- (I+A)Tc 

1-Tc 

+P IT f(c+d)d(c+d) 
B+I-(I+A)Tc p 

1-T 
c 

+ Iý(c+d-I-A)(1-T 
c)Tpf(c+d)d(c+d) 

(5.14) 
I+A 

which gives, after simplification : 

3E(T) 
at - -T 

B-(I+A)T B+I-(I+A)T I+B-(I+A)T 
+ (Tc 

91 pF[ 1-T 
c 

1-Tc 
c] + TpF[ 1-T 

c' 

- Tp(1-Tc)F[I+A, -] (5.15) 

and can be rewritten as: 
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-(I+A)T BE( T 
-TcF(-ýý 1-Tc 31 

c 

-(I+A)T B-(I+A)T B-(I+A)T ß+I-(I+A)T 
' -T Fi-- ---=j + (T -T (T - 

3)1Ft------ c 
c 1-Tc' 1-Tc cpc 71 1-Tc ' 1-Tc 

I+B-(I+A)T 
+ TpF( 1-T 

c' 

c 

- ITc+Tp(1-Tc)DF(I+A, .. (5.16) 

The RNS of this equation can be interpreted (refer to Table 5-3) as 

change in expected tax payments (or marginal costs) on behalf of general 

creditors, 

plus, change in expected tax payments (or marginal cost) on behalf of bondholders, 

plus, change in expected tax payments (or marginal cost) on behalf of share- 

holders. 

That is, we may identify the expected marginal tax benefits which flow 

to the various claimholders from an increased use of debt. If we think of taxes 

as a cost of producing cash flows to these claimholders this expression then 

describes mova s t,. along the production cost curve for marketable cash flows. 

In order to investigate the sign of this expression we can rewrite 

cquatioa. (5.15) as: 

3E(T) B-(I+A)T 

8I c1-T 
c 

B-(I+A)Tc B+I-(I+A)Tc 
- Tß(1-TP)F( 1T'1-T 

cc 

_ 
aB . 

B-(I+A)T, B+I-(I+A)Tý 
il TpF 

1- Tc '1- Tc 

B+I - (I+A)Tc 
+ CT p Tc)F( 

1_' "j (5.17) 
Tc 
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which indicates that for TP< Tc this expression is in fact negative 

everywhere. 
' However, for Tp > Tc the last element is clearly positive 

and the possibility of an optimal capital structure different from 100% debt 

appears. We may identify an unambiguous sign for equation (5.17) at 100% 

debt financing. At this level bondholders finance all assets and thus 

B"A. Further as bondholders are the residual claimholders, 

I+B-I+A-- for exhaustion of cash flows. 

becomes: 

c] aä 
IT s -TcF A 

1-T 
c 

-Tß (1-T 
p 

)FIA TL. 
vo] Tc 

aI TpF[p _ 1, Cal 
c 

+ [Tp - Tc]F[@*, so] 

This last term is obviously zero leaving only negative pieces. 

(5.18) 

We can also investigate tkde aquation at zero debt where 

B-I-0. The expression becomes: 

is result assumes that 
as 

s 0. This inequality, however, flows from a 
basic assumption which mud now be made clear. We do not allow firms to 
sell bonds at discounts. Under this condition, it seems reasonable to 
suppose that higher interest payments will imply more principal. This is 
particularly true so long as principal claims have priority over interest 
However, we will demonstrate in Chapter 6 that this does not necessarily 
hold when interest payments have priority. 

'We 
may further argue that äi 

a0 at this point. For very low debt levels 

aB 
>1 as payments have low risk. However, at 100% debt where at the margin 

. 
ýI 

the probability of payment approaches zero, the value of 
äi 

will also approach 
zero. 

At this point equation (5.17) 
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_E(T 
. -T E(ß. 9 

-ATci 
31 c 1-T 

c 

-AT -AT 
-Tc(1-Tp)FI1-Tc' 1-T 

C) 

cc 

_ 
8$ 

T 
-AT c -AT c 

H pFý1-Tc' 1-Tcý 

-AT 
+(T 

p 
Tc) F( 

1-T 
co 

c 

-AT 
- -TcF (_ o, 1-T c 

-AT 
+T 

p 
F( 

1-c' Tc "j 

(5.19) 

We now know that the slope of equation 5.14 may be positive at zero 

debt and negative at 100% debt. If these conditions exist, the simplest form 

which the function may take is depicted in Figure 5-1. In this case it is 

clear that we must compare the solutions at the two extreme values to determine 

which defines the lowest expected tax cost. Thus optimal capital structure 

may be zero or 100% debt depending upon the size of the tax rates involved. 

Figure 5-1 

Total Expected Tax Payments as a Function of Debt Financing 

U 100% Proportion of 
Debt Financing 126 
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Rather than proceed into an in-depth discussion and plotting of this function 

we simply note that it is no longer clear that the 100% debt solution obtains. 

The optimal capital structure question has now become parameter-dependent and 

we must seriously question the generality of the H&H results for these more 

complicated tax rules. 

5.7 Tax Hodel 5-4 

The next model, 5-4, allows both corporate and personal taxes to 

be non-ayi etric. These conditions yield the cash flows in Table 5-4. We 

fora the expected tax payments expression as: 

B+I 
E(T) -I (c+d-B)TpP(c+d)d(cfýd) 

B 

40 +f IT F(c+d)d(c+d) 
B+I ' 

+ Iý (c+d-I-A) (TC+Tp Tj )f(c+d)d(c+d) (5.20) 
I+A p 

Which gives, after simplification: 

aa(T aI TpF(B. B+Ij + TpF[B+I, 4ý 

-(Tp + Tc(1-Tp))F(A+I, -j 

aI TpF[B, B+I] + TpF(B+I, A+I] 

-Tc(1-Tp)T[A+I, "J (5.21) 

By referring to Table 5-4 it is clear that this expression is the 

sum of the change in expected taxes to bondholders and stockholders. We 

have two negative and one positive part determining the sign of the 

expression. At 100% debt we define as before: 
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TpF[B, -1 + TpFt-. «1 
a E(T) 

-- at 

-Tß(1-Tp)F(-. ~) 

ft - 
äi 

TFIB, -J (5.22) 

which is clearly negative (although approaching zero). As in the last case 

we can easily demonstrate that the tax rates can be defined such that the 

expression is positive at zero debt. Accordingly the previous discussion 

applies and the function may have a form similar to that in Graph 5-1. 

Comparison of this case with the last indicates that we no longer have to 

define Tp > Tc to allow a lower. bound minimum to exist. Further, inspection 

of expressions (5.21) and (5.16) indicates that (5.21) contains fewer 

negative parts with the remaining positive and negative parts having roughly 

the same weights. Therefore the negative forces supporting the LOOZ debt case are 

weaker than in the previous example. 

5.8 Reversing the Order of Bond Claim Priority 

The next four models (5-5) to (5.8) will be similar to the previous 

four except that we now let interest claims have priority over principal 

claims. As before the question is really one of whether the bondholders 

prior claim is taxable or non-taxable. As previously discussed, we feel that 

a strong case can be made for the hypothesis that the taxable claim (or 

interest portion) is paid first and that there is good reason to investigate 

this model. 

Perhaps the most substantial difference to these models is that 

the claim separation point between columns four and five (see Table 5-5) 

now represents the point at which the firm is just able to satisfy the 
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5-27 

bondholders interest claims rather than the principal as before. We also 

observe that taxes are paid by bondholders in column 4 as opposed to column S. 

5.9 Tax Model 5-5 

As these models are very similar to the previous, the discussion 

will be brief. Table 5-5 presents the cash flow for the case in which 

both corporate and personal taxes are symmetric but that interest claims 

have priority. The expected taxes are: 

E(T) -f »[(c+d-I-A)(TC-TcTp) + (c+d-A)Tpjf(c+d) d(c+d) (5.23) 

which gives: 

3E 
31 

(T) 
- -Teil-Tp) (5.24) 

As this result is identical to that for model 5-1 no further dfacei. sion 

is needed, and we have the IN proposition 1 of 100% debt financing. 

5.10 Tax Model 5-6 

The next case, as before, allows corporate taxes to become non- 

symmetric while retaining symmetry for personal. Table 5-6 presents the 

cash flows for model 5-6 giving exrected taxes of: 

EM - Icc(c+d-A)Tcf (c+d) d(c+d) 

+r (C+d-I-A)(TC-T 
cTpjf(c+d) 

d(c+d) (5.25) 
I+A 

and we may also write: 

3E(77 
- -Tß(1-T )F[I+A, .. J (5.26) 

P 
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5-29 

Again, the solution is identical to that for the similar case 

of model 5-2 and no discussion is warranted. Optimal structure is 100% 

debt. 

5.11 Tax Model 5-7 

We now allow corporate debt to be syzm etric and personal debt 

to be non symmetric. The conditional cash flows for this case (model 5-7) 

are illustrated in Table 5-7. The expected value of the tax payment ist 

E(T) - IW (c+d-I-A)Tcf(c+d)d(c+d) 

I-(I+A)T 
1-T 

c 
+I 

-(I+A)T 
1-Tc 

+ f°° 
I-(I+A)T 

1-T 
c 

[(c+d)-(c+d-I-A)TcITpf(c+d)d(c+d) 

ITpf(c+d)d(c+d) 

+ J"(c+d-I-A)Tp(1-Tc)f(c+d)d(c+d) 
I+A 

and the partial derivative becomes, after manipulations 

-(I+A)T aE(T) 
-TcF 1-Tc 

l 

-(I+A)T I-(I+A)T 
-Tc(1-I )F[ 

1-T 
c 

1-T 
c1 

cc 
Iý(I+A)T 

-(Tc Tp)F[ 1-T 
c' 

c 

(5.27) 

-Tp(1-Tý)F[I+A, to] (5.28) 
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5-31 

This exnreeRion is very similar to that for model 5-3 in 

equation (5.17). For Tp > Tc we have 3 negative parts and one positive 

part and we can demonstrate that conditions may exist for the function to 

have the shape of Figure 5-1. 

One interesting point to note, however, is that equation (5.17) 

requires that a valuation model for bonds, B, be specified to identify 

the optimal solution. Equation (5.28) on the other hand, has no such 

requirement and may be applied in the absence of a valuation model for 

debt. Inspection of Table 5-7 indicates that this flows from the fact 

that there are no cash flow definition changes at the boundary line 

defined by B and therefore 
äi is no longer important in identifying changes 

in expected costs. 

5.12 Tax Model 5 8: A Very Important Case 

The next caie'(model 5-8), presented in Table 5-8, considers 

both corporate and personal taxes to be non-symmetric and interest to 

have priority over principal. We may write the exnected tax payments as: 

I 
E(T) - f0(c+d)Tpf(c+d) d(c+d) 

+ Iý ITpf(c+d) d(c+d) 
I 

+ jý(c+d-I-A)CTc+Tp -TcTp)f(c+d) d(c+d) (5.29) 
I+A 

and also: 
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5-33 

8E(T) 
.T F(Ig "] at p 

- (Tc+Tp (1-Tc) )F [ I+A, " (5.30) 

We may interpret this expression as has boon done for the other cases. It to 

simply the sum of changes in expected taxes by bondholders and shareholders. 

llowever,. this expression is particularly interesting as at 100% debt, whore 

I+A - I+B - "ethe negative second term drops out leaving only the positive 

first term. Therefore the 1 proposition 1 solution is strictly ruled 

out. 

We may rewrite this expression as: 

aE T-T F(I, I+Aj 
31 p 

-Tc(1-Tp)F[I+A, wj (5.31) 

and we may obtain a feel for this with reference to Figure 5-2. First note that 

the tax coefficients in equation (5.31) represent constants and that the only 

things which change as the quantity of interest I changes are the cumulative 

Figure 5, -2 

Probability Distribution of c+d 

f (c+d ) 

11 I1+A 12 12+A c+d 
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density weights. Next note that the range I+A -I-A is a constant on the 

c+d horizontal axis. Nov if I2 represents a high quantity of interest (or 

debt) and Il a small quantity, the weighting of the positive tam in 

equation (5 31) clearly diminishes from 12 to Il (note in figure 5-2 that 

the density as in the shaded areas is lower with 1 than with 1 2). In the 

limit, the density weighting of this positive piece will approach zero leaving 

only the other negative piece. The weight of the negative piece(being from 

(I2+A) and then (I1+A) to -)clearly increases an we define lower interest 

and debt levels. It is now evident that the sign of the expression is 

positive at high debt levels and negative at low debt indicating that a 

local and global interior minimum must exist. 
1 We identify this minimum by 

setting"equation 5.31 equal to zero so that the optimal I is that which satisfies: 

1Note, however, that we cannot guarantee that this minimum will occur for 
positive I. All that we can say is that below some (perhaps negative) 
small value of I the sign of the derivative is clearly negative indicating 
that a minimizing value of I will lie above this. Further we have no 
general proof that the minimum will obtain at positive I. However, casual 
abler atiinsuggests that for established firms the probability of negative 
operating cash flow is very small and that asset bases seldom decrease in 

value. Therefore as a general rule the problem of a negative debt 
optimal capital structure is not troublesome to the model. However if 
this were the case, an all equity capital structure would be indicated as 
we have previously argued that negative debt solutiorr arc ruled out. We 
can also write: 

UT (aa, T ]- F(I9 I+Aj + TcF(I+A, ") and aT 
(a31T J" -(l-T p)F(I+A, "j 

pc 
which clearly indicates that the sign of expression (5.31) becomes more 
positive (negative) everywhere as Tp (Tc) increases. Therefore the local 
minimum can be seen to move to the left (right) as Tp(Tc) increases and we 
can generally argue that the quantity of debt drops (increases) with 
increases in Tp(Tc). In the limit as Tp >1 (Tc > 0) the expression is 
everywhere positive (negative). However, for Tp <1 (the only feasible 
case) a local minimum must exist. 
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T F(I+A "I 
Tc(1-Tp wFI, I+A 

Another way of looking at this expression is to act equation (5.30) 

equal to zero giving: 

(5.32) 

TpEll* -j - ITc + Tp(1 - TC)lFII + A, Mj (5.33) 

This expression illustrates that at this global minimum the marginal 

expected tax cost of cash flow to bondholders equals the marginal expected tax 

cost to shareholders. 'In other words, we are 

simply identifying classical microegonomic minimum cost points on the 

production cost curve for producing marketable cash flows. 
' 

5.13 Introducing Capital Gains Taxes 

In the next four models we introduce capital gains taxes. 

Generally, one can think of stockholders obtaining both a dividend and 

'There is, however, no guarantee that this minimum occurs in the zero to 
100% debt region. All we know so far is that we have identified a "u" 
shaped function whose minimum may define an optimal capital structure 
where both debt and equity appear in positive amounts. It is, however, 
quite possible that the-optimal conditions could imply negative 
quantities of debt or super quantities of debt beyond what was required 
to finance the firm. As our earlier discussion, negative and super debt 
solutions are ruled out and must be seen rather as 100% equity and 100% 
debt financing respectively. In Chapter 6 It will become apparent that 
these cases do appear and are treated as 100% equity and 100% debt cases 
respectively. 
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a capital gains flow. The former experience personal tax rates; the latter 

capital gains rates which are presumably lower than personal. Together 

they define some average tax rate to shareholders lower than personal 

rates. We simplify the discussion of capital gains therefore by 

assigninr an overall tax rate Tg<Tp to cash flows to stockholders and 

thereby avoid the complications of identifying capital gain flows as 

against dividend flows. Bondholders and others will continue to experience 

personal tax rates of Tp on interest but receive tax rebates on capital 

losses at the rate Tg 

The method of investigation here will be similar to the non- 

gains tax models. We will first hypothesize that principal has a prior 

claim over interest for the bondholder claims. Under this assumption we 

again start with symmetric tax models and proceed to the non symmetric. 

However, with the addition of capital gains taxes, we reduce the number 

of cases by eliminating consideration of non-symmetry in capital gains 

and symmetry in personal taxes. This treatment seems reasonable because 

capital gains taxes are usually formulated so that capital losses and gains 

can be offset. This feature makes capital gains taxes essentially symmetric. 

Furthermore, since losses on personal account are already being compensated 

for at the capital gains rate it makes no sense to have symmetric personal 

taxes. 

Therefore, we develop only four cases. These consider combinations 

of symmetric and non-symmetric corporate taxes and the reversal of priorities 

in bond claim payments. 
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5.14 Tax Model 5-9 

The first model. for bond principal priority and symmetric 

corporate taxes is presented in Table 5-9. The expected tax payments for 

this model are: 

E(T) - f[ (c+d-t-A)Tc(1-T+ (c+d-A)T9Jf(c+d)d(c+d) 
-a 

B+I-(I+A)Tc 

1T 

+Ic 
{lc+d-(c+d-I-A)TcltTp 

T9)-$(Tý T, )} f(c+d)d(c+d) 
B-(I+A)Tc 

1-T 
c 

+ I`a I(Tp T9l f (c+d) d(c+d) (5.34) 

B+I-(I+A)Tc 

1- Tc 

and we may write: 

IE(T 
i -Tc(1-T9 ) (5.35) 

+(Tp TBJ(Tc - 
äI)F[B, B+I] 

+(Tp TgDY(S+I. "j 

The sign of this expression is difficult to define. The first tern is 

obviously negative. The third term is (for Tp > Tg) generally positive 

except that at 100% debt financing its density becomes F[B, B+Ij - F[fº, 061 - 0. 

Thus the third term is positive but becomes zero for full debt financing. 

The middle term is a bit more complicated. At zero debt F[B, B+Ij 

F[0,0] -0 so that is value its zero. However at higher levels of debt 

this is not so and the value of 
: ý, becomes crucial. We previously argued 

(in a footnote) that for low debt levels äi'> 1 and that at higher debt 

levels this decreases until it approaches zero in the limit. Therefore we 

argue that the third term is negative at low debt levels (Tc < 
i) 

and 

positive at high. 
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At zero debt we determine the signs of the three tome of 

equation 5.35 to be negative, zero, and positive. At 100% debt the signs are 

negative, positive and zero respectively. The sign of the equation is not 

generally determined anywhere and the problem is clearly tax-rate dependent. 

We conclude that the shape of this function is not generally determined and 

that the optimal capital structure is parameter dependent. 

5.15 Tut 7siel 5#40 

The next model in Table 5-10 is identical to'model 5.9 excpt that 

corporate taxes are non-eyi.. tric. The expected tax payments are: 

E(T) " j" (c+d-A)Tgf(c+d) d(c4d) 

B+I 
+I (c+d-B)tr T9)f(c+d) d(c+d) 

B 

+ f°irrp-Tg)f(c+d) d(c+d) 
B+l 

+ !ý (c4d-I-A)(T. -Tc Tg)f(c+d) d(c+d) (5.36) 
I+A 

and we may write, after simplification: 

3 E(T) 3B 
_ 31 

(Tp TR)FIB" B+11 31 

+(Tp-T9IF[B+I, «] 

-Tß(1-TQ)T(I+A. "j (5.37) 

3y now we are fasiliar with expressions of this form. At 100% debt 

B+I - I+A -- so that the 2nd and 3rd terms drop one leaving only the negative 

first term. At zero debt, the first term drops out leaving only the second 

and third. Clearly the parameters may be defined so that this sign is 

positive at zero debt so that expression 5.36 may be described by 

Figure 5-1. Again, our optimal capital structure is parameter dependent. 
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5-41 

5.16 Tax Model 5-11 

Reversing the order of priarity on bond claims gives the next 

two models. For symmetric corporate taxation, we have model 5-11 in 

Table 5-11. The expected taxes are: 

E(T) -P {(c+d-I-A)Tc+(c+d-(c+d-I-A)TcIT9lf(c+d) d(c+d) 

I-(I+A)Tc 

1-T 
c 

+I [c+d-(c+d-I-A)Tc](Tp T9)f(c+d) d(c+d) 

-(I+A)Tc 
1-T 

c 

)f(c+d) d(c+d) (5.38) + ! am I(T 
'-T g I-(I+A)Tc 

1-T 
c 
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which gives, on eimplificationt 

3E 
31 

(T 
- -Tc(1-Tgi 

T (T _T )Fý-(I+A)TC 
I-(IfA)TC. 

cp9'1- Tc 

I-(I+A)T 
ýj iTp 

9ýFI- c, 

Again we have an interesting expression consisting of two 

(5.39) 

positive pieces-and one negative. At zero debt the middle term is zero 

leaving the other two pieces. . 
The sign here., is not generally 

determined but it is easy to imagine that for some high values of 

Tp the sign is positive and for low Tp it is negative. As we increase 

debt from zero we bring in the middle term but lose density weighting 

on the third tern. However. for Tp large, we can imagine that the two 

positive pieces could always outweight the one negative piece making the 

derivative everywhere positive. On the other hand, for Tp small we can 

hypothesize that the expression could be everywhere negative. We might even 

suppose that for intermediate sized values of Tp the derivative could change 

signs. Clearly, the matter is parameter dependent again. 

5.17 Tax Model 5-12: Another Very Impoftant Case 

Continuing on to Table 5-12, and model 5-12, where only gains 

taxes are symmetric, we form the expected taxes expression as: 
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E(T) -P (c+d-A)TQf(c+d) d(c+d) 
4.600 

+ jI(c+d)(Tp-TR)f(c+d) d(c+d) 
0 

+ Iý I(Tp-T9)f(c+d) d(c+d) 

+ to* I(c+d-I-A)Tc111-T9)f(c+d) d(c+d) (5.40) 
I+A 

from which we derive 

aatT 
. (Tp-Tg)F[Ij a) 

- Tß(1-Tg)F[I+A, «] (5.41) 

This formula is similar to that for model 5-8. At 100% debt the 

second term clearly drops out leaving only a positive part thereby 

strictly ruling out a 100% debt solution. As we reduce the quantity of 

debt we'--have that the probability weight on the first term is, for I <I+A, 

necessarily larger than the second. Therefore, it is quite conceivable 

that the derivative could be everywhere positive indieating an all equity 

optimal capital structure. However, for some appropriate set of tax rates 

where (Tp T9) < Te (1-Tg) we must admit that an internal minimum solution 

exists at I such that: 
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F(I+A, -) (Tp Tg) 
is Tc(1-T9) ELI, 

(5.42) 

As with model 5-8, we can rewrite these optimal conditions as: 

(T p Tg F[I, co] - Tc(1-T9)F[I+A, a] (5.43) 

which again demonstrates that at the optimum the marginal expected tax cost of 

debt financing equals the marginal expected tax cost of equity financing. 

5.18 Summary of the Twelve Hodeig 

Table 5-13 presents a summary of the findings for this Chapter. 

Several observations can be made. First, in one of these cases do we 

observe M&M proposition 1 results which argue that investors are 

indifferent to capital structure. 

Second, in the four models (1,2,5,6) in which H&H revision 

paper findings obtain as generalized solutions, personal taxes appear as 

symmetric (and in all other cases they are non-symmetric). Because symmetric 

personal taxes are generally absent from the tax laws of Western nationsg 

the toi revision paper results can be rejected on purely a priori grounds. 
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TABLE 5-13 

SUMMARY OF TAX SYSTEMS AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE IMPLICATIONS 

BOND CLAIM 
MODEL TAXES SYMMETRY PRIORITY OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

5-1 Corporate S PP All debt 
Personal S 

5-2 Corporate NS PP All debt 
Personal S 

5-3 Corporate S PP All debt or all equity 
Personal NS Parameter dependent. 

5-4 Corporate NS PP All debt or all equity 
Personal NS Parameter dependent. 

5-5 Corporate S IP All debt 
Personal S 

5-6 Corporate NS IP All debt 
Personal S 

5-7 Corporate S IP All debt or all eouity 
Personal NS Parameter dependent. 

5-8 Corporate NS IP Internal combination or all 
Personal NS equity. Parameter dependent. 

5-9 Corporate S PP Unclear 
Personal NS Parameter dependent. 
Capital Gains S 

5-10 Corporate NS PP All debt or all equity. 
Personal NS Parameter dependent. 
Capital Gains S 

5-11 Corporate S IP All debt, all equity or internal 
Personal NS combination. Parameter dependent. 
Capital Gains S 

5-12 Corporate NS IP All equity or internal 
Personal NS combination. Parameter dependent. 
Capital Caine S 

S- Symmetric Tax 

NS - Non Symmetric Tax 

PP - Bond Principal Priority 

IP - Bond Interest Priority 
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Third, it appears that under some conditions all equity capital 

structures can occur. While this is not surprising if we posit low capital 

gains taxes to equity holders, the appearance of this in the other models 

without capital gains is interesting. Also interesting is the fact that 

even with capital gains tax, some forms of tax rules may imply all debt 

solutions. 

Finally two models, 5-8 and 5-12 are of particular interest as 

they both imply clearly identifiable internal optimal capital solutions. 

The optimum conditions for these models imply classic micro-economic solutions 

equating the marginal expected tax costs to different claim holders. We 

further argue that these tax rules closely conform to those seen in real 

life because corporate and personal taxes do seem to occur in non symmetric 

forms and bond interest seems to have priority over principal. Accordingly 

we devote chapter 6 to an illustration of the use and implications of these 

two cases. 

5.19 An Attempt to Verbalize and Explain the Results Obtained 

Our results so far have been mathematical. This section will 

attempt to put these results into words to see if they make sense. 

5.20 Symmetric Personal Taxes 

Let us start with the models which propose symmetric personal 

taxes. The first model (5-1) considered had corporate and personal taxes 

symmetric with bond principal having priority over interest. Under these 

circumstances the level of cash flow is everywhere augmented when debt 
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financing is used. Personal taxes are quite irrelevant for this simple 

case since all investor profits and losses ' are subject to the same 

personal tax rate. It is the corporate tax which creates the effect here 

since interest is tax deductible. This effect causes corporate taxes to be 

lower with debt if profits are made, and for rebates to be higher for losses. 

That is, the firm passes on higher cash flows to ultimate investors no 

matter what state occurs. 

If we now allow corporate taxes to be non-symmetric in Model 5-2 

we again have roughly the same effect. The symmetric personal tax rate 

still applies equally to all investor profits and losses so this is still 

irrelevant. What is relevant is that taxes are lower if profits are made 

when debt is used. Since corporate taxes are non-symmetric, debt does 

nothing to alter cash flows in the event of corporate losses. However, it 

is still worthwhile to have high debt to increase cash flow to investors 

in the event of profits. 

Let us now invert the order of priority of bond principal and 

interest payments in Models 5-6 and 5-7. With symmetric personal taxes 

there will be absolutely no change to the results over those for the previous two 

cases. Personal taxes paid will remain exactly what they were before this 

shift. The shift can only affect bondholder payments and it is readily 

seen that these are unaltered by a switch of priorities. Should the firm 

be able to satisfy all, or none of the bondholder claims, clearly the situation 

remains unchanged because in these cases the priorities are irrelevant. 

The same result can be shown to hold for partial bondholder payments. 

Consider that a firm can pay interest but no principal. While the government 

will attempt to collect taxes on the interest paid, the investor will claim 
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a capital loss for his principal. So long as total interest plus principal 

payments are below the total principal amount, no taxes will be paid and 

capital losses will be claimed. Bondholders will only start to pay taxes 

on interest if total interest and principal payments exceed 

the size of the principal claim. This tax treatment is, of course, identical 

to that when principal has a prior claim over interest so nothing has 

changed. Accordingly, tax models 5-5 and 5-6 are equivalent to models 5-1 

and 5-2 respectively in their all debt implications. 

We need now inquire as to what happens when personal taxes are 

allowed to become non-symmetric. 

5.21 Non Symmetric Personal Taxes 

The first thing to notice for non-symmetric personal taxes is 

that personal taxes are quite difficult when bond claim priorities are 

switched. Since there are no capital loss rebates, interest before 

principal implies that taxes will be paid even if bond claim payments do 

not exceed principal claims. For this case there are no capital loss rebates 

to offset the taxes on interest payments. 

Let us become more specific. If corporate taxes are symmetric 

and personal taxes are non-symmetric 

corporate account for losses but not 

the case where principal has a prior 

firm's cash flow not be in excess of 

depreciation amounts, there will be r, 

However, so long as the cash flow is 

(as in Model 5-3) we have rebates on 

on personal account. First consider 

claim before interest. Should the 

the tax deductible interest and 

abates for losses on corporate account. 

in excess of bond principal payments, 
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personal taxes will be paid on interest. That is, in the region of cash 

flow above bond principal claims but below depreciation and interest claims, 

the government is paying a corporate rebate on one hand while collecting 

personal taxes on the other. At question then is whether the rebate is 

larger than the personal taxes collected in this region. If the rebate is 

larger, then clearly the 100% debt solution is implied because the effect 

of debt is everywhere the same: increasing rebates for losses and 

decreasing taxes for profits. However, if the corporate rebate is less 

than the personal tax collections the capital structure implications may be 

reversed. That is, every time we add a dollar of interest payment we 

increase the taxes paid in the cash flow region above payments for bond principal 

but below those for depreciation and interest. On either side of this cash flow 

region, however, the effect of debt is beneficial, lowering corporate taxes 

or increasing corporate tax rebates. In this case one needs to balance off 

the tax increases and decreases. Should the tax rates conspire so that 

an increase in debt causes expected marginal taxes to rise then debt should 

be reduced to zero. On the other hand the expected marginal taxes could 

fall leading to the 100% debt solution. The selection of capital structure 

clearly depends upon the tax rates involved. 

A minor variant of this case is obtained in Model 5-4 if corporate 

taxes are non-symmetric. For this case it is clear that there are no 

corporate rebates for losses. Therefore in the low cash flow region between 

bond principal and interest plus depreciation payments personal taxes will 

be paid with no offsetting corporate tax rebate. Since the interest effect 

will be to lower taxes above this region we again must choose between lower 
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taxes in one region and higher taxes in another. Should the effect of debt 

be to increase expected marginal taxes then all equity is implied and vice 

versa. 

If we now reverse the order of priority in interest and principal 

claims in this last model we obtain model 5-8 where both corporate and 

personal taxes are non-symmetric. At first glance it may seen as though 

this solution should remain unchanged with the reversal of claim priorities. As 

there are no rebates of any kind taxes are only lowered when using debt 

if " the company is making profits. Further, tax payments are 

increased in lower cash flow regions as interest payments are made which 

could be avoided. It is this lower cash flow region which is crucial 

however to the internal combination results obtained. In this region 

interest is paid first, which is taxed, and then principal is paid which is tax- 

free. Therefore debt causes taxes to increase in one area and decrease in 

another. Let us say for the sake of argument that for low debt levels 

the expected marginal tax rate is negative so that we are motivated to add 

debt. Because interest is paid first this implies that the tax-free cash 

flows to principal repayments is shifted to the right in the cash flow 

distribution. As we add more and more debt, eventually the probability of 

paying " this tax-free principal starts to fall. If we add too much debt 

we will lose these tax-free payments. This effect will eventually increase 

the marginal expected cost of debt so that additional debt is unwarranted. At 

this point an optimal capital structure will be defined where both debt and equity 

enter in positive amounts. This explains the results of model 5-8. 
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5.22 Capital Gains Taxes 

Capital gains taxes are introduced in the following manner. All 

payments to shareholders are taxed at a capital gains rate lower than the 

regular personal tax rate. Further, rebates for principal losses to both 

shareholders and bondholders are paid at this capital gain rate. Since 

rebates on personal account can only be done at one rate, personal taxes 

are restricted to being non-symmetric. 

To avoid repetition we will consider only model 5-12. Here, 

bond interest has a prior claim over principal and corporate taxes are non- 

symmetric. Since corporate taxes are non symmetric, an increase in interest 

payments has no effect on cash flow should the corporation be losing money; 

however, taxes are decreased should the firm be making profits and paying 

dividends. In the middle region between zero cash flow and depreciation 

plus interest we see that the firm will pay interest (which is taxable at 

the personal tax rate) while investors will claim personal loss 

rebates (at the capital gains rate). Since the rebate rate is less than the 

personal tax rate, an increase in debt causes an increase in tax payments 

in this region. At low debt levels, should the decrease in marginal 

taxes in the profits region not outweigh the marginal tax increase in this 

middle region, expected taxes will rise when debt is added. Thus the all equity 

solution is implied. On the other hand, should the reverse be true at low debt 

levels, expected taxes will drop by adding more debt. But, as in model 5-8 interest 

is paid before principal and if debt is too heavy the tax-free principal payments 

will become improbable. As we add more and more debt, the marginal expected 

tax benefit will decline as we make tax-free principal payments less and 
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lese probable. At some point the marginal benefit will drop to zero to 

identify an internal minimum for expected tax payments. 

5.23 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have investigated several different tax 

formulations for their capital structure implications. Two of these models 

were particularly satisfying in both their capital structure implications 

and in their assumptions about tax rules. Both of these models imply that 

optimal capital structures exist where both debt and equity appear in 

positive amounts. Further they both argue that personal and corporate 

taxes are non-symmetric, and that interest has a prior claim over principal. 

The two models differ in that one of them assumes, in addition to the above, 

that symmetric capitals gains are introduced. 

In Chapter 6 we will illustrate the use of these two models in 

practice. 
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ABSTRACT CHAPTER 6 

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

IMPLICATIONS UNDER RISK NEUTRALITY 

In the last chapter we investigated various taxation schemes and 

their implications for capital structure. In this investigation we found 

two models to be of particular interest. These two models gave optimal 

capital structures where both debt and equity appeared in positive 

quantities. As we tend to observe these kinds of structures in the real 

world the results themselves are of great interest. The results become 

even more interesting when we recognize that these are the most realistic 

sets of tax rules considered. That is, we seem to observe that corporate 

and personal taxes are non-symmetric, that interest is paid before principal 

and that capital gains taxes, when present, are symmetric. 

Our purpose then is to demonstrate how one might in fact use the 

optimal conditions identified for models 5-8 and 5-12. The optimal 

conditions consist of selecting an interest payment which satisfies an 

equality between the expected marginal tax costs of equity and debt 

financing. We start by investigating this relationship to identify the 

optimal interest payments which should be made. Then we work backwards to 

solve for the bond principal which is implied by an interest payment of 

the optimal size. Having identified bond interest and principal payments 

we know that the remaining payments go to the shareholders. These remaining 

payments are then valued so that we can describe the value of the share- 

holder's claim. Our problem is now complete. We can identify the optimal 
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quantity of debt and equity in the firm and the optimal interest payments 

to be made. 

To further illustrate this chapter, we simulate a number of cases. 

These cases illustrate the following kinds of results. First, as firms got 

riskier (i. e. with a higher probability of bankruptcy) they should use less 

debt and more equity . In the context of our earlier discussion where we 

tried to make some sense out of the optimal conditions, note that if a firm 

has a high probability of low cash flows, taxes will be avoided by having no 

debt (because interest has a first claim on the firm). However, for a low 

risk firm where profits are highly certain, taxes will be lowered by having 

a great deal of debt in the financial structure. 

Second, the capital budgeting implications of this approach are 

easy to identify. Quite simply, should the optimal value of the bond and 

share claims not exceed the cost of the assets involved, the project should 

not be undertaken. As would be expected, the simulation demonstrates that 

for any given distribution of future cash flows. projects with low capital 

outlays are feasible but projects with high capital outlays are infeasible. 

To state this result in another manner, consider that. any given investment 

project will be infeasible if the distribution of future cash flows is very 

low, but becomes feasible if the distribution shifts to the right. These 

results seem highly satisfying as they generally conform to the kinds of 

beliefs which people have about the real world. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

IMPLICATIONS UNDER RISK NEUTRALITY 

In Chapter 5 we developed the optimal capital structure implicntionA 

of twelve different sets of assumptions about tax laws. Two of these cases 

(5-8 and 5-12) proved to be of particular interest. Both of them yielded 

easily- identifiable conditions for a globally optimal capital structure 

which may imply an internal combination of debt and equity. Further wo have 

argued that these two models are quite realistic and on purely a priori 

grounds, the most appealing of the tax models considered. Therefore we 

choose these two for more extensive investigation. 

6.1 Optimal Interest Payments Determination 

We will start by identifying the global minimum quantity of interest 

payments for a firm. From this value we will identify the implied quantity 

of bond principal. The value of the remaining equity claim may then be 

calculated so that the total market value of the firm can be identified. 

The optimal quantity of interest is defined from: 
Tp 

_ 
F[I + A, ml (6.1) Tc(1 - Tp) F[I, I+ Al 

and 

-(Tp - Tg) F[I + A. "] (6.2) 
(Tp - TR) - Tc(1 --TF(I9 I+ A) 

for models (5-8) and (5-12) respectivelyI from expression9(5.32) and (5.42) 

lNote 
expression (5.42) for model 5-12 is in fact: 

Tp -T FIT + A, eel (6.3) 
Tc(1 -T 

F[I, 
"j 

but it can easily be rewritten as: 

-(Tp -TR) 
=FI+A M 

(Tp - T9) - Tc(1 '-T 
Q) 

F(I, I+A 
(6.4) 

to be similar to equation (6.1). 
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For both cases we have similar expressions. The LIIS's of both 

expressions consist of ratios of tax rate parameters. The RIIS's arc 

identical, being ratios of cumulative density values containing only one 

decision variable: I. Therefore we identify the optimal capital structure 

by calculating the relevant crucial tax ratio on the LUVS, and then finding 

a value of I such that the cumulative density ratio equals the tax ratio. 

Having identified the value of I which satisfies the desired relationship, 

we simply solve for the quantity of bond principal implied by the expression: 

B- R1 [E(B) + E(It)J 
f 

(6.5) 

where B is the only unknown value, and It is the after tax interest payment. 

To illustrate this procedure we will first investigate the 

problem of finding the desired value of I and then proceed to investigate 

the solution to equation 6.5 for the implied bond value. The MIS side values 

of equations 6.1 and 6.2 require that we be able to define the cumulative 

density over regions of a probability distribution. Graphically, we wish to 

take the ratio of the lined area to the cross hatched area in Craph 6-1. 

Graph 6-1 

Normal Distribution of c+d 
Probability of c+d 
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The next step is to choose a probability distribution for c+d. 

We have elected to use the normal distribution. Any normal distribution of 

cash flows as in Graph 6-1 may be easily converted to a standard normal 

form with the expression 

(c+d), [c+d ä E(c+d) ]. 
N(0,1) (6.6) 

c+d 

In standard form we obtain a distribution of cash as in Graph 6-2. 

Graph 6-2 
Standard Normal Distribution of (c+d)' 

I 

Note however that in Graph 6-2 the standardized values of I and 

0 (I' and 0') may appear as negative, being located below 

the standard mean which is always zero. Interest and asset 

values are not generally thought of as being located with respect to a 

mean; rather they are absolute contractual quantities of money. In order to 

consider these as absolute values we need only relate I' and (I+A)' to 0'. 
ww 

We locate I' as (0' + I') where I' is the absolute quantity of interest, 

measured as a shift value in this standardized format. Similarly we may 

identify a value A' such that (I+A)' " 0' + i' + A'. 
1 

1These 
shift values may also be thought of as being measured in standard 

deviations. For example, if I' -1 this implies that f' represents a 
payment equal in size to one standard deviation. 
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We now wish to identify the ratio of the lined to the croeehatchcd 

areas of Graph 6-2 as: 

Flo' + it +A' » (6.7) 
F(0' +, 0" ++ At) 

The first difficulty to arise is that the cumulative densities 

are not readily identifiable because the integral over the normal density 

function is not defined. - We must turn to a numerical solution for these 

values. As the procedure is tedious. we have chosen to determine this 

ratio to value over many Y' values and plot the results on a graph. But 

before proceeding another difficulty must be recognized. To solve 

ratio 6.7 over various i'walues, 0' and A' must be specified first. Each 

different specification of these values will give a new value for the 

ratio. 

In Graph 6-3 we present therefore a family of curves. each 

representing the solution of ratio 6.7 over various values of t'. 1 Each 

member of the family of curves represents a different asset value if,, 

For the program and numerical functions used to generate these results 
the interested reader is referred to Appendix 6-1. 
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w 

The curves are seen to drop as the value of A' is increased from .5 on the 

right to 3.5 on the left. ' The numbers on this particular graph were 

generated by assuming that 0' equals -2.5.2 However, as will become 

evident later, this graph generalizes over many O'. vnlues. 

Graph 6-3 then defines the value of ratio 6.7 for various 

interest payments. These interest payments are presented as it values or 

as absolute quantities of interest in the standardized normal distribution. 

It is obvious that the curves will drop as P increases if we simply 
inspect the ratio from equation 6.1 or 6.2. We may write: 

aF I+A F(I, I+A]adF[I+A, «] - F(I+A, s'] F(i, I+A) 

aA F(I, I+A] F(I, I+A]Z 

and since 
3F[I A -1 <0 

and 
3F[I, I+Aj 

aA 

It is obvious that 

8 F(14-A, 
3A F(I, I+Aj 

2By setting 0' - -2.5 we are arguing that a cash flow of zero lies below 
the mean by 2.5 standard deviations. This implies that 
zero cash flow is a highly improbable event. As discussed later, however, 
this graph generalizes to cases where zero cash flow is more probable. 
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Each member of the family of curves represents a different sized asset bade 

measured again as Ä', absolute quantities in standardized normal units. 

To identify an optimal capital structure then. we simply define the tax 

ratio as in equation 6.1 or 6.2, and identify the Ä' value for the firm. 

Since we merely wish to find the value of ratio 6.7 which equals our tax 

ratio we identify this value on the vertical axis of Graph 6-3 and project, 

using the correct A' curve, to the implied interest payment on the 

horizontal axis. This interest payment then defines the optimal quantity 

of debt in the firm's financial structure. 

Before proceeding to investigate the quantity of principal 

implied by this solution let us go back a bit to see if we can obtain 

some intuitive explanation for the type of solutions that are indicated. 

First, it seems surprising that as we raise the size of the asset base, 

the quantity of interest (and presumably of debt) will drop. At second 

glance, however, this does not seem strange. Our objective has been to 

minimize taxes and to this end we developed a model which set the expected 

marginal costs of debt and equity financing equal. For example, in 

model 5.8, expression 5.33, we had written: 

TpF[I, ý] (Tc + Tp(1 - Tc)]F[I+A, -] (6.8) 

Increasing the asset base. A. simply reduces the size of F(I+A. -j 

decreasing the expected marginal cost of equity financing. To 

maintain the equality I change; so that the expected marginal cost of 

equity capital moves back up again. As I decreases, F[I+A, p] will increase. 

At the same time the expected marginal cost of debt increases as 
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F[I9 m] increases. however, due to the difference in the density weights, 

the marginal coat of equity drops faster than that to debt so that equality 

is restored at a lower I level. 

Another way of putting this is that debt has become relatively 

less attractive. An increase in the quantity of tax-depreciable assets 

increases the quantity of cash flow which may flow through to investors 

tax free. This effect lowers the marginal cost of equity capital. Wo 

therefore substitute equity for debt capital until the expected marginal 

costs are again equal. 
' 

6.2 Tax Rates and Capital Structure 

We may also investigate the effect on capital structure of 

changes in the tax rates. For convenience define the tax ratio for model 

5-8 from equation 6.1 as: 

T 
P Y8 Tc(1 - Tp) 

(6.9) 

First order conditions on Y8 can now be identified as: 

ay -T 8 (6.10) 
aTc (Tc) (1 - Tp) 

aY8 
s1 (6.11) 

BTp Tß(1 -T2 p) 
aY8 

-1 (6.12) 
aTc2Tp (Tc)2(1 - Tp)2 

Equation 6.10 tells us that Y8 is a decreasing function of 

corporate taxes. With reference then to Graph 6-3 we note that if this 

i 

t An obvious implication exists for governmental use of accelerated 
± write-offs to encourage industrial expansion. Accelerated depreciation causes the 

expected marginal cost-of equity capital to fall resulting in a tendency 
toward less-highly leveraged capital structures. 168 
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tax ratio falls, the optimal quantity of interest rises. Therefore we may 

argue that higher corporate taxes imply more debt. Stated another way, 

it is obvious from equation 6.8 that higher corporate taxes cause the 

expected marginal cost of equity capital to rise, implying that debt is now 

relatively less expensive, and that we should substitute debt for equity. 

Equation 6.11 tells us that Y8 is an increasing function of 

personal tax rates. In Graph 6-3 higher tax ratios imply lower interest 

payments so that high personal taxes imply a decrease in the quantity of 

debt. Again with respect to 6.8 we have that the expected marginal coat 

of debt capital has risen so that we should substitute equity for debt. 

Equation 6.12 says that Y8 is a decreasing function of a 

simultaneous change in both personal and corporate taxes. Therefore in 

any simultaneous but equal change in tax rates, the corporate effect is 

stronger, causing the expected marginal cost of debt to drop so that we 

will increase the quantity of debt financing. 

We may perform a similar investigation with regard to model 5-12. 

For the LHS of equation 6.2 define 

PR (6.13) "12 (Tp - Tg) - Tß(1 - Tg) ' 

so that: 

BY 12 -(Tp - T9)(1 - TR) 
(6.14) 

aTc ITp - Tg - Tc(1 - T9)]2 

8Y 12 Tc(1 -T9) (6.15) 
8Tp ETp _ Tg - Tc11 - Tg)J2 

8Y 12 -Tc(1 -T) 
(6.16) 

8Tg [TTTT 

-- 
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Arguing as above, it is clear that an increase in corporate or in 

capital gains taxes leads to an increase in debt while an increase in 

personal tax rates implies a decrease in debt. Unfortunately, the expressions 

for two and three way derivatives are unwieldy. Their signs are 

dependent upon the relative sizes of the tax rates and thus not clearly 

determined. Therefore we omit their presentation. 

We are also able to make statements regarding the effects of 

moving from model 5-8 with no gains taxes to model 5-12 with gains taxes. 

That is, we may investigate how the addition of capital gains altere 

capital structure. Start by identifying a capital gains tax rate Tg which 

will not alter capital structure. We do this by simply setting the LUIS 

of equation 6.1 equal to the LHS of 6.2: 

Tp -(T -T) (6.17) 
Tc(1 - Tp) lip---: Tg - TC 1- T9 

We may now solve for the equalizing value of TR as: 

(T 
p 

)2(1 -T) 
Tg T+T- 2T T 

pcpc 

In other words, if we impose a capital gains tax of this size, there will be 

no shift in the optimal capital structure as the tax ratios are unchanged. 

However, from equation 6.16, we know that an increase in T9 results 

in an increase in debt pgch that if we impose a capital gains tax where 

(T )2(1 - Tc) 
Tg +T- 2T 

CT I an increase in debt is implied. Similarly for 
pcpc 

(T )2(1 -Tc) 
Tg < 1T 

+Tc 2T TIa decrease in debt is implied. Therefore, it is 
pcpc 

clear that we can make comparative statics statements about capital 

structure not only within but between taxation models. 
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6.3 Using Graph 6-3, An Example 

Let us go back now to illustrate the use of Graph 6-3 in modal 5-8. 

Let there be a firm whose basic cash flow (c+d) and taxes are described an 

follows: 

E(c+d) - 360 

a(c+d) - 144 

(c+d) - NIE(c+d), a2(c+d)) 

T .4 c 
T . 35 

P 

A- 288 (6.19) 

To use Graph 6-3 we need to standardize some of these values and 

calculate the tax ratio as follows: 

0' _0-E(cId) _0-360--2.5 a(c+d) 144 

A' - (0 + A)' - 0' 

[A - E(c+d)) 
+ 2.5 

v(c+d) 

1 2881443601 + 2.5 - 2.0 

T_P 
. 35 

Y8 Tc(1 - Tp) (. 4)(. 65) 1.35 

(6.20) 

w 

From Graph 6-3 we identify that the value of t' which gives a tax 

or probability ratio of 1.35 for an asset base of 2.0 is . 34 as indicated. 

In non-standard measurement this implies a dollar value interest payment of: 

I- (0 + I)'0(c+d) + E(c+d) 

(-2.5 +. 3.9144 + 360 

" -311.04+ 360 

- $48.96 (6.23) 
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6.4 Solving for Bond Principal Implied by the Interest Payments 

Now we must solve for the quantity of principal implied by this 

payment. 

Equation 6.5 was written: 

B- R1 EIBI + E(It) (6.24) 
f 

Using table 5-8 we may give substance to this expression as: 

(c+d)(1- T)f(c+d)d(c+d) +! I(1-T)f(c+d)d(c+d) B-I Rf 
10 

pp 

I+B 
+! (c+d - I)f(c+d)d(c+d) 

I 

ea 

+IB f(c+d)d(c+d) 
I+B 

1 1(1-Tp)C[O, 
Ij + (1-Tp)IF[I, "j Rf 

+ G[I, I+Bj - IF[I, I+Bj 

+ BF[I+B, "j (6.25) 

where G[yl, V2] ýY f2 (c+d)f(c+d)d(c+d) (6.26) 
yl 

Dividing both sides of equation 6.26 by a gives: 

Q 
R1 (1-Tp) oQ I+ (1-Tp) Q F[I. "j 

f 

+GI 
aI+B _1 F(I, I+Bj 

+Q F[I+B. "J (6.27) 
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Note now that in general we may write 

C(Y1" Y21 Y2 
c+d !Q f(c+d)d(c+d) 

yl 

- I2 Ic+d -QE(c+d)I f(c+d)d(c+d) + j2 f(c+d)d(c+d) 
yl yl 

- CEO' + y1'' o' + '2'j +E ä+d F(o' + r10 0+ y2') (6.28) 

However 
H c+(d) may be written as: 

E(c+d) 
. 

E(c+d) -0m- '0 - E(c+d) 
- -0, (6.29) 

That is, Ed is simply the negative value of zero cash flow expressed a 

as a point in the standardized distribution of c+d. Combining this result 

with equation 6.28 gives: 

c[*yly2] 
(6.30) 

Q- 
G[0' + yl'9 0' + y2'] - 0' F[0' + yl'o 0' + ; 

2" 

Using this general expression in equation 6.27 we write: 

B' R1 1-Tp)G[O', 0'+I'] - (1-Tp)0' F[0', 0' + I'] 
f 

+ (1-Tp) 1' F[0'+I', m] 

+ G[0'+I', 0'+1'+ß'l 

www 

- (0'+I'j F[0'+I', 0'+I'+8'] 

+ B' F[0'+I'+B' , 
(6.31) 
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Wo now wish to solve this equation for 6', the bond principal 

implied by some interest payment 1'. Clearly, any solution will depend 

upon the tax rate assumed. and the location of 0', the zero cash flow point. 

Rather than illustrate the solution for just one tax rate and one 0' value 

we present three graphs. Each graph assumes a different 0' value (-3.5. 

-2.5, -1.5) and in each graph nine functions are drawn, one for each of the 

different personal tax rates assumed (0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6, 

0.7,0.8). The functions then display the solution, of 6' over a range of 

I' values giving different assumptions about 0' and Tp. 1 

Upon inspection of these graphs a number of observations can be 

made. The first is that higher personal tax levels imply lower bond values. 

This seem to make good sense as more highly taxed cash flows should be 

worth less. 2 

The next characteristic to notice is that when taxes are zero the 

quantity of debt rises continuously to an asymptote. However, for non-zero 

taxes the quantity of debt rises and then falls. This seems to make good 

intuitive sense. If taxes are zero expected cash flow to bondholders will 

rise continuously as we raise interest payments. But if taxes are non-zero 

we must remember that interest is paid first before principal. As the 

interest promised rises the principal payment becomes less and less probable. 

The important point is, however, that interest is taxed while principal is 

not. Therefore at high debt levels the chances of repaying any tax-free 

principal become small so the value of the contract drops off. 

1Appendix 6-2 presents the computer programme used to generate these graphs. 
The algorithm consists of nothing more than a trial and error search for a 
value of B' which satisfies equation 6.31. 

2For 
the calculus confirmation of this observation we may write the first 

order conditions on equation 6.25 as: 

aT 0 Ri - G(O9 Ij (6.32) 
pf 

which is obviously negative.. 174 
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Finally note among the three graphs that the families of curves 

are quite sensitive to the location of 0'. 1 Again this has some logic to it. 

0' corresponds to a non-standardized cash flow of zero dollars, that is, the 

point at which the firm may start to disburse cash flows to bondholders. 

Expected cash flows to bondholders are defined over probability values lying 

to the right of 0'. Therefore as 0' lies further to the left in the distribution, 

the probability of bankruptcy falls and the expected value of bondholders cash 

flow claim rises. Accordingly bond value falls as 0' rises. 

6.5 Optimal Bond Principal: An Example 

Continuing with our previous example we had identified the 

optimal value of I' as . 34. As the origin assumed for this problem was 

-2.5, the principal value will be found using in Graph 6-S. By 

identifying . 34 on the horizontal axis of the graph we may project to the 

bond price implied by each personal tax rate as indicated. 
2 For our example, 

the personal tax level was set at . 35. Therefore, the quantity of 

principal, B', is 1.53. Converting this to real dollars we have: 

Bond value - 10' + B'ja(c+d) + E(c+d) 

[-2.5 + 1.531144 + 360 

- (-. 97]144 + 360 

- $220.32 (6.33) 

1Note 
that the scale for presentation of each of the three graphs is identical. 

Therefore they could be superimposed on top of each other directly. This 
superimposing was in fact gxplored but the resulting tangle of lines made 
the graphs quite difficult to work with. 

2Note 
that we have interpolated between Tp " .3 and Tp - .4 for this case. 

The value 1.53 is in fact generated exactly by the computer. 
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6.6 Book Value of the Equity for the Example 

This result implies that the firm will be financed with $220.32 of 

debt with the remaining (288 - 220.321 - 67.68 being financed with equity. That 

is, shareholders provide 23.5% of initial financing while bondholders supply 

76.5%. For their part bondholders have been promised interest payments of 

$48.96 as a first claim against the firm, and $220.32 as a second claim for 

a total of $269.28. Measured against a before tax expected cash flow value 

of 360 this gives a fixed charge coverage of 1.34. 

6.7 Market Value of the Equity 

The rest of the distribution of cash flown above $269.28 belongs 

to the shareholders and government. With reference to table 5-8 the value 

of the shares will be: 

S-1! (c+d -I- B)f(c+d)d(c+d) Rf I+B 

-! (c+d -I- A) Tc f(c+d)d(c+d) 
I+A 

00 

-I (c+d -I- A) (1 - Tý 
P 

)T 
I+A 

G[I+B, ýj - (I+B) F[I+B, mJ Rf 

- (Tc + Tp(1 - Tc)j G[I+A, -J 

+ [Tc + Tp(1 - Tc)j(I+A) P[I+Al, -J (6.34) 

Using the previously developed result in expression 6.30 and 

simplifying, equation 6.34 may be written in standardized form as: 
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S' " R1 
[clot 

+ is + 8's 
f 

- (Tc + Tp(1 -+ i' + A', 00) 

- (0' + is + B')F(O' + i' + i'0 «( 

+ t0' + I' + Ä'j(Tc + Tp(1 - T)1F(0' + i' + A', gej3 (6.35) 

This expression requires n great nu=ber of inputat Ö', V# A', ', 

Rf. Tc and Tp. As such it does not lend itself to a graphical presentation. 

Instead a computer prograr=e in presented in appendix 6-3 for episodic use. 

For our particular example the value of S is . 48 which given a real money 

value of 69.12. In other vords, s. 1hile shareholders contribute $67.68 

of the firm's initial capital this equity claim is valued by the market at 

$69.12 -a gain of $1.44. While the balance sheet of the company records 

equity of $67.68, the market value to $69.12. 

6.8 The Capital Budgeting Implications 

We may look on this model in two ways rirst, it is obvious 

fron the above that internal optimal capital structures can be identified. 

But second we have also identified a capital budgeting decision making 

model. In the exa=ple the assets purchased cost $288. However, the bonds 

and stock had a market value of $289.44. This investment is clearly an attractive 

opportunity satisfying the classic capital budgeting criterion that the 

net present value is greater than zero. 

Not all projects are, however, attractive. By sittply lowering 

the mean of any distribution ie shift the ibo1e distribution of cash flows 
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to the left making bankruptcy and negative cash flaws more 

probable. Consider then the above case with the mean reduced from 360 to 

216. All standardized variables will remain unchanged except 0' which 

will shift to -1.5 so that negative cash flows are experienced at 11 

standard deviations below the mean. Let us now solve this new problem. 

A small difficulty arises because Graph 6-3 no longer strictly 

applies as it was constructed assuming 0' - -2.5. However, it can be made 

to work by noting in Graph 6-2 that the probability ratio of the lined to 

the crosshatched area is independent of 0'. Graph 6-3 assumes that 0' 

lies at -2.5 so that I' is defined as 112.5 " I' - (-2.5). However, if 0' 

were set at some other number such as -1.5 we would have P 
1.5 " I' - (-1.5). 

We may then write is 
1.5 - I' - (-2.5 + 1.0) 

- 11' - (-2.5)) - 1.0 

I-2.5 - 1.0 

6.36 

It is evident that in general Graph 6-3 may be used for selecting 

optimal interest payments of any origin. If we set Of at -1.5 we simply 

subtract 1.0 from each 1' value implied in Graph 6-3. Similarly, if 0' 

Were set at -3.5 we would add 1.0 to each I' value in the graph. 

We may now proceed with our example. Since the tax rates are 

unchanged we identify the optimal interest payment using the same ratio of 1.35. 

However, this time I' - . 34 - 1.0 - -. 66. This result is uncomfortable because 

negative interest means negative debt levels which va ruled 

out in Chapter S. The lowest quantity of debt possible then is 

zero. Setting interest - bonds - zero$ the firm will be totally equity 
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financed. Using the previously mentioned stock valuation model and 

programme we solve for the value of the stock to be 9' - 1.35 or $194.40 

in real terms. Since the firm requires an asset outlay of $288 this 

project will not be funded as the market value of the project is only 

194.40 -a decrease in value of $93.60. 

6.9 Another Example 

We may similarly investigate the same problem when we shift the 

distribution of cash flows to the right by setting the mean at 504 so that 

0' lies at -3.5 in standard value. From Graph 6-3 we then observe that 

g' - . 34 + 1.0 - 1.34. In Graph 6-4 we see that a i' value of 2.75 is 

implied. However the depreciable asset base k is only 2.0. This result 

raises an interesting point about the assets of the firm. We have identified 

A as assets which are depreciable for tax purposes. However, firms do have 

other intangible assets such as management contracts, and patents which do 

not appear on the balance sheet (as A does) and against which depreciation 

is not claimed. Accordingly, should the optimal quantity of bond principal 

exceed A. this implies that we are pledging not only balance sheet assets 

as debt security but also these intangible assets. A difficulty then arises 

which makes our modelling of the problem slightly inaccurate. That is, 

should B>A the firm does not have tax-free cash flow to cover all bond 

principal. Rather than attempt a whole now formulation for this special 
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case we will simply declare that the firm will recognize a constraint in 

debt financing such that B_A. 
1 

Having constrained the problem we must make the following adjustment 

We need to solve for the interest payment 1' which corresponds to a bond 
w 

principal value equal to A'. Turning to our particular example we may take 

Graph 6-4 and use it to identify the interest payment which corresponds to 
w 

principal of i' - 2.0. This value is . 19 as indicated on the graph. 

Having constrained the bond values in this manner, all remaining 

cash flows will be allocated to equity. Accordingly the firm will 

issue zero cost shares to the owners of the intangible assets. 
2 These 

shareswill now be valued on the market as in equation 6.35. For our 

particular example this gives S' - . 51. 

The total value of the firm is now S' + B' " . 51 + 2.0 " 2.51. 

Clearly the firm's market value exceeds the asset cost of 2.0 so the project 

satisfies capital budgeting requirements and the project will be undertaken. 

We may state this another way by converting these standardized values into 

nominal money values. The nominal money value of 2.51 is $361.44 which is 

clearly greater than the asset cost of 288. 

This constraint may be reasonable on two grounds. First, common practice 
has it that debt is secured by tangible assets. Although it may be somewhat 
irrational, intangibles are not usually perceived as good security for debt. 
For example should the intangible be a management contract there are two 
distinct problems. First is the moral hazard that the management will not 
perform as it is supposed to. The second is that labour contracts are always 
one-sided in that the firm must keep its side of the bargain but that the 
individual is usually free to leave when he wishes. The other reason for 
this constraint is simply that the tax authority is unlikely to accept a 
level of debt in excess of the book value of the assets. 

2Note 
that this is very close to what happens in the real world. The enter- 

preneur who form a firm usually award themselves a large number of shares at 
zero or nominal coat for their ideas, skills or whatever. Subsequent share 
and bond issuers are used to raise cash necessary to purchase the physical 
assets. 
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6.10 Summarizing These Examples 

We have identified then three scenarios for the same asset and 

tax base by simply shifting the cash flow distribution back and forth. 

As the distribution(as located by its mean)shifts to the left, the quantity 

of debt in the capital structure drops and the project may become so 

unattractive that it cannot attract the necessary financing. As the 

distribution shifts to the right, the quantity of debt rises and the 

project becomes more and more attractive. These three results are 

summarized in Table 6-1 in standardized form where it is noted that the 

total column reflects the sum of bond and stock values. If the sum of 

these two values exceeds the coat of the asset base (Ä' - 2.0) then the 

project is viable and will be funded. However, when this total is less 

than the asset base the markets will not supply funding. 

6.11 A Great Number of Examples and Some General Implications 

In order to investigate this approach more thoroughly, Tables 6-2, 

6-3,6-4 and 6-5 present the results in a format similar to Table 6-1 

for a great number of cases. 
1 For all cases corporate taxes are set at 

1These 
cases were not worked out by hand as for the previous examples. In 

appendix 6-4 we present a programme which integrates all of the previously 
described operations for automatic generation of the four standardized 
values in each case. It is noted that should the optimal interest 
payments be negative the programme defaults to zero interest and debt. 
Similarly, should debt in excess of the asset base be implied the programme 
defaults to bond principal - asset base acid proceeds to search for the 
interest payment I'* which implies B' It is these results that are 
reported 
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Table 6-1 

Three Investment Proposals With 

Tc " . 35, Tp a . 4, Ä' - 2.0 

0' - -1.5 0' -2.5 0' - -3.5 

I'* B' 
A 

S' TOTAL 
A 

I'* B' 
0% 
S' TOTAL I'* B' 0% 

S' TOTAL 

00 1.35 1.35 . 34 1.53 . 48 2.01 . 19 2.0 . 51 2.51 
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40% but personal taxes are sat at 30% for Table 6-2 and increased in 

Tables 6-3 and 6-4 reaching 60% in Table 6-5. Each table considers 

standardized asset bases of . 5,1.0,1.5,2.0 and 2.5 and for each of 

these bases the distribution is shifted from right to left as the 

standardized origin 0' takes on values of -1, -2, -3 and -4. 

The first thing to note is that in each column of each table, a solid double 

line has been drawn. Those projects lying above the line are "feasible", 

i. e. those for which the value of bond and shareholder claims exceeds the 

size of the investment necessary. The general pattern here is the same for 

all graphs indicating that as the cash flow distribution shifts to the 

right, (0' becomes smaller) the projects are more and more attractive. 

Taxes clearly have an effect here as well. For example, in Table 6-2 
w 

the project with il - 2.5 and 0' - 3.0 is feasible at a personal tax rate 

of 30% but in Table 6-3 the same project facing a 40% personal tax rate 

may no longer be undertaken. 

The next thing to note is that none of the feasible projects 

indicate all equity financing. ' Further, note that these cases with internal 

combinations-., of debt and equity have been indicated by boxing them with 

dotted lines. These cases are definitely in the minority but become more common 

at higher personal tax rates. They also seem to occur only for the 

"marginal" investment projects and even these cases define fairly high 

levels of debt. (The smallest Debt/Assets ratio is 42% in the first case 

in Table 6-5 but all the others exceed 63%. ) 

The all equity financing cases are those for which negative debt solutions 
were implied but rejected as being unrealistic. 
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We conclude that feasible firms under model 5-8 may imply 

internal optimal capital structures. However, the very good projects all 

seem to imply that all the financing is raised through debt, which is not to 

say that stock doesn't exist. It appears in the form of shares awarded at 

zero cost to entrepreneurs. These shares may have substantial market value. 

6.12 The Effect of Capital Gains Tax: Model 5-12 

In this chapter we promised to investigate model 5-8 and 5-12 as 

they are very similar. We will not investigate 5-12 as thoroughly as 5-8 

and simply recall the following relationship. 

Tg may be defined so that the tax ratios of equations 6el and 6.2 

are equal. From equation 6.18 we identified this T9 value as: 

T2(1 - Te) 
T+T- 2T T 

(6.37) Tg !p 
rccp 

Further, it was noted that for Tg ( Tg the quantity of interest (and debt) 

would fall and for Tg > Tg the quantity of interest (and debt) will rise. 
l 

In Table 6-6 we now present the R values for the tax rates 

assumed for Tables 6-2 to 6-5. The imposition of a capital gains tax rate 

lower than these TR values will cause a shift toward more equity financing. 

This shift should increase the number of cases in which internal combination" 

of debt and equity are considered optimal. If we consider that most capital gains 

1These 
results seem to make intuitive sense. A capital gains tax applies 

mainly to equity holders. If the gains tax is very high equity financing 
is less attractive than should this tax be very low. If the marginal 
expected cost of equity financing rises (falls) then debt financing will 
appear more (less) attractive. 
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taxes are imposed at the lower of 1/2 of marginal personal tax rate or 252, it Is 

clear that for personal tax rates above 40 to 50% these internal structures 

will become more frequent with the imposition of a capital gains tax. 

Table 6-6 

T* Values for Various Personal Tax Races When To " .4 

Tp .3 .4 .5 .6 

. 117 .2 .3 . 415 

6.13 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have done two things. First, we have 

illustrated, with examples, the use of the theory of optimal capital 

structure for model 5-8 as developed in Chapter 5. Second we have also 

investigated the capital budgeting implications of this theory. 

In the first endeavour, we shoved how to identify both the optimal 

quantity of interest but also calculate the implied quantity of bond 

principal. In the second endeavour we also calculated the market value of 

the equity claim which is left over after defining bond claims. We then 

noted that should the market value of equity plus debt claims exceed the 

cost of the assets then the project is feasible. However, if the market 

value is less than the required outlay the project will not be undertaken. 

In addition we noted that low risk projects will be more heavily debt 

financed than will high risk project. 
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We then proceeded to a very brief discussion of the manner in 

which the results to model 5-8 would change if we expanded to the capital 

gains case of model 5-12. Whether debt use will rise or fall depends upon 

the tax rates implied. For any given corporate and personal tax rate, a 

critical capital gains tax can be defined such that for gains taxes above 

this level equity financing would receive heavier weighting while below 

this level debt financing would increase. 

This chapter completes our discussion of the risk-neutrality 

model. In Chapter 7 we will now proceed to expand this work into risk 

aversion. 
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APPENDIX 6-1 

Solving for Optimal I 

This appendix presents the computer programme and methodology 

necessary to generate Graph 6-3. We wish to plot 
ww 

Ratio F(0' + I' + All a] 
ww6.38 Vol + i', 0' + I' + A'] 

ww 

for various values of I' and A'. Unfortunately there is no general solution 

to the F(yl, y]] functions over a normal distribution. However, modern 

computing libraries generally have built-in numerical functions for 

evaluating these densities. In this case the compiler used is WATFIV which 

contains a function called ERF to perform these calculations. The 

interested reader is referred to Cress, Dicksen and Graham (22, pg. 363) for 

further details on the exact numerical algorithm used. The programme used 

for this table follows. 
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APPENDIX 6-2 

Solving for Optimal B 

This appendix presents the computer programme and methodology used 

to generate Graphs 6-4,6-5 and 6-6. From equation 6.31 it to evident that 

we need both the F[yl, y2) function of Appendix 6-1 as well as the C(y1r Y21 

function. Fortunately, the C[y1, y2) function may be integrated directly 

and needs no discussion. Since B is an argument of the F(yl. y21 function 

it is impossible to solve equation 6.31 directly for aB value so we adopt 

a liinary search procedure to identify the value of B which satisfies the 

equation. The programme follows. 
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*IN PROGRESS 
vvvi REAL FUNCTION B (IU, OU, TAX) 
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-I, O-x7 
uuui REAL" LB 
0004 REAL"4 IU, OU, TAX 

"0005 ImIU 
0006 O-OU 
0007' UB-6;: O 
000v L11 - 0. crn 
0009 TP-TAX 
0010 RF=1.04D0 
0011 SQTWO-DSQRT(2. D0) 
0012 19 B=(LB+UB)/2. U 
UU13 T1-2a (r. DO-TP) "G (O, O+I)+G (O+I, O+I+B) 
uu-i'+ T3-I-(l. DU-TP) *F(O+I, 9,. DO) 
Vu-5 T4s-ti. DU-TP)*0*FIO, O+I)-(O+I)*F(O+I, O+I+n) 
0 016 T -B "F (O+I+B, 9 9. D 0) 
uu1'* BR=(Ti2+T; S+T4+TS)/RF 
oultf c 
0019 IF(DABS(BR-B). LT.. '001) RETURN 
0020 C 
0021 IF(BR. GT. B) GO TO IV 
0022 UB=B 

-0023" GO TO 19 
0024 C 
002b 79 LB=B 
0026 GO TO 19 

-- oo Y'r END 
0028 C 
v v-2y- C 
uUJU REAL FUNCTION G"B(A, D) 
uuJ1 IMPLICIT REAL+U(A-H, O-Z) 
uui; c PI='3.141592b 3oavfvDu 
u u. 13 COPIw-1'. DU/DSQRT t1. Du *PI) 
0034 G=COPT*'(DEXP (-. bDO*B**1) -DEXP (-. SDU*A-try 
vu jy RETURN 
vu-j END 
w xsr c 
0038 REAL FUNCTION F*b(A, B) 
0039' IMPLICIT REAL*U (A-H, O-X) 
UtY40 FF"(X)-. 5DO+. 5Dtr"DERF-tX/SQTWO) 
vv4 i SQTWO-DS(2RT-tc. Du ) 
UU42 FnFF (B) -FF (AI 
vv, +3 " RETURN 
0044 END 
"'END 

*GO 
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APPENDIX 6-3 

Solving for Price of Stock 

Equation 6.35 contains no new difficulties that have not already 

been discussed in Appendices 6-1 and 6-2. The programme follows. 
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*IN PROGRESS 
0001 /LOAD WATFIV 
0002 C 
0003 C II1TLRACTIVE PRbGRAP! TO CO: 4PUTS STOCI: PRICES 

' 0004 C 
0005 IMPLICIT ItEAL*U (A-I, O-Z) 
0006 2 WRITE (6'19) 
0007 9 FORPSAT (' ENTER VALUES FOR TC, TP, A, i3, IU, OU, 1W. 
0008 READ (9, *) TC, TP, A, B, I, O, RF 
0009 T12-G(O+I+B, 9 . Du)-(TC+TP"(1. D0-TC))*G(O+I+A, 99. DO) 
0010 T3a-1O+I+B) *F (O+I+B, 99. D0) 
00 i1 T4a (O+I+A) * (TC+TP* (1. DO-TC)) *F (O+I+A, 99. D0) 
0012 PSu(T12+T3+T4)/RF 
0013 WRITE(6,19) TC, TP, A, D, I, O, RF 

I) 

0014 19 FORMAT (' 0' , 'FOR TILE FOLLOWING INPUT VALUES: ', /' 
0015 WRITE(6,29) PS 
0111b 29 FORA1AT(Ili ', 'TILE PRICE OF STOCK - ', F1G. 2) 
uu u WRITE(6,39) 
0018 39 FORMAT(///' DO YOU WISH TO COUPUTE MORE STOCK: PRICES? ', / 
009 C' IF YES TYPE 1; ELSE TYPE 2. ') 
0020 READ(9, *) K 
002-1 IF (F'. EQ. 1) GO TO 2 
0022 STOP 
0023' END 
0024 C 
0025 REAL FUNCTION F' lA, B) 
0026 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-ii, O-Z) 
UU27 FF (X) =. 5DU+. 5D0*DERF (X/SQTitO) 
0028 SQTWO=DSQRT (2. D0) 
tUul'. +' F'FF (B) -FF (A) 
0030 RETURN 
0031 END 
0032 C 
0033 REAL FUNCTION G*8(A, B) 
0034 IMPLICIT REAL*0 (A-H, O-t) 
oUJ5 PIa3.141b f2b5350979D0 
0036 COPT=-1. DO/DSQRT (2. DU'. PI) 
0037 G-COPS'''(DEXP (-. 3Dt1+B+-t)-DEXP (-. 5D0+A+`2) 
0038' RETURN 
00J9 END 
*END 

*GO 
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APPENDIX 6-4 

The Integrated Programme 

This programme simply integrates those of the previous three 

appendices. However, it recognizes that negative debt solutions are ruled 

out and for these cases sets I* -B-0 before solving for the stock price 

implied. Further, it recognized that super-debt solutions (where debt 

principal implied exceeds quantity of dollars A, necessary for the project) 

are ruled out. In this case the programme sets 8' - A' and solves for the 

quantity of I' implied. Having generated principal and interest values we 

may then solve for the price of the shares. The programme follows. 
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d harvl5 
*III PROGRESS 
0001 /LOAD WATFIV 
0002 C 
0003 C INTERACTIVE PROGRAM TO COMPUTE STOCI PRICES AND UAnuteS. 
0004 C 
000b IMPLICIT REAL*a (A-I, O-Z) 
0006 CO1U1ON TP, TC, RF 
uvu7 l WRITE (6j, 9) 
0008 9 IONt1 T (' ENTER VALUES FOR TC, TP, A, OU, RF. 
0009 RE11D(9, *) TC, TP, A, O, RF 
0010 WRITE(6,19) TC, TP, A, O, RF 
0011 19 FORflAT (' 0' , 'FOR THE FOLLOWING IIJPUT VALUES i', /' ', 5Fu. 3, ' 1 ') , 
0012 IU'I (O, A) 
0013 WRITE(6,20) IU 
00143 20 FORMAT (' OPTIMAL INTEREST PAYNIEUT=', F8.2 ) 
0015 IF(IU. GE. 0.0) GO TO 23 
0016 IUs0.0 
0017 WRITE (6#4 9) 
nt118 49 FOR}IAT (' NOTE: CALCULATED OPTIMAL INTEREST PAYMtUT IS NEGATIV! 
0019 C', /' 0.0 VALUE ASSU14ED IN FURTHER CALCULATIONS. ') 
0020 23 BUeB(IU, O) 
0021 WRITE(6,21) BU 
0022 21 FORMAT(' BOND VALUE (OR PRIlCIPAL) n' , F8.2) 
0023 IF(BU. LE. A) GO TO 24 
0024 BU=A 
0U25 IU=IBFMI (BU, O) 
0026 S"JRITE(6,25) IU 
0027 25 FORMAT (' THE RECOMPUTED VALUE FOR OPTIMAL INTEREST PAYMEZITu' ,t 0028 24 PSS-PS(A, BU, IU, O) 
0029 WRITE(6,29) PSS 
0030 29 FORl1AT('0', 'TIIE PRICE OF STOCE ', F16.2) 
0031 FIRM=BU+PSS 
0032 WRITE(6,22) FIRM 
0033 22 FORMAT(' FIRM VALUES-', F8.2) 
0034 WRITE (6,39) 
0035 39 FONIAT(/7/' DO YOU WISH TO COMPUTE HORE STOCK' PRICES? ', / 
0036 C' IF YES TYPE 1; ELSE TYPE 2. ') 
0037 READ(9, *) K 
0038 IF (R. FQ. '1) rO TO 2 
0039 STOP 
0nan END 
0041 C 
OU42 C 
0043 REAL FUNCTION I*11(O, A) 
0044 IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-I, O-Z) 
n045 REAL+8 LB 
0046 COMMON TP, TC, RF 
0047 LI3--3.01 
On48 UB-4.01 
0049 TRiTP/(TC*(1. D0-TP)) 
0050 19 Iu LD+UB)/2.0 
0051 FR-F(O+I+A, 99. DO)/F(O+I, O+I+A) 
0052 IF(DABS(FR-TR). LT.. 0001) RETURN 
0053 IF(FR. LT. TR) GO TO 179 
0054 LB-I 
0n55 C, O TO 19 
nn5f 179 UB-I 

Co 20 1 
ý7t)')n5R MM 
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oo6n c 
0061 

lk 

EL 

0063 
UU64 C 
0065 C 
0066 C 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071' 
0072 
0073 C 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
007B 
0079 
0080 
0081 
0092 
0083 19 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 
oonr8 
0089 C 
0090 
0091 C 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 C 
0096 79 
0097 
0098 

"0099 C 
0100 C 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 C 
n1 n9 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 
0115 

iR 
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REAL FUNCTION PS*8(A, B, I, O) 
'A 3E, 0 13) 

COISION TP, TC, RF 

FUNCTION TO COMPUTE STOCK PRICES 

T12nG (O+I+B, 99. D0) - (TC+TP* (1.. D0-TC)) *G (O+I+A, 99. DO) 
T3a-(O+I+B)*F(O+I+ß, 99. D0) { 
Tos (O+I+A) '- (TC+T P* (1 .D 0-TC)) !F (O+I+A, 99. DO) 
PS- (T17+T3+T4) /RF 
RETURN 
END 

REAL FUNCTION B*8(IU, OU) 
IMPLICIT RF. AL*8 (A-I, O-Z) 
REAW'8 LB 
COMMON TP,, TC,, RF 
I=IU 

o=ov 
UB=6.0 
LB==0.01 
9QTffO-DSQRT (Z. DO) 
B= (LB+UB) /2.0 

T(I(0j, 
T3=I* (1 . DO-TP) *F (O+I, 99. DD) 
TA=- (1. DO-'TPI *O*F (0,0+1); -- (O+I) *F (O+I, O+I+B) 
T583B*F (O+I+B, 99, DO) 
HR- (Ti 2+73+T +TS) /RF 

IF (DABS (BR-B) . LT.. 0001) RETURN 

IF(BR. GT. B) GO TO 79 
UB=B 
GO TO 19 

LB -B 
GO TO 19 
Elm 

REAL FUNCTIOU G'8(A, B) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8tA-H, O-Z) 
PI. 3.14159265358979DO 
COPI--1. DO/DSQRT(2. DO*PI) 
G=COPI* (DEXP (-. SDO*B**2) -DEXP (-. 5DO. A**2) ) 
RETURN 
END 

REAL FUNCTION F'R(A, B) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, 0-Z) 
FF (X) a. 5D0+. SDrT*DERF (X/SQTIIO) 
SQTWO. DSQRT(2. D0) 
F=FF (B) -FF (A) 
RETURN 
END 
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0117 C 
n118 REAL rUNCTION IRFXN"A(n, 0) 
0119 IMPLICIT RE11L*8 (11-I, O-G) 
n120 PF. AL'8 LB 
0121 COMMON TP, TC, RF 
0122 Lß"-. f. U1 
0123 URs. 10.01 
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71287 i° n; f OT 
01 25 T1*2- (1. DU-, TP)**G C(I; O+r)'+4! t0+r, o+r+m 
0127 T3wI*(1. D0-TP)"F(O+I, 99. DU). 
012 ON_ tz nn-__) vo"-(4rO+S. )-(O F-(o+I., O+, I"ýB)----_-__... 
0129 T5-B'F(O+I+B 99. D0) 4 0130 BR-(T12+T3+T +T5)/RF 
0131 C 
0132 IBFXN-I 
0133 IF (DABS (BR-B) . LT.. 0001) ttETURN 
'0734 C 
0135 IF (BR. GT. B) CO TO' 79 
0136 3I 
0137 GO TO 79 
0138 C 
OT39 79 UB-I 
01110 GO TO 19 
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U142 C 
0143 C 
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ABSTRACT CHAPTER 7 

OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTUREt 

THE CASE OF RISK AVERSION 

In the early chapters of this work we developed some theory which 

allowed us to investigate the comparative statics of asset prices as we 

alter capital structure. This investigation took place within the framework 

of the two-parameter asset pticing model and led to the identification of 

some special cases under which the price of risk would not be altered, na we 

adjust capital structures. Having done all this we then proceeded to 

investigate our problem under the risk-neutrality assumption where the 

price of risk is simply zero. This decision was justified on the grounds 

that it is best to investigate a simple model first before proceeding to 

the more complicated. We further claimed that the extension to risk 

aversion was rather straightforward and could be easily done later. This 

chpater will extend the risk-neutrality results of Chapter 5 to the case of 

full risk aversion. 

The approach is really quite simple. Optimal capital structures 

Will, as before, be identified by taking first order conditions over a 

valuation expression for taxes. In this case the valuation expression 

contains not just expected cash flows but has an added covariance term to 

reflect risk aversion. We then provide a general proof which shows that, 

having taken first order conditions, we have two sets of terms: one not 

from the expectations part of the valuation expression and the other not 

from the covariance or risk adjustment term . The nice thing about these 
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two sets is that for each expectations generated tetra, there in a matching 

covariance term and vice versa. Further, these covarianco generated term# 

all have a standard form. This standard form aspect allows one to write 

the optimality conditions for each risk aversion model simply by inspecting 

the risk neutrality conditionerand adding the matching terms. therefore, 

the identification of the optinality conditions for the risk aversion cases 

is very simple given that we have the risk neutrality results at hand. 

Then we proceed to investigate the effect which these extra terms 

have on the implied optimality conditions. Cenerally speaking the effect 

depends upon the size and sign of two variables the correlation coefficient 

between the asset's cash flow and the market, and the size of the price of 

risk We might define a "normal" asset as one which has a positive 

correlation with the market and a. "non-normal" asset as one with a 

negative correlation. 

For normal assets the effect of the risk aversion tern is to make 

the cash flows less valuable than for pure risk-neutrality, because they 

tend to increase the overall level-of risk in the market. For "non-normal" 

assets the risk aversion terms make these assets more attractive as they 

tend to reduce the overall level of risk in the market. It seems sensible 

then that the optimality conditions should reflect these effects. 

As an example of these effects consider the following. Under 

risk neutrality we may find that 100% debt financing is implied because thin 

maximizes the quantity of expected cash flow from this asset. Should we now 

find that this is a normal aaset, investors under risk aversion will be 

somewhat less keen on it than before. In fact if the asset is very highly 

correlated with the market and the price of risk is extremely high"it may be 
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that the asset becomes undesirable and the optimal capital structure will 

minimize the cash flow going to the market. That is, investors will wish 

to shift some of this risky cash to the government's portfolio by using 

more equity financing. 

The opposite effect will occur for a non-norttl asset with 

negative correlation. In this case the asset will be more valuable under 

risk aversion than risk neutrality, because it decreases overall market risk. 

In this case the optimal conditions under risk neutrality will be reinforced 

under risk aversion. Take the above till-debt case again. Such an asset 

would be in high demand and the conclusion- that we should produce sorg of 

it by using debt financing will be reinforced under risk-Aversion. 
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CHAPTER 7 

OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE: 

THE CASE OF RISK AVERSION 

In Chapter 5 we investigated twelve different taxation sodela 

and explored their implications for the firm's capital structure under 

the assumption that investors are risk-neutral. Tn Chapter 7 we will 

extend these results to the case of two parameter risk aversion. An will 

become evident the extension in relatively straightforward and. to avoid 

tiresome repetition we will investigate only five models in the body of 

the chapter. These models are: 5-1,5-2,5-3.5-8 and 5-12. The 

analysis of the remaining seven models is performed in the appendix to 

this chapter: Appendix 7, -l. 

We find, howevers that the optimal capital structure implication' 

are dependent upon two parameters: the sign of p, the correlation 

coefficient between the firm's cash flow c+d and the market; and the size 

of. H, the price of risk. For p negative, the risk neutrality conditions 

of Chapter 5 are generally confirmed, but for p positive the conditions 

are weakened and for H large enough, they are reversed. 

7.1 The Optimization Problem Under Risk Aversion 

Following the same procedure as in Chapter 5 we may Write the 

value of all marketed claims against a firm ass 
n1r1 1134 E 

Pik - Rl 
L 

E(ciý) - ii E Cov(ci cm)ý 
im, f i-1 i-1 

l 
" Rl [ E(ci 

j) - E( l 
)J - In Cov(ci J$ ca) - Cov(rn', o cam) Jý 

f i-1 L-1 

R1 
1 ni nj 

m- E(ciý) -HZ Cov(cij9 cm)] - (£(qhj )- 11 Cav(Chj cm )IJ 
f i-i i-Il 

(7"ß) 
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We can maximize the value of equation (7.1) by minimizing the 

value of: 

IE(n )- 11 Cov(c 1 cm)] (7.2) 

As discussed in Chapter 3 wetaar consider 11 to be a constant so the first 

partial derivative of expression (7.2) map be vrittent 

aE(c, acov(, n y ca) 
az _ az 

Where Z is some decision variable. 

(7.3) 

We now proceed directly to establish miniaa for this expression. 
a ch 

Evaluation of the first part of this expression i-1-, was the subject of 

Chapter 5 where the twelve tax models were investigated. The addition of 
2 Cov (c, 'c) 

aZ 
I-v am to each of these formulation# is the subject of this chapter. 

We may write: 
gib » 

Cov(cýji, cm) -I JIch - E(ctj))Ica - E(cm)lf(c+d, c©)d(c+d)dcm 
"M 

! (cflý J (cam - E(cß) jf(c+d, cm)d(c+d)dcm1 

- E(C4 1I J(co - E(cm)Jf(cp)f(c+dlcn)d(c+d)dc, 

rr 

-7 (cn, )(CM - E(c©) 1f(c+d" cm)d(c+d)dc0 

- E(%) If(c+dlcm)d(c+d) f(e - E(c. )if(c. )de 

M" 

I I[ 1(c© - E(ca))f (c+d, ca)d(c+d)dc© 
'" -" (7,4) 

-0 
1Note that in general for x and y having the joint normal distribution 

f(x, y), we may write f(x, y) - f(xly)f(y) f(ylx)f(x). Where f(xly) 
is the conditional distribution. See Hoel ( 47 ) pg. 193. 
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so that 

3Cov(cn1, cm) »» acri 

a-! tt äz j(c. - E(cý))f(c+d, cm)d(c4d)dcm 

Now note that the derivative in this expression in closely 

(7. s) 

related to the derivative of E(cn'). We may writas 

ac aEaz i"tj, f(c+d)d(c+d) (7.6) 
-dC* 

3Z 

If we take the general term Z to be the capital structure decision variable 

I we have 

3E(c) acn 

aI -ý- `t äi f(c+d)d(c+d) (7.7) 

ýg(cn ) 
Thus it is evident that in determining ---31 in Charter 5 we have also 

3cn 
identified ,e 

7.3 A Simplifying Feature of These Partial Derivatives 

n 
Fortunately the values of 

aE(ac) 
identified in Chapter 5 take 

a particular form which further simplifies our investigation. These partial 

derivative each take the fora 
aaIT YI ä 

f(c+d)d(c+d) +Yý 
a- 

_f(c+d)d(c+d) + .... 
Y1 Yg 

K12 
y' 

f(c+d)d(c+d) + K34 Y4 f(c+d)d(c+d) + .... 13 

- K12F(y1,721 + K34F(y3, y4) + ... (7.8) 
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where Kij is a constant and the yi's are simply limits of integration. 1 

acn 
In other words 31 

1 
takes on constant values over various regions of the 

distribution of (c+d). It is this constant feature which is of Interest. 

Substituting equation 7.8 into 7.7 we write: 

aCov(cn' , cam) 

az "'_Z (cm - E(cm))f(cc c+d) 

(k 12 f2 f(c+d)d(c++d) + K34 / f(c+d)d(c+d) + ... )de0 
yl 3 

y 
»! (cm - E(cm))f(cm 1 c+d) x1 22 

f(c+d)d(c+d) dem 

-" 1 

" Yt, 
+I (cm - E(cm))f(c© I c}d)K34 yI 

f(cfd)d(c+d)dcto 

-Wo 3 

+ .... 
(7.9) 

For each of the component terms of the RUUS of this expression, it is 

possible to write: 

17his is readily apparent by reference to the results for the various tax 
models in Chapter 5. 
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Yi 
I (cam - E(cm)jf(cm 1 c+d)KiJ I f(c+d)d(c+d)dcm 

- Yi 

Y 00 
- Ki, I(I (cm - E(CM)lf(cm 1 c+d)dcm)f(c+d)d(c+d) 

Yi -°° 

Yj 
" Kij f (Etcm I c+dj - E(cm)}f(c+d)d(c+d) 

Yj 

" Ki' 
yI 

p Q= 
(c+d - E(c+d)jf(c+d)d(c+d) 

yi 

. Kij p ccmG[Yi. Yj1 
1 (7.10) 

where G[Y Y1. 
yI 

[c+d E(c+d)_)f(c+d)d(c+d) (7.11) 
ijY c<c+d) 

i 

Yj 
-I uý f(c+d)d(c+d) 

Yi 

1In this proof the following general results are used: 

a) Ix f(xly)dx - E(xly) (See Hood and Craybill (69a) p. 117) (7.12x) 

ýq M 

b) 7 E(x)f(X1y)dx " E(x) I f(xly)dx - E(x) (7.12b) 

c) E(xly) - E(x) +p axtY 
- E(y)) 

which gives (E(xly) - E(x)) -P 
Qy(y 

- E(y)j (7.12c) 

(See Hoel (47), p. 201). 
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7.4 The General Form of the First Order ConditionjUnder Risk Aversion 

Combining the results of expressions 7.10 and 7.9 with 7.2 we 

may obtain a general expression for the first order conditioro under risk 

aversion. We write: 

8I 
(E(cnj )-H Cov(cnj 9 cm)1 

K12 F[Y1, Y2] + K34 F[Y3. Y4] + ... 

+H K12pacm G[Y1, y]) + 11 K34pocm Gly3r Y41 

+ ... 

K12 F(Y1" Y2] +H K12pacm G(Y3, Y4] 

+ K34 F[yl, v2] +H K34pccm c[y3. Y4] 
+ 

... 

'E Kij(F(Yi" YiI+ HAQcm G[Yi, Y3]] 
ij 

7.13 

there the yi, yj limits of integration are uniquely defined for each tax structure. 

It is now obvious that for each'KijF(yi, y1I value derived from the expected tax 

term there is an associated covariance term Ki, iipocm C(yi, yj1. 

Therefore, having identified the Kij F[yi, yij terms in Chapter Five for 

risk neutrality, the extension of the first order conditions to risk 

aversion is performed by pairing each of the risk neutrality terms with 

a covariance term: Kij Npocm G(yi, yjj. We now proceed to investigate the 

first order conditions for the risk averse form of the asset pricing model. 
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7.5 Model 5-1 Under Risk Aversion 

For model (5,1) we have, from equation (5.9) 

GEIT 
- -Tß(1-Tp)'f f(c+d)d(c+d) - -Tc(1-Tp) (7.14) 

-ft 

and therefore for E(Tra) - expected total taxes adjusted for risk, we haves 

aE(Tra) 
-I -Tß(1-Tp) 

+ Tc(1-Tp)Upccm GE-. 's «j 

-Tc(1-Tp 
by equation (7.13). 

(7.15) 

In other words this expression is unchanged after the adjustment 

for risk so that the all debt solution still holds. 

7.6 Nadel 5-2 Under Risk Aversion 

For model (5-2) we had In equation (5.13)1 

a (T 
. -Tc(1 Tp)F[I+A, 

and therefore we have: 

aE(Tra) 
-i - -Tß(1-Tp)FtI+A, "j 

+ Tß(1-Tp)UPocm C(I+A, -j 

(7.17) " -Tc(1-Tp)[F[I+Al -j - 1LpocmC(I+A, "I] 

This expression is clearly identical to its risk-neutrality 

counterpart except for the addition of the risk adjustaent term 

HpacmG[I+A, -I- 

2 

Note that G[-, ýj 
7, c+d Q E(c+d)jf(c+d)d(c+d) 

"0 
as c+d 
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7.7 Interpreting the Effect of the Risk Adjustment Tax 

However, the presence of the minus sign in front of the it in 

this expression clearly illustrates that the addition of the risk adjustment 
term can alter Chapter Five's conclusions on optimal capital structure. 

As similar expressions appear regularly in the remaining tax models some 

detailed discussion of this occurrence is in order. At issue is the site 

and sign of 

arguments 

and that 

Hp o cmC [ I+A, eel. 

First, consider the expression G[I+A, so]. From standard sycractry 

about probability distributions we know that: 

r. [--", M] m 00 

c(r1, "1 > o, 

ci-, v2] <o 

for yl > -rý 

for 72 <" (7.18) 

and therefore G[I+A, -j > 0. We also know that It. the price of risk, is 

positive, 
'which leaves only the term pocm or cov(uc+d, cn). These terms 

then determine the sign of the risk adjustment. On a priori grounds there 

is little to be said: p may take any value between plus one and minus one 

while Qcm is, by convention, positive. At issue is the empirical matter of 

whether the raw cash flow i is positively or negatively correlated with 

the market cash flow, cm. 
2 

From expressions (3.22) and (3.23) we have 
E(u"(w )] -1 

11 - (E Q8-11-1 . 
iE 

Etue(w) 
1 .1 

(7.19) 

For risk aversion u8(ws) 0 so that E(u8(w8)j > 01 and u"(va) <0 no that 
E[u8(ws)] < 0. Therefore ti > 0. 

2Note 
that p could also be zero. In this case the risk adjustment term 

disappears completely from all first order conditions and the risk-c utual 
findings apply directly. 
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Should p be negative, the expression in the curly brackets of 

equation (7.17) is positive and the addition of the risk adjustment term 

serves to reinforce the risk-neutrality implications of 100% debt financing. 

In general, for future modelling, this will be the case: where the firm's 

cash flow is negatively correlated with the market' cash flow the addition 

of the risk adjustment term to the risk neutrality conditions will not 

alter the signs of any of the terms and the capital-. structure implications 

will be similar for both cases. 

However, should p be positive, the sign of the expression in 

curly brackets in equation (7.17) depends upon the relative size of 

FjI+A. m] and KpacmCjl+A, 4*1 or H Cov(uc+d. cIs )Ctt+A, ""j1 Again this Is 

an empirical matter and it is difficult to sake firm statements? 

Lý Cov(c+d, cm) 
-Note that because p-o 

c+d. cc o 
ve may write: 

Cov(c+d, C) 
HpocmG(i+A. "j -HQ cc cc0GJI+A, -j 

c+d m 

11 Cov(u , cm)G[I+A. -j where uc+d -( 
c+d 

o- 
E(c+d) j. 

c+d 
2We 

attempt, in Appendix 7-2, to investigate the limits of the size of the 
two terms involved here. While some progress is made no definitive a 
priori way of determining these values is found. 
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We can, however, investigate this problem graphically. Graphs 7-1 

and 7-2 present the two functions F(I+A, eel and p1lacm'(I+A, +). The sign 

of the difference of these two functions can be determined by superimposing 

one upon the other as in Graph 7-3. In 

this graph we have pictured pHacmG[I+A, ") as lying everywhere below 

F[I+A, »]. This result is perfectly reasonable for pllocm small enough. 

However since F[I+A, »j -I f(c+d)d(c+d) < G[I+A, ») 1 uc f(c+d)d(c+d) 
I+A I+A 

it is clear that for values of p11acm sufficiently large. Graph 7-4 is 

the correct representation and F[I+A, «] should dominate to the right of some 

point. 

Clearly, the problem is parameter dependent. All one can say in 

general is that if our one undetermined term It, the price of risk, is small 

enough we will have the result of Graph 7-3. However, for N large it is 

quite possible that Graph 7-4 should apply and the risk adjustment effect 

could overbalance the mean effect of F[I+A, w]. 

7.8 An Intuitive Explanation of the Effect of the Adjustment for Risk Aversion 

Perhaps some intuitive reasoning would help in understanding the 

effect of this risk adjustment term. Take the risk neutrality effects for 

a tax model such as 5-2 which implies 100% debt financing. This result occurs 

because we can, by using leverage, increase cash flows by adding debt. 

Another way of putting this is to say that we can increase the quantity of 

securities supplied by this desirable firm by substituting bond claims for 

equity claims. If we now add a risk adjustment term to the Model, we wish 
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Graph 7-1 

F(IfA, a) 
Cumulative Donnity runction 

P(I+A, »I 

I+A 

Graph 7-2 

G[I+A, osjpUccm 
Risk AdJustDnt Function 

ý1 
C[ IfA, -) 1 cm 

I+A 

F[T+A, -] Craph 7-3 

G[I+A, -]PHaeM Cumulative Density Plus 
Risk Adjustment Functions 

(Non Overlapping) 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

I+ý+A I+A 

F[I+A, -j Graph 7-4 

G[I+A, -IpHocm Cumulative Density Plus 
Risk Adjustment Functions 

(Overlapping) 

i 
i 

t 
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to know whether the addition of more claims from thin firm to the market 

increases or decreases overall market risk (non-diversiftable risk). If 

the firm has a cash flow which is negatively correlated with the market, 

an increased supply of this security viii decrease non-diversiflable rink 

and thus it is desirable for purely rink reducing reasons. Therefore, for 

p negative, the risk reducing effect will reinforce the mean cash flow 

effect in increasing the desirability of this firm's securities. On the 

other hand, should p be positive the effect to to increase the quantity 

of non-diversifiable risk in the market and therefore reduce the desirability 

of the firm's securities somewhat. We also note, however, that whether or 

not this risk effect can in fact overbalance the mean effect depends upon 

the size of H. the price of risk. if the price of rink in high we will 

observe the risk effect becoming dominant. 

This reasoning applies in a rather straightforward manner to thin 

simple model where the mean effect is desirable. If the mean effect 

is undesirable we have similar explanations. An undesirable mean effect 

implies that investors wish to hold the security short or we wish to have 

the security exist in negative quantities. Should p then be negative. 

more of these negative quantities will decrease the quantity of non- 

diversifiable risk and therefore the risk effect is supportive. For p 

positive the opposite effect is implied. We are of course not able to 

have net short positions in securities but we can move in this direction 

by reducing the supply of such claims and causing similar desirable effects. 

Let us now continue on to generate the results for the remaining 

tax rules. 
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7.9 Model 5-3 Under Risk Aversion 

For model (5-3) we may adjust expression (5.17) to Rivet 

aE(T ) B-(I+A)T a-(t+A)T 
. -TcýF-f' 

-] 
- i1pQ(cm)ýiý' 1-T 

c1 

cc 

B-(I+A)T B+I-(I+A)T B-(I+A)T B+I-(tfA)T 
2B c )){Ft--1 T=0 -- 1-T=1-11AQ 

(cID)---I--T .0 
---r-Tc 1J ITc Tp(Tc 8I 

cc 

B+I-(I+A)T B+I-(I+A)T 

1-T 
c" ". jý 7.20 + (Tp Tc){F( i-T 

c, "1-llpv(cm)GI 
cc 

and as before, the sign of p or the covariance term can reinforce or weaken 

the forces supporting the 100% debt solution. For instance. if o in negative 

the risk effect reinforces the 3rd (positive) 1 
term of this expression while 

weakening the force of the first term. As discussed before, the problem is 

clearly parameter dependent and we can only say that for p negative the risk 

averse solution is similar to that of risk neutrality. For p positive, 

conditions exist (for H large enough) under which the risk neutrality 

findings may be reversed. 

7.10 Some Models are Relegated to Appendices 

By now it should be clear that the effect of adding risk to our 

problem depends upon the size and sign of the parameters involved. For 

each modelling of the problem we obtain the same parameter dependent results. 

Therefore, we avoid much repetitive discussion in the chapter by treating 

models (5-4) to (5-7) and (5-9) to (5-11) in Appendix 7-1. As 

in Chapters 5 and 6 we will expand in some detail on model (5-8) and 

point out the essential equivalence of model (5-12). 

ilt is positive for Tp > Tc as discussed in Chapter S. 
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7.11 Model 5-8 Under Risk Aversion 

We write, for model (5-8), After equation (5.30)t 

3E(Tra) 

at . Tp[F(I. -j - HpaCmC[I, -] 
j 

- ITc + Tp(1-Tc)]tF(I+A, "1 - ltpocJ, 11+A, «j 
1 7.21 

which implies first order optimality conditions oft 

pýF[lq -j - 11p0cmC(I. "j 
1 

- (Tc + Tp(1-To)1EF[I+A, "j -H acmG[I+A, -11 7.22 

7.12 The Effects of Moving from Risk Neutrality to Risk Aversion 

We might now be interested in identifying the comparative statics 

in optimal capital structure betwoon risk a'version'and risk neutrality. We may 

rewrite equation (7.30) as: 

Tp F(I, 'i - Npocm{GEI, -j - G(I+A, -j) 

[Tc + Tp(1-Tc)JF[I+A, -1 7.23 

so that we can look at the effect of risk adjustments as an adjustment to 

just one side of the risk-neutral expression. It is obvious that we would 

like to be able to say something about the sign oft 

G[I, -j - (1I+A, «j 

First, we may rewrite equation 7.24 as: 

7.24 

GII, I+A] + C(, I+A, "J - G[I+A, -] " Cr!, 1+A] 7.25 

and therefore it is only the sign of this piece which bothers us. To start 

With, locate G(t, I+A1 so that the mid-point between I" and I%+A (mid-point 
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" I*+ 2) lies precisely upon E(c+d). By standard arguments of uytotry 

the value of: 

I*+A 
G[I*. I*+A] -! u f(c+d)d(c+d) -07.26 C+d I* 

If we now shift C[I*. I+Aj to the left its value will be negative 

and if we shift it to the right its value will be positive. however, if 

G[I*, I*+A] is shifted to the extreme right or left it must again approach 

zero because the probabilities in the integration approach zero. Therefore 

it appears that C(I. I+Aj may be pictured as in Graph 7-5. 

Graph 7-5 

Value of G(I, I+Aj 

I 

Accordingly C(I, I+Aj may either increase or decrease as we increase the 

quantity of I. 
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The sign of the risk adjustment to equation (7.23) in then 

determined by minus the product of the signs of pvcm and (G(I, 401 - G(I+A, "D. 

We may write equation (7.23) aas 

TpF(I, -) +A- [Tc + Tp(1-TC)IF(I+A, -j 7.27 

and if the signs of our "0" and "C" terms are the same (different) then 

A will be negative (positive). 

Consider then some value of I- Ie such that we have equilibrium 

under risk neutrality: 

TpF(I*, a1 - [Tc + Tp(1-TC)1FII*+A, "j 7.28 

The addition of a positive A to this solution will cause: 

TpF(I*, "1 +A> (Tc + Tp(1-TC))F(I*+A, -1 7.29 

Therefore it is necessary to move to a new value of I* euch that the UIS 

become less heavily weighted relative to the RNS in density. With reference 

to Graph (7-6) it is clear that for I and I+A below the E(c+d) a decrease 

in I from I* is implied. (Note that the UIS gains tha shaded density area 
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between (I* - AI) and I* while the RiS gains the larger shaded density 

area between (I*- AI + A) and (l"+ A). Accordingly the PilS her gained 

the required relative increase in probability density weighting. ) On the 

other hand if A had been negative the same method of reasoning would 

indicate that an increase in 1* was necessary to restore equality. 

GRAPH 7-6 

f (c+d 

Cfd 
'1"ýýl 1 a--Tn 

By the same reasoning, should I* and (I*+A) lie above E(c+d) as 

in Graph (7-6) the opposite relationships hold and for A positive (negative) 

an increase (decrease) in I is implied. In fact the earlier arguments of 

symmetry apply here as well so that if the mid-point between I and I+A is 

above E(c+d) the analysis of Graph (7-6) applies and if the mid-point is 

below, that of Graph (7-7) applies. 

GRAPH 7-7 

Probability Distribution of (c+d) 

f (c+d 

S 
-` 1 

t( C44 .. +-+-a ; -Ä .r . _.. - crd 
II *+A 
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Of course any shift in I will also affect the value of CIT. 1+A1 

and of A. So long as p is positive, A will take the sign of Gil, IfAj. 

Therefore, should A be negative this implies that I+Zc E(c+d). However. 

while an increase in I will shift the weights of the tax rate terms no 

that equality tends to be restored, it is not clear from graph 7-5 that 

G[I, I+A] will immediately diminish in size to speed the convergence. 

Eventually G[I, I+Aj must tend to zero to aid convergence but it may prove 

contrary in some intervals. Similarly, we can argue that for p positive 

and A positive, a decrease in I is implied but that the convergence to zero 

will not always be swift. We suamarize these and similar cases where p in 

negative in Table 7-1. 

7.13 Summarizing the Effects of Moving to Risk Aversion 

Therefore, it is clear that we can make comparative static 

statements about the effect of risk aversion over risk neutrality for 

optimal capital structures but the problem is parameter dependent and it 

is difficult to generalize more than we have done so far. We summarise 

these findings in Table 7-1. 

TABLE 7-1 

Change in Quantity of Debt Implied by Risk Aversion Model 

Over Risk Neutrality 

SIGNS OF p AND A 

SANE DIFFERENT 

DEBT 
INCREASES I+2< E(c+d) I+3> E(c+d) 

DEBT 
DECREASES I+2> E(c+d) I+2 ä(C+4) 
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7.14 Model 5-12, Under Risk Aversion 

The extension to Model 5-12 is very similar to that for autdol 

5-8 giving equilibrium conditions of: 

(Tp - T9)(F[Il -j - IIpa C(I, ""J) 

Tc(1 - T9)(F(I+A, "j - 11pocm C(I+A, -j) (7.30) 

As this expression is clearly very similar to that for model 5-8 in 

expression 7.22 the previous discussion applies and further elaboration 
I 

is unnecessary. 

7.15 Conclusions for Chapter 7 

In this chapter we have extended the optimal capital structure 

implications of the risk-neutrality world to that of risk aversion. We 

found that the extention simply involved pairing each of the terms in the 

first order conditions under risk neutrality with another term to adjust 

for risk aversion. The risk adjustment term was found to either oppose 

the risk neutrality effect (for normal assets which are positively 

correlated with the market) or to confirm the effect (for non-normal assets 

which are negatively correlated with the market). Accordingly conditions 

were identified under which debt will be increased and decreased when moving 

to risk-aversion. 

With this chapter, our investigation of optimal capital structure 

is complete. That iss we have now extended the earlier investigation to 

risk aversion. Since the risk aversion results are substantially similar 
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to those for risk neutrality further elaboration is unuarrantrd. The next 

chapter is an overall conclusions chapter with some implications for further 

work. 
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APPENDIX 7-1 

Optimal Capital Structure Implications for Models (5-4) to (5-7) and (5-9) to (5-11) 

Under Risk Aversion 

For model (5-4) we may write from equation (S. 7ut 

2E (T ) 

airs .- 
äi Tp{F[B, B+Ij -i ccmC[B, B+Ij} 

+ TptF(B+I, A+Ij - HpocmC(B+I, A+IJ) 

- Tc(1-Tp). (F(A+I. -j - HpacmG(A+I, -11 7.31 

implying a parameter dependent 100% debt or non-extreme solution. 

For model (5-5) we may write, from equation (5.29)1 

3E(T 
rg) - -T 7.32 lß(1-T p 

and is therefore unchanged as was the case for model (5-1) implying 1002 debt. 

For model (5-6) we may write. from equation (5.26): 

3Tr 
-Tc(1-Tp)tF[I+A, a] - HpacC (I+A, sell 31 7.33 

and the implication is that 100% debt is generally implied except that the 

effect is weakened for p>0. 

For model (5-7) we write, from equation (5.28): 
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T I_= c tiPa cm C[.. ft º 1-Tc 
c F 1) 8Ira c 1 

-(I+A)T I-(i+A)T"r -(I+A)T I-(i+A)T 
-Tc (1-T 

p 
)IF[ 

1--Tc 
c. 

--- 1--Tc 
c C. 

- Np ocmG j-- 1----T-. 
5'- 

1-Tc -=11 

I- (I+A) Tc I- (I+A) T 
(Tc Tp){F[ 1-Tc " "ý - itpccmC( 1-T wjI 

- Tc(1-Tp)tF[I+A, wj - ll4 ac0C[I+A, - i) 7.34 

which has negative and positive parts so that the choice of 100% debt or an 

internal solution is parameter dependent. 

We skip model (5-8) as it is developed in Chapter 7, and go 

directly to model (5-9) from equation (5.35): 

8E(Tra) 

31 -Tß(1-Tg) 

+ (T 
p 

T9)(T- aI){F[Bt B+Ij - IloccC [B, B+Ij} 

+ (Tp Tg)tF[B+I, m] - lipacmC[B+I1, "IJ 7.35 

which implies again that the choice between an internal optimum and 100% 

debt is parameter dependent. 
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For model (5-10) we write, from equation (5.37): 

aE(Tra) 
_- aB 

aI 
(T p T9){F(B, B+Ij - WocmC(B$ B+Ij1 

+ (Tp T9){F[B+I1, -) - lipocmG[B+I, -j1 

- Tc(1-T9), F[I+A, -1 - tipacmC[I+A, ""i) 

which again generally implies an upper or lower extreme solution. 

Finally, we write for model (5-11) from equation (5.39)t 

8( E (Tr8) 

-- 

)' 
-T(1-T ) 

31 ß9 

-(I+A)T I-(I+A)T 
+ Tc(Tp Tg){F( 1-T 

c 

c" 
1-T 

C 

cý 
- 1ýAOCm 

I- (I+A) T 
+ (Tp-Tg)IF[ 1-T 

c" 00ý NACCQ 
c 

which can imply any type of solution at all. 

7. ßb 

-1(+A)TC I-(t+A)Tc 
C[1... _. 'T 1-T 

I-(I+A)T 

1-T 7.17 
c 
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APPENDIX 7-2 

To determine the sign of 

F[I+A, -j - HpaCm G[I+A, -) 7.58 

In this appendix we will attempt to put numerical values on there terms. 

However, we will not be particularly successful. 

To start with, we do know several things. First 0` F(2fA, -_1. 

Therefore, we are interested in determining the size of H ocmCIIfA, -j. 

Clearly, for p>0 we consider the values 01p<1. Next, C[I+A, "j can 

be shown to be bounded as: 0< G[I+A, "] 4 . 3989.1 The price of rink, it 

and standard derivation of the market, ccm, are more difficult. If We 

assume quadratic utility we may write (from equation (3.36)): 

N 

-}s 
j.: s+ 

äE(~ S 

1For I+A -- we have G[-', -j - E(u) " 0. Reference to a standard 
cumulative unit normal deviate table such as are found in Bierman, 
Bonini -and - MiuMf ( 10 , p. 501) indicates that 

40 W 
max t uf(u)du uf(u)du - . 3898. 

Therefore, for ('I+A)a - E(c+d) we have G[(I+A)*, "] - . 3898. 

7.39 
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Now, under . quadratic utility (for risk aversion) the parameters a and 

$ are positive and negative respectively, no that all the terms in 

the denominator of this expression are positive. 
I 

Further, 
a s> 2Ws° , -. wd may write! Ss 

ti <117.40 
- Z2Wg + EEE(we 8+ rE vg) 

a 

If we assume that individuals are everywhere risk averse, ß> 2v taunt 

apply to the upper limits of wealth we as well as the lower values. 

Therefore for-investigation let this 1Ws term be interpreted-es the sum of the 

upper limits on personal wealth perceived by all market participants. 

Since participants claims. exhaust the wealth, whatever it may be, rwa in an 

upper number from a distribution of which tE(w is the mean. If we then 

argue-. that this sum of upper limits is of the order of the mean plus three 

standard deviations we have: 

sws > ZE(ws) + a31 (w8)I 

so that: 

'For 
quadratic utility we have: 

7.41 

u(ws) aw8 + ßw2 
where 

u'(ws) - as + 2ßw8 >07.42 
and 

u"(w8) - 28 
s<0 

for risk aversion. 

Therefore ß must be negative and 
-'08 > 2w. Further, if inventors are 

0 8s -s 

everywhere risk averse, - T. 1 
. 

2w must hold for soaa upper limttof-the 
s 

wealth possibilities for individual a. 
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JE ws + 376Jrs +EE we 

01 2EE 8 +3JE 8 
7.43 

We can also argue that acm - Q(Ewg)1 so that we spy write 

Hacm 2Ew 
1 

8+ 
33cm ocm 7.44 

Clearly then 11acm is some very small fraction which may not be 

larger than 1/3 (for EE(w8) " 0) and may be expected to be much smaller a 

2E(w8) will be a large number. 

Max pllacmGII+A. -j 

" 1/3 . 3989 - . 1326 

ß. 4S 

It must be recognised, however, that this value is highly overstated and 

that for jE(w8) large this term will tend toward zero. 

We now need to compare this value in equation (7.44) with 

F[I+A, mj. Letting C[I+A, "j be a maximum we assumed (I+A)* a t(c+d). 

Making a similar assumption gives F[I+A*, "j - .5 and ve see that the 

value of 

F[I+A*, co] - pHocmG I+A*, 10] )07.46 

We now must ask whether or not this sign could change. 

This sign can be investigated with reference to graphs 7-1 to 7-4 

where as G[(I+A)*, -J is a maximum any other value of I+A implies a lower 

value for the second part of this expression. Since F(I+A, -j increases 

'Note that isws consists of certain plus risky claims. The standard 

deviation of ews 
will be the standard deviation of the 

risky claims or cm. 

We may then %rrite: 
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as (I+A) f -- it is obvious that expression (7.46) holds for values of 

I+A < (I+A)*. For values of (I+A) greater than (I+A)* both terms 

decreases in size and the question is one of the rate of change because 

both terms approach zero in the limit. We conclude that there is no 

generally identifiable sign for the sign of expression 7.38. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 A Quick Summary 

We shall start by reviewing our progress. We started by developing 

a framework within which the value of the firm, for different capital 

structures, was fully determined. Then we investigated portfolio design in 

the presence of government transfer payments and we concluded that investors 

will select risky portfolios which unwind the government's attempts to tax 

and redistribute income. A question of motivation then arose as to whether 

investors care about tax minimizing capital structures. Since extra 

normal profit opportunities are available to investors where a firm is not 

optimally structured, we conclude that motivation is present. 

With this background we then proceeded to investigate different 

tax and revenue sharing schemes. Under risk neutrality we found that 

different schemes implied different capital structures. However, the most 

realistic of these models implied optimal capital structures of the 

internal variety where both equity and debt appear in positive amounts. 

We then proceeded to illustrate these results with examples and to 

investigate the capital budgeting implications. Finally, we extended this 

work to the full case of risk aversion and found that the results were 

substantially similar to the risk neutrality case except for some 

adjustments for risk. 

All in all the results have been very satisfying. We have found 

that under a fully specified asset pricing model, optimal capital structures 
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can obtain under realistic assumptions about taxes and the priority of 

bondholders claims. These results are of particular interest because these 

are the kinds of capital structures observed in the real world. 

8.2 Implications for Further Research 

Further research in this area should take two forms. Firnt, 

additional modelling at the theoretical level is needed. In particular, 

extension to a multiperiod framework is essential. In a multi-period 

framework we face, not only the question of the priority of bondholder 

claims but also that of shareholder claims. That is, in a larger sense, 

shareholder dividend payments must be considered as having priority over 

capital repayment. I strongly suspect that this effect will further 

reinforce the finding that internal capital structures are optimal. 

Second there is need for some empirical work to be done to 

validate or reject these findings. Although these results conform well 

enough to the real world at the level of casual inspection, some rigorous 

testing is needed. A number of testing methodologies come to mind. What 

is really needed is data which spans different taxation rules and systems. 

Accordingly one can look for both cross-sectional and time series samples 

where different firms face different tax structures. Cross sectionally 

we might be able to compare capital structures between different notions 

or industries where the tax rules differed. In time series one might be 

able to identify occasions when tax laws changed and investigate capital 

structures over these changes. However, I think that it would be necessary 

to investigate the multiperiod modelling aspects noted above, before building 

testable hypotheses. 
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